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Abstract
This thesis has two main contributions: the designs of differential/non-differential unitary space-
time codes for multiple-antenna systems and the analysis of the diversity gain when using space-
time coding among nodes in wireless networks.
Capacity has long been a bottleneck in wireless communications. Recently, multiple-antenna
techniques have been used in wireless communications to combat the fading effect, which improves
both the channel capacity and performance greatly. A recently proposed method for communicat-
ing with multiple antennas over block-fading channels is unitary space-time modulation, which can
achieve the channel capacity at high SNR. However, it is not clear how to generate well performing
unitary space-time codes that lend themselves to efficient encoding and decoding. In this thesis,
the design of unitary space-time codes using Cayley transform is proposed. The codes are designed
based on an information-theoretic criterion and have a polynomial-time near-maximum-likelihood
decoding algorithm. Simulations suggest that the resulting codes allow for effective high-rate data
transmissions in multiple-antenna communication systems without knowing the channel. Another
well-known transmission scheme for multiple-antenna systems with unknown channel information
at both the transmitter and the receiver is differential unitary space-time modulation. It can be re-
garded as a generalization of DPSK and is suitable for continuous fading. In differential unitary
v
vi ABSTRACT
space-time modulation, fully diverse constellations, i.e., sets of unitary matrices whose pairwise
differences are non-singular, are wanted for their good pairwise error properties. In this thesis, Lie
groups and their representations are used in solving the design problem. Fully diverse differential
unitary space-time codes for systems with four and three transmit antennas are constructed based
on the Lie groups 	 and 
	 . The designed codes have high diversity products, lend them-
selves to a fast maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm, and simulation results show that they
outperform other existing codes, especially at high SNR.
Then the idea of space-time coding devised for multiple-antenna systems is applied to commu-
nications over wireless networks. In wireless relay networks, the relay nodes encode the signals
they receive from the transmit node into a distributed space-time code and transmit the encoded
signals to the receive node. It is shown in this thesis that at very high SNR, the diversity gain
achieved by this scheme is almost the same as that of a multiple-antenna system whose number of
transmit antennas is the same as the number of relay nodes in the network, which means that the re-
lay nodes work as if they can cooperate fully and have full knowledge of the message. However, at
moderate SNR, the diversity gain of the wireless network is inferior to that of the multiple-antenna
system. It is further shown that for a fixed total power consumed in the network, the optimal power
allocation is that the transmitter uses half the power and the relays share the other half fairly. This
result addresses the question of what performance a relay network can achieve. Both it and its
extensions have many applications to wireless ad hoc and sensory network communications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Multi-Antenna
Communication Systems
1.1 Introduction
Wireless communications first appeared in 1897, when Guglielmo Marconi demonstrated radio’s
ability to provide contact with ships sailing the English channel. During the following one hundred
years, wireless communications has experienced remarkable evolution, for example, the appear-
ance of AM and FM communication systems for radios [Hay01] and the development of the cellu-
lar phone system from its first generation in the 1970s to the third generation, which we are about
to use soon [Cal03, Stu00, Rap02]. The use of wireless communications met its greatest increase
in the last ten years, during which new methods were introduced and new devices invented. Nowa-
days, we are surrounded by wireless devices and networks in our everyday lives: cellular phone,
handheld PDA, wireless INTERNET, walkie-talkie, etc. The ultimate goal of wireless communi-
cations is to communicate with anybody from anywhere at anytime for anything.
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ANTENNA COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
In reaching this ultimate goal, the bottleneck lies in the capacity of wireless communication
systems, that is, how much information can go through the system. With the increasing use of
diverse wireless facilities, the demand for bandwidth or capacity becomes more and more urgent,
especially for power and complexity limited systems. This means that we can not increase capacity
by simply increasing the transmit power. Communication systems in use today are predominantly
single-antenna systems. Because of the multiple-path propagation in wireless channels, the capac-
ity of a single wireless channel can be very low. Research efforts have focused on ways to make
more efficient use of this limited capacity and have accomplished remarkable progresses. On the
one hand, efficient techniques, such as frequency reuse [Rap02] and OFDM [BS99], have been
invented to increase the bandwidth efficiency; on the other hand, advances in coding such as turbo
codes [BGT93] and low density parity check codes [Gal62, MN96, McE02] make it feasible to
almost reach Shannon capacity [CT91, McE02], the theoretical upper bound for the capacity of the
system. However, a conclusion that the capacity bottleneck has been broken is still far-fetched.
Other than low Shannon capacity, single-antenna systems suffer another great disadvantage:
its high error rate. In an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, which models a typical
wired channel, the pairwise error probability (PEP), the probability of mistaking the transmitted
signal with another one, decreases exponentially with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while due to
the fading effect, the average PEP for wireless single-antenna systems only decreases linearly with
SNR. Therefore, to achieve the same performance, a much longer code or much higher transmit
power is needed for single-antenna wireless communication systems.
Given the above disadvantages, single-antenna systems are unpromising candidates to meet
the needs of future wireless communications. Therefore, new communication systems superior
in capacity and error rate must be introduced and consequently, new communication theories for
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these systems are of great importance at the present time.
Recently, one such new systems, digital communication systems using multiple-input-multiple-
output (MIMO) wireless links, that is, using multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver,
has emerged. This is one of the most significant technical breakthroughs in modern communica-
tions. The key feature of a multiple-antenna system is its ability to turn multiple-path propagation,
which is traditionally regarded as a disadvantage to wireless communications, into a benefit to the
users.
In 1996 and 1999, Foschini and Telatar proved in [Fos96] and [Tel99] that communication
systems with multiple antennas have a much higher capacity than single-antenna systems. They
showed that the capacity improvement is almost linear in the number of transmit antennas or the
number of receive antennas, whichever is smaller. This result indicated the superiority of multiple-
antenna systems and ignited great interest in this area. In few years, much work has been done
generalizing and improving their results. On the one hand, for example, instead of assuming that
the channels have rich scattering so that the propagation coefficients between transmit and receive
antennas are independent, it was assumed that correlation can exist between the channels; on the
other hand, unrealistic assumptions, such as perfect channel knowledge at both the transmitter and
the receiver are replaced by more realistic assumptions of partial or no channel information at
the receiver. Information theoretic capacity results have been obtained under these and other new
assumptions, for example, [ZT02, SFGK00, CTK02, CFG02].
These results indicate that multiple-antenna systems have much higher Shannon capacity than
single-antenna ones. However, since Shannon capacity can only be achieved by codes with un-
bounded complexity and delay, the above results do not reflect the performance of real transmission
systems. For example, in a system with two transmit antennas, if identical signals are transmit-
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ted from both antennas at a time, a PEP that is inversely proportional to SNR is obtained, which
is the same as that of single-antenna systems although the coding gain is improved. However, if
Alamouti’s scheme [Ala98] is used, a PEP that behaves as Ù?ÚÛ V)w is obtained. Therefore, it is
important to develop algorithms that take advantage of the spatial diversity provided by multiple
antennas. Many algorithms with reasonable complexity and performance have been proposed, for
example, the diversity techniques and diversity combining methods (see [Win83, Wit93, Stu00,
Rap02, Pro00]). Among them, the most successful one is space-time coding.
In space-time coding, the signal processing at the transmitter is done not only in the time
dimension, as what is normally done in many single-antenna communication systems, but also in
the spatial dimension. Redundancy is added coherently to both dimensions. By doing this, both
the data rate and the performance are improved by many orders of magnitude with no extra cost
of spectrum. This is also the main reason that space-time coding attracts much attention from
academic researchers and industrial engineers alike.
The idea of space-time coding was first proposed by Tarokh, Seshadri and Calderbank in
[TSC98]. They proved that space-time coding achieves a PEP that is inversely proportional to
Ù?ÚÛÜ^Ý , where & is the number of transmit antennas and * is the number of receive antennas.
The number &* is called the diversity of the space-time code. Comparing with the PEP of single-
antenna systems, which is inversely proportional to the SNR, the error rate is reduced dramatically.
It is also shown in [TSC98] that by using space-time coding, some coding gain can be obtained.
The first practical space-time code is proposed by Alamouti in [Ala98], which works for systems
with two transmit antennas. It is also one of the most successful space-time codes because of its
great performance and simple decoding.
The result in [TSC98] is based on the assumption that the receiver has full knowledge of the
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channel, which is not a realistic assumption for systems with fast-changing channels. Hochwald
and Marzetta studied the much more practical case where no channel knowledge is available at ei-
ther the transmitter or the receiver. They first found a capacity-achieving space-time coding struc-
ture in [MH99] and based on this result, they proposed unitary space-time modulation [HM00].
In [HM00], they also proved that unitary space-time coding achieves the same diversity, &* , as
general space-time coding.
Based on unitary space-time modulation, a transmission scheme that is better tailored for sys-
tems with no channel information at both the transmitter and the receiver is proposed by Hochwald
and Sweldens in [HS00] and Hughes in [Hug00a], which is called differential unitary space-time
modulation. Differential unitary space-time modulation can be regarded as an extension of dif-
ferential phase-shift keying (DPSK), a very successful transmission scheme for single-antenna
systems.
During the last few years, the technology of multiple antennas and space-time coding has been
improved greatly. There are many papers on the design of differential and non-differential unitary
space-time codes, for example, [TJC99, HH02b, MHH02, HH02a, JH03e, JH03b, JH04e, GD03,
DTB02]. There is also much effort in trying to improve the coding gain by combining space-time
codes with other error-correcting codes or modulations, for example, [SD01, SG01, LFT01, Ari00,
BBH00, FVY01, GL02, BD01, LB02, JS03]. Today, this area is still under intensive theoretical
study.
In this thesis, the design of space-time codes is investigated in order to exploit the transmit
diversity provided by the transmit antennas at the transmitter along with the applications of space-
time coding in wireless networks in order to exploit the distributed spatial diversity provided by
antennas of the distributed nodes in a network. The thesis has five parts. The first part includes
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Chapters 1 and 2, in which a brief but broad introduction of multiple-antenna systems and space-
time coding is provided. Chapter 3 is Part II, which describes the design of unitary space-time
codes using Cayley transform. Part III includes Chapters 4, 5 and 6, where the design of differen-
tial unitary space-time codes based on groups is discussed. In Chapter 4, concepts and background
materials of groups and Lie groups are listed, along with motivations to the use of groups in dif-
ferential unitary space-time code design. Chapters 5 and 6 are on the design of differential unitary
space-time codes for systems with four transmit antennas and three transmit antennas based on the
Lie groups 	 and 
	 , respectively. Part IV is Chapter 7, in which the idea of space-time
coding is used in wireless networks to exploit the distributed diversity among the relay nodes. The
last part, Chapter 8, is the summary and discussion.
1.2 Multiple-Antenna Communication System Model
Consider a wireless communication system with two users. One is the transmitter and the other is
the receiver. The transmitter has & transmit antennas and the receiver has * receive antennas as
illustrated in Figure 1.1. There exists a wireless channel between each pair of transmit and receive
antennas. The channel between the  -th transmit antenna and the  -th receive antenna can be
represented by the random propagation coefficient Þ®
¸
, whose statistics will be discussed later.
To send information to the receiver, at every transmission time, the transmitter feeds signals
ß
R'$½Z½Z½à$
ß
Ü
to its & antennas respectively. The antennas then send the signals simultaneously to
the receiver. Every receive antenna at the receiver obtains a signal that is a superposition of the
signals from every transmit antenna through the fading coefficient. The received signal is also
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Figure 1.1: Multiple-antenna communication system
corrupted by noise. If we denote the noise at the  -th receive antenna by á
¸
, the received signal at
the  -th receive antenna is
Ã
¸
ff
Ü
â
®äã¥R
Þ?®
¸
ß
®]s~á
¸
0
This is true for Kff!-	$'4$½Z½Z½¥$+* . If we define the vector of the trasmitted signal as åff
£
ß
R$
ß
w$½Z½Z½$
ß
Ü
¤ ,
the vector of the received signal as æMff
£UÃ
R$
Ã
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Ã
Ü
¤ , the vector of noise as ç.ff
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and the channel matrix as
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the system equation can be written as
æKffå
è
s çK0 (1.1)
The total transmit power is ABffååZffðWå+å .
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1.3 Rayleigh Flat-Fading Channel
The wireless characteristic of the channel places fundamental limitations on the performance of
wireless communication systems. Unlike wired channels that are stationary and predictable, wire-
less channels are extremely random and are not easily analyzed due to the diverse environment,
the motion of the transmitter, the receiver, and the surrounding objects. In this section, character-
istics of wireless channels are discussed and the Rayleigh flat-fading channel model is explained
in detail.
In a mobile wireless environment, the surrounding objects, such as buildings, trees, and houses
act as reflectors of electromagnetic waves. Due to these reflections, electromagnetic waves travel
along different paths of varying lengths and therefore have various amplitudes and phases. The
interaction between these waves causes multiple fading at the receiver location, and the strength
of the waves decreases as the distance between the transmitter and the receiver increases. Tradi-
tionally, propagation modeling focuses on two aspects. Propagation models that predict the mean
signal strength for an arbitrary transmitter-receiver separation distance are called large-scale prop-
agation models since they characterize signal strength over large transmitter-receiver distances.
Propagation models that characterize the rapid fluctuations of the received signal strength over
very short travel distances or short time durations are called small scale or fading models. In this
thesis, the focus is on fading models, which are more suitable for indoor and urban areas.
Small-scale fading is affected by many factors, such as multiple-path propagation, speed of
the transmitter and receiver, speed of surrounding objects, and the transmission bandwidth of the
signal. In this work, narrowband systems are considered, in which the bandwidth of the transmitted
signal is smaller than the channel’s coherence bandwidth, which is defined as the frequency range
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over which the channel fading process is correlated. This type of fading is referred to as at fading
or frequency nonselective fading.
The Rayleigh distribution is commonly used to describe the statistical time-varying nature of
the received envelope of a flat-fading signal. It is also used to model fading channels in this thesis.
For a typical mobile wireless channel in indoor or urban areas, we may assume that the direct
line-of-sight wave is obstructed and the receiver obtains only reflected waves from the surround-
ing objects. When the number of reflected waves is large, according to central limit theory, two
quadrature components of the received signal are uncorrelated Gaussian random processes with
mean zero and variance ñ w . As a result, the envelope of the received signal at any time instant
has a Rayleigh distribution and its phase is uniform between ¡rò and ò . The probability density
function of the Rayleigh distribution is given by
óôff
õö
ö
÷
ö
öø ù
úÉûZü
V\ý
û
ûßþ
û
ó ðfi
fi óLfi
0
If the fading coefficients in the multiple-antenna system model given in (1.1) are normalized
by
Ü
â
® ã¥R
Ê
Þ
w
®
¸
Ê
ff7&fl$ for ²ff!-	$')$½Z½Z½$+* $ (1.2)
we have ñ w ff R
w
. Therefore, the fading coefficient ÞW®
¸
has a complex Gaussian distribution with
zero-mean and unit-variance, or equivalently, the real and imaginary parts of Þ¥®
¸
are independent
Gaussians with mean zero and variance R
w
. Note that with (1.2),
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which indicates that the normalization in (1.2) makes the received signal power at every receive
antenna equals the total transmit power.
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Another widely used channel model is the Ricean model which is suitable for the case when
there is a dominant stationary signal component, such as a line-of-sight propagation path. The
small-scale fading envelope is Ricean, with probability density function,
óôff
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø ù
úÉûZü
V ý
ûxû
ûßþ
û
	

ù
úû
if ó 3fi
fi if ófi
0
The parameter  is always positive and denotes the peak amplitude of the dominant signal, and
	
t ½J is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind [GR00]. For more information
on propagation models, see [Rap02].
1.4 Capacity Results
As discussed in Section 1.1, communication systems with multiple antennas can greatly increase
capacity, which is one of the main reasons that multiple-antenna systems are of great interest. This
section is about the capacity of multiple-antenna communication systems with Rayleigh fading
channels. Three cases are discussed: both the transmitter and the receiver know the channel, only
the receiver knows the channel, and neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows the channel. The
results are based on Telatar’s results in [Tel99].
It is obvious that the capacity depends on the transmit power. Therefore, assume that the power
constraint on the transmitted signal is
¿
6Wå

å3A}$ or equivalently,
¿
6åå

3A}0
In the first case, assume that both the transmitter and receiver know the channel matrix
è
. Note
that
è
is deterministic in this case. Consider the singular value decomposition of
è
:
è
ffX
_ ,
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where 
 is an &  & unitary matrix,  is an *{_* unitary matrix, and  is an &  * diagonal
matrix with non-negative diagonal entries.1 By defining æMff^æË$åffflåx
 , and ff fffi ff , the system
equation (1.1) is equivalent to
æMffflffiås
ff
0
Since ff is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian2 with mean zero and variance
·
Ý
, ff is also
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with mean zero and variance
·
Ý
. Since the rank of
è
is
Ì
»
§¥fo&ð$+*]k , at most Ì
»
§¥fo&fl$+*k of its singular values are non-zero. Denote the non-zero singular
values of
è
as  ¼% . The system equation can be written component-wisely to get

Ã
ff"! ¼%

ß
?s

iq$ for -#²$ Ì
»
§ifo&fl$+*kl0
Therefore, the channel is decoupled into Ì
»
§ifo&ð$+*]k uncorrelated channels, which is equivalent
to Ì
»
§ifo&fl$6*]k single-antenna systems. It is proved in [Tel99] that the capacity achieving distri-
bution of ß  is circularly symmetric Gaussian and the capacity for the ² -th independent channel is
´ßµ¶
 -Is ¼WÄA , where Aff
¿

ß


ß


is the power consumed in the ² -th independent channel. There-
fore, to maximize the mutual information, ß  should be independent circularly symmetric Gaussian
distributed and the transmit power should be allocated to the equivalent independent channels op-
1An %'&( matrix, ) , is diagonal if its off-diagonal entries, *,+.-/1032465 /10 487 /:9;/=<><><?/:%@/ 54A7 /B9,/><><=<?/C( , are
zero.
2A complex vector DFEHGJI is said to be Gaussian if the real random vector KD 4
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M
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EXJYBI is Gaussian. D
is circularly symmetric if the variance of KD has the structure
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for some Hermitian non-negative definite matrix
Z
E\G]I_^;I . For more on this subject, see [Tel99, Ede89].
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timally. It is also proved in [Tel99] that the power allocation should follow “water-filling” mecha-
nism. The power for the ² -th sub-channel should be
¿

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


ß
àff#a` ¡~¼
VWR


Î , where ` is chosen such
that bficed.fhg Ü
S
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 ã¥R
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Î
ffflA .3 The capacity of the system is thus
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which increases linearly in Ì
»
§ifo&fl$+*k .
When only the receiver knows the channel, the transmitter cannot perfrom the “water-filling”
adaptive transmission. It is proved in [Tel99] that the channel capacity is given by
k
ff
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which is achieved when å is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with mean zero and variance
Aom&
·
Ü
. When the channel matrix is random according to Rayleigh distribution, the expected
capacity is just
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where the expectation is over all possible channels.
For a fixed * , by the law of large numbers,
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which grows linearly in * , the number of receive antennas. Similarly, for a fixed & ,
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which increases almost linearly in & , the number of transmit antennas. Therefore, comparing with
the single antenna capacity
´Yµ	¶
-s~A'$
the capacity of multiple-antenna systems increases almost linearly in Ì
»
§fo&fl$+*k . Multiple-
antenna systems then give significant capacity improvement than single-antenna systems.
The capacity for the case when neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows the channel is
still an open problem. Zheng and Tse [ZT02] have some results based on the block-fading channel
model, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
1.5 Diversity
Another prominent advantage of multiple-antenna systems is that they provide better reliability
in transmissions by using diversity techniques without increasing transmit power or sacrificing
bandwidth. The basic idea of diversity is that, if two or more independent samples of a signal are
sent and then fade in an uncorrelated manner, the probability that all the samples are simultaneously
below a given level is much lower than the probability of any one sample being below that level.
Thus, properly combining various samples greatly reduces the severity of fading and improves
reliability of transmission. We give a very simple analysis below. For more details, please refer to
[Rap02, Stu00, VY03].
The system equation for a single-antenna communication system is
Ã
ff
 
ß
Þsi$
where Þ is the Rayleigh flat-fading channel coefficient.

is the transmit power.  is the noise at
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the receiver, which is Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-variance. ß satisfies the power constraint
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ff`- . Therefore, the SNR at the receiver is
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w . Since Þ is Rayleigh distributed,
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exponentially distributed with probability density function
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When the transmit power is high (
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which is inversely proportional to the transmit power. For a multiple-antenna system, with the
same transmit power, the system equation is
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The probability that the SNR at the receiver is less than the level  is then
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When the transmit power is high (
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which is inversely proportional to

Ü^Ý
. Therefore, multiple-antenna systems have much lower
error probability than single-antenna systems at high transmit power.
There are a lot of diversity techniques. According to the domain where diversity is introduced,
they can be classified into time diversity, frequency diversity and antenna diversity (space diver-
sity). Time diversity can be achieved by transmitting identical messages in different time slots,
which results in uncorrelated fading signals at the receiver. Frequency diversity can be achieved
by using different frequencies to transmit the same message. The issue we are interested in is
space diversity, which is typically implemented using multiple antennas at the transmitter or the
receiver or both. The multiple antennas should be separated physically by a proper distance to
obtain independent fading. Typically a separation of a few wavelengths is enough.
Depending on whether multiple antennas are used for transmission or reception, space diversity
can be classified into two categories: receive diversity and transmit diversity. To achieve receive
diversity, multiple antennas are used at the receiver to obtain independent copies of the transmit-
ted signals. The replicas are properly combined to increase the overall receive SNR and mitigate
fading. There are many combining methods, for example, selection combining, switching combin-
ing, maximum ratio combining, and equal gain combining. Transmit diversity is more difficult to
implement than receive diversity due to the need for more signal processing at both the transmitter
and the receiver. In addition, it is generally not easy for the transmitter to obtain information about
the channel, which results in more difficulties in the system design.
Transmit diversity in multiple-antenna systems can be exploited by a coding scheme called
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space-time coding, which is a joint design of error-control coding, modulation, and transmit diver-
sity. The idea of space-time coding is discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 2
Space-Time Block Codes
2.1 Block-Fading Model
Consider the wireless communication system given in Figure 1.1 in Section 1.2. We use block-
fading model by assuming that the fading coefficients stay unchanged for  consecutive transmis-
sions, then jump to independent values for another  transmissions and so on. This piecewise
constant fading process mimics the approximate coherence interval of a continuously fading pro-
cess. It is an accurate representation of many TDMA, frequency-hopping, and block-interleaved
systems.
The system equation for a block of  transmissions can be written as

ff
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 is the  B]& transmitted signal matrix with ß

® the signal sent by the  -th transmit antenna at
time £ . The £ -th row of  indicates the row vector of the transmitted values from all the transmitters
at time £ and the  -th column indicates the transmitted values of the  -th transmit antenna across
the coherence interval. Therefore, the horizontal axis of  indicates the spatial domain and the
vertical axis of  indicates the temporal domain. This is why  is called a space-time code. In the
design of  , redundancy is added in both the spatial and the temporal domains.
è
is the & *
complex-valued matrix of propagation coefficients which remains constant during the coherent
period  and Þ%®
¸
is the propagation coefficient between the  -th transmit antenna and the  -
th receive antenna. Þ%®
¸
have a zero-mean unit-variance circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian
distribution
ÖJ¤
fi?$-t and are independent of each other.  is the  9¢* noise matrix with 

¸
the noise at the  -th receive antenna at time £ . The 

¸
s are iid with
ÖJ¤
fi4$-t distribution.

is
the  # * matrix of the received signal with
Ã

¸
the received value by the  -th receive antenna
at time £ . The £ -th row of

indicates the row vector of the received values at all the receivers at
time £ and the  -th column indicates the received values of the  -th transmit antenna across the
coherence interval.
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If the transmitted signal is further normalized as
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which means that the average expected power over the & transmit antennas is kept constant for
each channel use, the expected received signal power at the  -th receive antenna and the £ -th
transmission is as follows.
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The expected noise power at the  -th receive antenna and the £ -th transmission is
¿
Ê
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
¸
Ê
w
ffE-0
Therefore

represents the expected SNR at every receive antenna.
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Figure 2.1: Space-time block coding scheme
The space-time coding scheme for multiple-antenna systems can be described by the diagram
in Figure 2.1. For each block of transmissions, the transmitter selects a   & matrix in the code-
book according to the bit string
£¦¥
R$
¥
wZ$½Z½Z½$
¥
w¨§;©
¤ and feeds columns of the matrix to its transmit
antennas. The receiver decodes the / bits based on its received signals which are attenuated by
fading and corrupted by noise. The space-time block code design problem is to design the set,
Ö
ffXfoR$'w$½Z½Z½$'
w
§;©
k , of  «
¡
transmission matrices in order to obtain low error rate.
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2.2 Capacity for Block-Fading Model
In this section, the capacity of multiple-antenna systems using block-fading channel model is dis-
cussed. Note that the results in Section 1.4 are actually included in the results here since the system
model used in Section 1.4 is a special case of the block-fading model used here with  #ff;- . As
before, three cases are discussed: both the transmitter and the received know the channel, only the
receiver knows the channel, and neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows the channel. The
results are based on [Tel99, MH99] and [ZT02].
When both the transmitter and the receiver know the channel, the capacity is the same using
block-fading model or not since in this case,
è
is deterministic. When only the receiver has
perfect knowledge of the channel, it is proved in [MH99] that the average capacity per block of  
transmissions is
k
ff3 L½
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´ßµ	¶Ë¦
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s

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è

è

$
where the expectation is over all possible channel realizations. Therefore, the average capacity per
channel use is just
k
ff
¿
´Yµ	¶ô¦
É

·
Ý
s

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è

è

$
which is the same as the result in Section 1.4. Thus, the capacity increases almost linearly in
Ì
»
§¥fo&ð$+*]k .
Now, we discuss the case that neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows the channel. It
is proved in [MH99] that for any coherence interval  and any number of receive antennas, the
capacity with &

 transmit antennas is the same as the capacity obtained with & ff3 transmit
antennas. That is, according to capacity, there is no point in having more transmit antennas than the
length of the coherence interval. Therefore, in the following text, we always assume that  ª ð& .
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The structure of the signal that achieves capacity is also given in [MH99], which will be stated
in Section 2.5. Although the structure of capacity-achieving signal is given in [MH99], the formula
for the capacity is still an open problem. In [ZT02], the asymptotic capacity of Rayleigh block-
fading channels at high SNR is computed. The capacity formula is given up to the constant term
according to SNR. Here is the main result.
Define  Ł r$'& as the set of all & dimensional subspaces of
Ô
¡
. Let Q ff Ì
»
§ifo&fl$+*]k . If
  ðQ3s|* , then at high SNR, the asymptotic optimal scheme is to use Q of the transmit antennas
to send signal vectors with constant equal norm. The resulting capacity in bits per channel use is
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is the volume of the Grassmann manifold  Ł r$+&7 .
«
w
wq
is a chi-square random variable (see
[EHP93]) of dimension x² . Formula (2.3) indicates that the capacity is linear in Ì
»
§¥fo&fl$+* $
¡
w
k
at high SNR. This capacity expression also has a geometric interpretation as sphere packing in
Grassmann manifold.
In [HM02], the probability density of the received signal when transmitting isotropically dis-
tributed unitary matrices is obtained in closed form, from which capacity of multiple-antenna sys-
tems can be computed. Also, simulated results in [HM02] show that at high SNR, the mutual
information is maximized when & ff Ì
»
§¥fx* $
¡
w
k , whereas at low SNR, the mutual information is
maximized by allocating all transmit power to a single antenna.
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2.3 Performance Analysis of Systems with Known Channels
When the receiver knows the channel
è
, it is proved in [TSC98] and [HM00] that the maximum-
likelihood (ML) decoding is
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Since the exact symbol error probability and bit error probability are very difficult to calculate,
research efforts focus on the pairwise error probability (PEP) instead in order to get an idea of
the error performance. The PEP of mistaking  by W° is the probability that W° is decoded at the
receiver while  is transmitted. In [TSC98] and [HM00], it is proved that the PEP of mistaking à
and %° , averaged over the channel distribution, has the following upper bound:
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If ¥i¡ %° is full rank, at high SNR (

- ),
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0 (2.4)
We can see that the average PEP is inversely proportional to Ë*K/
Ü^Ý
. Therefore, diversity &*
is obtained. The coding gain is
¦
É
Ý
¥i¡~%°

¥i¡~%°É . If ¥¥¡~%° is not full rank, the diversity
is 6§?¨^¥i¡ %°É* .
Researchers also have worked on the exact PEP and other upper bounds of PEP, from which
estimations of the bit error probability are made. For more, see [HM00, ZAS00, UG00, TB02].
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2.4 Training-Based Schemes
In wireless communication systems, for the receiver to learn the channel, training are needed.
Then, data information can be sent, and the ML decoding and performance analysis follow the
discussions in the previous section. This scheme is called training-based scheme.
Training-based schemes are widely used in multiple-antenna wireless communications. The
idea of training-based schemes is that when the channel changes slowly, the receiver can learn the
channel information by having the transmitter send pilot signals known to the receiver. Training-
based schemes dedicate part of the transmission matrix  to be a known training signal from which
è
can be learned. In particular, training-based schemes are composed of two phases: the training
phase and the data-transmission phase. The following discussion is based on [HH03].
The system equation for the training phase is
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where 

is the  

& complex matrix of training symbols sent over  

time samples and known
to the receiver,


is the SNR during the training phase,


is the  

 * complex received matrix,
and 
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is the noise matrix. 

is normalized as 6i
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.
Similarly, the system equation for the data-transmission phase is
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where 
º
is the  
º
¢& complex matrix of data symbols sent over  
º
ff. 7¡L ½¼ time samples,

º
is the SNR during the data-transmission phase,
tº
is the  
º
v* complex received matrix, and
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is the noise matrix. 
º
is normalized as
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. The normalization formula has an
expectation because 
º
is random and unknown. Note that
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.
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There are two general methods to estimate the channel: the ML (maximum-likelihood) and the
LMMSE (linear minimum-mean-square-error) estimation whose channel estimations are given by
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respectively.
In [HH03], an optimal training scheme that maximizes the lower bound of the capacity for
MMSE estimation is given. There are three parameters to be optimized. The first one is the
training data 

. It is proved that the optimal solution is to choose the training signal as a multiple
of a matrix with orthonormal columns. The second one is the length of the training interval. Setting
 

ff8& is optimal for any

and  . Finally, the third parameter is the optimal power allocation,
which should satisfy the following,
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Combining the training-phase equation and the data-transmission-phase equation, the system
equation can be written as
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Therefore, the transmitted signal is
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If we further assume that the Ł ¡N&7 & data matrix 
º
is unitary, the unitary complement of
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 can be easily seen to be
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If 
º
is not unitary, the matrix given in (2.6) is only the orthogonal complement of  .1 Note that
the unitary complement of  may not exist in this case.
There are other training schemes according to other design criterions. For example, in [Mar99],
it is shown that, under certain conditions, by choosing the number of transmit antennas to maximize
the throughput in a wireless channel, one generally spends half the coherence interval training.
2.5 Unitary Space-Time Modulation
As discussed in the previous section, training-based scheme allocates part of the transmission
interval and power to training, which causes both extra time delay and power consumption. For
systems with multiple transmit and receive antennas, since there are &* channels in total, to have
a reliable estimation of the channels, considerably long training interval is needed. Also, when
the channels change fast because of the movings of the transmitter, the receiver, or surrounding
objects, training is not possible. In this section, a transmission scheme called unitary space-time
modulation (USTM) is discussed, which is suitable for trainsmissions in multiple-antenna systems
when the channel is unknown to both the transmitter and the receiver without training. This scheme
was proposed in [HM00].
1A ÁÂ&ÃÁ [ %6Ä matrix Å) is the orthogonal complement of a Á@&\% matrix ) if and only if Å)lÆ¨) 4ÈÇ .
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2.5.1 Transmission Scheme
When the receiver does not know the channel, it is not clear how to design the signal set and
decode. In [MH99], the capacity-achieving signal is given, and the main result is as follows in
Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.1 (Structure of capacity-achieving signal). [MH99] A capacity-achieving random
signal matrix for (2.1) may be constructed as a product  fffiH , where  is a    isotropically
distributed unitary matrix, and  is an independent  #¢& real, nonnegative, diagonal matrix.
Furthermore, for either  

& , or high SNR with  

& ,

RTRËff

wTwff!½Z½Z½lff

Ü^Ü
ff!- achieves
capacity where  2 is the ² -th diagonal entry of  .
An isotropically distributed  E] unitary matrix has a probability density that is unchanged
when the matrix is left or right multiplied by any deterministic unitary matrix. It is the uniform
distribution on the space of unitary matrices. In a natural way, an isotropically distributed unitary
matrix is the  OË counterpart of a complex scalar having unit magnitude and uniformly distributed
phase. For more on the isotropic distribution, refer to [MH99] and [Ede89].
Motivated by this theorem, in [HM00], it is proposed to design the transmitted signal matrix
 as  ffÉ
£
·
Ü
¹
¡
V
Ü
S
Ü
¤
 with É a  E unitary matrix. That is,  is designed as the first &
columns of a  !] unitary matrix. This is called unitary space-time modulation, and such an 
is called a  7v& unitary matrix since its & columns are orthonormal. In USTM, the transmitted
signals are chosen from a constellation ÊLffXfo R$000$'Ë¶Wk of Ì ff7 «
¡
(where / is the transmission
rate in bits per channel use)  B& unitary matrices.
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2.5.2 ML Decoding and Performance Analysis
It is proved in [HM00] that the ML decoding of USTM is
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With this ML decoding, the PEP of mistaking  by %° , averaged over the channel distribution, has
the following Chernoff upper bound
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where -t   R# 80Y0m0j  
Ü
 Efi are the singular values of the &  & matrix 
°
¥ . The formula
shows that the PEP behaves as
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. Therefore, many design schemes have focused
on finding a constellation that maximizes Ì
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§l°Öã?
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t

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¥ 
Ê
, for example, [HMR Î 00, ARU01,
TK02]. Since Ì can be quite large, this calls into question the feasibility of computing and using
this performance criterion. The large number of possible signals also rules out the possibility of
decoding via an exhaustive search. To design constellations that are huge, effective, and yet still
simple, so that they can be decoded in real time, some structure needs to be introduced to the signal
set. In Chapter 3, it is shown how Cayley transform can be used for this purpose.
2.6 Differential Unitary Space-Time Modulation
2.6.1 Transmission Scheme
Another way to communicate with unknown channel information is differential unitary space-time
modulation, which can be seen as a natural higher-dimensional extension of the standard differen-
tial phase-shift keying (DPSK) commonly used in signal-antenna unknown-channel systems (see
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[HS00, Hug00a]). In differential USTM, the channel is used in blocks of & transmissions, which
implies that the transmitted signal,  , is an & ¢& unitary matrix. The system equation at the
× -th block is

¼Fff
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è
¼s À¼$ (2.8)
where Ø¼ is &  & ,
è
¼ ,

¼ , and À¼ are & ]* . Similar to DPSK, the transmitted signal Ù¼ at
the × -th block equals the product of a unitary data matrix, 
¬ÚBÛ$hÜ¼Ý fi?$0Y0m0Y$hÌ ¡- , taken from our
signal set
Ö
and the previously transmitted matrix, e¼ÉVWR . In other words,
Ø¼Dff7
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with  ff
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. To assure that the transmitted signal will not vanish or blow up to infinity, 
ßÚCÛ
must be unitary. Since the channel is used & times, the corresponding transmission rate is /.ff
R
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Ì , where Ì is the cardinality of
Ö
. If the propagation environment keeps approximately
constant for 	& consecutive channel uses, that is,
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¼VWR , then from the system equation in
(2.8),
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Therefore, the following fundamental differential receiver equation is obtained [HH02a],
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where
fià
¼
ffJ¼r¡N
ÞÚBÛ,J¼VWR'0 (2.11)
The channel matrix
è
does not appear in (2.10). This implies that, as long as the channel is
approximately constant for & channel uses, differential transmission permits decoding at the
receiver without knowing the channel information.
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2.6.2 ML Decoding and Performance Analysis
Since 
jÚ Û is unitary, the additive noise term in (2.11) is statistically independent of 
ßÚ Û and has
independent complex Gaussian entries. Therefore, the maximum-likelihood decoding of Ü_¼ can be
written as
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It is shown in [HS00, Hug00a] that, at high SNR, the average PEP of transmitting 
ô and erro-
neously decoding 
° has the upper bound
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From the definition, the diversity product is always non-negative. A code is said to be fully diverse
or have full diversity if its diversity product is not zero. Fully diverse physically means that the
receiver will always decode correctly if there is no noise.
The power R
Ü
and the coefficient R
w
in formula (2.13) are used for normalization. With this
normalization, the diversity product of any set of unitary matrices is between fi and - . From the
definition of diversity product, it is easy to see that the set with the largest diversity product is
f
·
Ü
$¡
·
Ü
k since it has the minimum number of elements with the maximum determinant differ-
ence. Since
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to normalize the diversity product of the set to - , (2.13) is obtained. The differential unitary space-
time code design problem is thus the following: Let & be the number of transmitter antennas, and
/ be the transmission rate. Construct a set
Ö
of Ìff 
Ü
«
&  & unitary matrices such that its
diversity product, as defined in (2.13), is as large as possible.
Many design schemes [HS00, Hug00a, SHHS01, Hug00b, GD03, DTB02] have focused on
finding a constellation
Ö
ff#f	
 $0m0m0Y$É
Þ¶ik of Ì~ff!
Ü
« unitary & ]& matrices that maximizes
âã
defined in (2.13). Similar to USTM, in general, the number of unitary & c& matrices in
Ö
can
be quite large. This huge number of signals calls into question the feasibility of computing
â,ã
and
also rules out the possibility of decoding via an exhaustive search. To design constellations that are
huge, effective, and yet still simple so that they can be decoded in real time, some structure should
be imposed upon the signal set. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, the idea of design differential unitary
space-time code with group structure is introduced. In Chapters 5 and 6, our work on the designs
of " " and   differential unitary space-time codes based on Lie groups 	 and 
 are
explained in detail. The codes proposed not only have great performance at high data rates but also
lend themselves to a fast decoding algorithm using sphere decoding.
2.7 Alamouti’s ëffiìë Orthogonal Design and Its Generalizations
The Alamouti’s scheme [Ala98] is historically the first and the most well-known space-time code
which provides full transmit diversity for systems with two transmit antenna. It is also well-known
for its simple structure and fast ML decoding.
The transmission scheme is shown in Figure 2.2. The channel is used in blocks of two trans-
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Figure 2.2: Transmission of Alamouti’s scheme
missions. During the first transmission period, two signals are transmitted simultaneously from the
two antennas. The first antenna transmits signal
Ã
and the second antenna transmits signal ¡níi .
During the second transmission period, the first antenna transmits signal í and the second antenna
transmits signal
Ã
 . Therefore, the transmitted signal matrix  is
cff
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0
It is easy to see that the two columns/rows of  are orthogonal. This design scheme is also called
the  K orthogonal design. Further more, with the power constraint
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w
ffE- ,  is actually
a unitary matrix with determinant - . In general, the Alamouti’s code can be written as
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where îäR and îw are two sets in
Ô
. If îäRrffîwDff
Ô
, the code is exactly the Lie group 
 . To
obtain finite codes, îôR and îw should be chosen as finite sets, and therefore the codes obtained are
finite samplings of the infinite Lie group.
The Alamouti’s scheme not only has the properties of simple structure and full rate (it’s rate is
- symbol per channel use), it also has an ML decoding method with very low complexity. With
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simple algebra, the ML decoding of Alamouti’s scheme is equivalent to
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which actually shows that the decodings of the two signals
Ã
and í can be decoupled. There-
fore, the complexity of this decoding is very small. This is one of the most important features of
Alamouti’s scheme. For the unknown channel case, this transmission scheme can also be used in
differential USTM, whose decoding is very similar to the one shown above and thus can be done
very fast.
We now turn our attention to the performance of this space-time code. For any two non-
identical signal matrices in the codes,
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which is always positive since either
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R\öff
Ã
w or í)R÷öffflíow . Therefore, the rank of  R)¡ w is  , which
is the number of transmit antennas. Full transmit diversity is obtained. The diversity product of the
code is Ì
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Because of its great features, much attention has been dedicated to finding methods to gener-
alize Alamouti’s scheme for higher dimensions. A real orthogonal design of size  is an N 
orthogonal matrix whose entries are the indeterminants ý
Ã
R$½Z½Z½$çý
Ã
¸
. The existence problem for
real orthogonal designs is known as the Hurwitz-Radon problem [GS79] and has been solved by
Radon. In fact, real orthogonal designs exist only for  ff74$6"?$+P .
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A complex orthogonal design of size  is an _ unitary matrix whose entries are the indeter-
minants ý
Ã
R$½Z½Z½$ý
Ã
¸
and ý
Ã

R
$½Z½Z½$ý
Ã

¸ . In [TJC99], Tarokh, Jafarkhani and Calderbank proved
that complex orthogonal design only exists for the two-dimensional case, that is, the Alamouti’s
scheme is unique. They then generalized the complex orthogonal design problem to non-square
case also. They proved the existence of complex orthogonal designs with rate no more than R
w
and
gave a "r complex orthogonal design with rate pj . In [WX03], Wang and Xia proved that the rate
of complex orthogonal designs is upper-bounded by pj for systems with more than two transmit
antennas and the rate of generalized orthogonal designs (non-square case) is upper-bounded by
j
z
.
The restricted (generalized) complex orthogonal design is also discussed in [WX03].
2.8 Sphere Decoding and Complex Sphere Decoding
To accomplish transmissions in real time, fast decoding algorithm at the receiver is required. A
natural way to decode is exhaustive search, which finds the optimal decoding signal by searching
over all possible signals. However, this algorithm has a complexity that is exponential in both
the transmission rate and the dimension. Therefore, it may take long time and cannot fulfill the
real time requirement especially when the rate and dimension is high. There are other decoding
algorithms, such as nulling-and-canceling [Fos96], whose complexity is polynomial in rate and
dimension, however, they only provide approximate solutions. In this section, an algorithm called
sphere decoding is introduced which not only provides the exact ML solutions for many commu-
nication systems but also has a polynomial complexity for almost all rates.
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Sphere decoding algorithm was first proposed to find vectors of shortest length in a given lattice
[Poh81], and has been tailored to solve the so-called integer least-square problem:
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ª
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where æ Ýfl/ ®
Õ
R
$
è
Ý/
®
Õo¸
and
Ò
¸
denotes the  -dimensional integer lattice, i.e., å is an  -
dimensional vector with integer entries. The geometric interpretation of the integer least-square
problem is this: as the entries of å run over
Ò
, å spans the “rectangular”  -dimensional lattice. For
any
è
, which we call the lattice-generating matrix, è å spans a “skewed” lattice. Therefore, given
the skewed lattice and a vector æ , the integer least-square problem is to find the “closest” lattice
point (in Euclidean sense) to æ . We can generalize this problem by making å#Ý@î
¸
where î is any
discrete set.
Many communication decoding problems can be formulated into this problem with little mod-
ification since many digital communication problems have a lattice formulation [VB93, HH02b,
DCB00]. The system equation is often
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ås
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where åHÝ
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¸Õ
R is the transmit signal, æõÝ
Ó
®
Õ
R is the received signal,
è
Ý
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®
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is the channel
matrix and ff Ý
Ó
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R is the channel noise. Note that here all the matrix and vectors are real. The
decoding problem is often
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To obtain the exact solution to this problem, as mentioned before, an obvious method is exhaustive
search, which searches over all åÝïî
¸
and finds the one with the minimum
©
æ\¡
è
å
©
w
ª
. However,
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this method is not feasible when the number of possible signals is infinite. Even when the cardinal-
ity of the lattice is finite, the complexity of exhaustive search is usually very high especially when
the cardinality of the lattice is huge. It often increases exponentially with the number of antennas
and transmission rate. Sphere decoding gives the exact solution to the problem with a much lower
complexity. In [HVa], it is shown that sphere decoding has an average complexity that is cubic
in the transmission rate and number of antennas for almost all practical SNRs and rates. It is a
convenient fast ML decoding algorithm.
The idea of sphere decoding is to search over only lattice points that lie in a certain sphere of
radius  around the given vector æ . Clearly, the closest lattice point inside the sphere is the closest
point in the whole lattice. The main problem is how to find the vectors in the sphere.
A lattice point
è
å is in a sphere of radius  around æ if and only if
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0 (2.15)
Consider the Cholesky or QR factorization of
è
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, where / is an v  upper
triangular matrix with positive diagonal entries and C is an    orthogonal matrix.2 If we
decompose C as
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CR|Cw
¤ , where CR is the first  columns of C , (2.15) is equivalent to
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2Here we only discuss the 	
 case. The 
 case can be seen in [HVb].
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where ío indicates the ² -th entry of  . Note that the  -th row of the vector in the left hand side
depends only on ß
¸
, the  ¡ð-t -th row depends only on ß
¸
and ß
¸
VWR , and so on. Looking at only
the  -th row of (2.16), a necessary condition for (2.16) to hold is 
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Therefore, the interval for ß
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Continue with this procedure till the interval of ß R for every possible values of ß
¸
$½Z½Z½$
ß
w is ob-
tained. Thus, all possible points in the sphere (2.15) are found. A flow chart of sphere decoding
can be found in [DAML00] and pseudo code can be found in [HVa].
The selection of the search radius in sphere decoding is crucial to the complexity. If the radius is
too large, there are too many points in the sphere, and the complexity is high. If the selected radius
is too small, it is very probable that there exists no point in the sphere. In [VB93], it is proposed
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to use the covering radius of the lattice. The covering radius is defined as the radius of the spheres
centered at the lattice points that cover the whole space in the most economical way. However, the
calculation of the covering radius is normally difficult. In [HVa], the authors proposed to choose the
initial radius such that the probability of having the correct point in the sphere is fi402G , then increase
the radius gradually if there is no point in the sphere. In our simulations, we use this method.
Other radius-choosing methods can be found in [DCB00, DAML00]. There are also publications
on methods that can further reduce the complexity of sphere decoding, interested readers can refer
to [GH03, AVZ02, Art04b, Art04a] .
The sphere decoding algorithm described above applies to real systems when å is chosen from a
real lattice. Therefore, the algorithm can be applied to complex systems when the system equation
can be rewritten as linear equations of unknowns with twice the dimension by separating the real
and imaginary parts of æË$
è
and å . Fortunately, this is true for many space-time coding systems
([HH02b, HH02a]). In particular, real sphere decoding is used in the decoding of our Cayley
unitary space-time codes in Chapter 3, the  differential unitary space-time codes in Chapter
5, and also the distributed space-time codes in Chapter 7.
Based on real sphere decoding, Hochwald generalized it to the complex case which is more
convenient to be applied in wireless communication systems using PSK signals [HtB03]. The
main idea is as follows.
The procedure follows all the steps of real sphere decoding. First, use the Cholesky factoriza-
tion
è
ffC[/ where C is an =| unitary matrix and / is an upper triangle matrix with positive
diagonal entries. Note that generally the off-diagonal entries of / are complex, and æË$
è
$+å are all
complex. The search sphere is the same as in (2.16). As mentioned before, by looking at the last
entry of the vector in the left hand side of (2.16), a necessary condition is
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equivalently,
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This inequality limits the search to points of the constellation contained in a complex disk of radius
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. These points are easily found when the constellation forms a complex
circle (as in PSK).
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If the right-hand side of the above is greater than - , the search disk does not contain any point
of the PSK constellation. If the value is less than ¡ - , then the search disk includes the entire
constellation. Otherwise, the range of the possible angle for ß
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This can be easily seen in Figure 2.3. The sphere given in (2.19) is the area bounded by the
dashed circle. The values that ß
¸
can take spread on the solid circle uniformally. Note that
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 , then the dashed circle is inside the solid circle. If
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 , the two circles
are disjoint. Therefore, if either happens, there is no possible ß
¸
in the sphere given in (2.19). If
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Figure 2.3: Interval searching in complex sphere decoding
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37¡[- , then the solid circle is contained in the dashed circle, which means
that all the PSK signals are in the sphere. Otherwise, the solid circle has an arc that is contained in
the sphere, and possible angles are given by (2.20).
Therefore, an interval for ß
¸
’s angle, or equivalently, the set of values that ß
¸
can take on is
obtained. For any chosen ß
¸
in the set, the set of possible values of ß
¸
VWR can be found by similar
analysis. By continuing with this procedure till the set of possible values of ß R is found, all points
in the complex disk are obtained.
2.9 Discussion
The results in Sections 2.2-2.6 are based on the assumption that the fading coefficients between
pairs of transmit and receiver antennas are frequency non-selective and independent of each other.
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In this section, situations in which these assumptions are not valid are discussed.
In practice, channels may be correlated especially when the antennas are not sufficiently sep-
arated. The correlated fading models are proposed in [ECS Î 98, SFGK00]. The effects of fading
correlation and channel degeneration (known as the keyhole effect) on the MIMO channel capacity
have been addressed in [SFGK00, CTK02, CFG02], in which it is shown that channel correlation
and degeneration actually degrade the capacity of multiple-antenna systems. Channel correlation
can be mitigated using precoding, equalization and other schemes. For more on these issues, refer
to [ZG03, KS04, SS03, HS02a, PL03].
In wideband systems,3 transmitted signals experience frequency-selective fadings, which causes
inter-symbol interference (ISI). It is proved in [GL00] that the coding gain of the system is reduced,
and it is reported that at high SNR, there exists an irreducible error rate floor. A conventional way
to mitigate ISI is to use an equalizer at the receiver ([CC99, AD01]). Equalizers mitigate ISI and
convert frequency-selective channels to flat-fading channels. Then, space-time codes designed for
flat-fading channels can be applied ([LGZM01]). However, this approach results in high complex-
ity at the receiver. An alternative approach is to use orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) modulation. The idea of OFDM can be found in [BS99]. In OFDM, the entire channel is
divided into many narrow parallel sub-channels with orthogonal frequencies. In every sub-channel,
the fading can be regarded as frequency non-selective. There are many papers on space-time coded
OFDM, for example [ATNS98, LW00, LSA98, BGP00].
Space-time coding is also combined with error-correcting schemes to improve coding gain.
Space-time trellis codes were first proposed by Tarokh in [TSC98], and after that, they have been
3If the transmitted signal bandwidth is greater than the channel coherence bandwidth, the communication system
is called a wideband system.
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widely exploited ([TC01, CYV01, JS03]). The combination of space-time coding with trellis-
coded modulation has also been widely analyzed ([BBH00, FVY01, BD01, GL02, TC01, JS03]).
Other research investigated the combinations of space-time coding with convolutional codes and
turbo codes ([Ari00, SG01, SD01, LFT01, LLC02]). The combinations of these schemes increases
the performance of the system, however, the decoding complexity is very high and the performance
analysis is very difficult.
2.10 Contributions of This Thesis
Contributions of this thesis are mainly on the design of space-time codes for multiple-antenna
systems and their implementation in wireless networks. It can be divided into three parts.
In part one, unitary space-time codes are designed for systems with no channel information
at both the transmitter and the receiver using Cayley transform. Cayley transform provides an
one-to-one mapping from the space of (skew) Hermitian matrices to the space of unitary matrices.
Based on the linearity of the space of Hermitian matrices, the transmitted data is first broken into
sub-streams ËR'$½Z½Z½à$ "! , then linearly encoded into the  9  Hermitian-matrix space. Then a
set of  XK unitary matrices is obtained by applying Cayley transform to the encoded Hermitian
matrices. We show that by appropriate constraints on the Hermitian matrices and ignoring the
data dependence of the additive noises, R+$½Z½Z½$ "! appears linearly at the receiver. Therefore,
linear decoding algorithms such as sphere decoding and nulling-and-canceling can be used with
polynomial complexity. Our Cayley codes have a similar structure as training-based schemes under
transformations.
Cayley codes do not require channel knowledge at either the transmitter or the receiver, are sim-
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ple to encode and decode, and can be applied to any combination of transmit and receive antennas.
They are designed with a probabilistic criterion: they maximize the expected log-determinant of
differences between matrix pairs.
The recipe for designing Cayley unitary space-time codes for any combination of transmit
and receive antennas and coherence intervals is given, and also simulation examples are pre-
sented, which compare our Cayley codes with optimized training-based space-time codes and un-
coded training-based schemes for different system settings. Our simulation results are preliminary.
They indicate that Cayley codes generated with this recipe only slightly underperform optimized
training-based schemes using orthogonal designs and/or linear dispersion codes. However, they are
clearly superior to uncoded training-based space-time schemes. Further optimization on basis ma-
trices of Cayley codes is necessary for a complete comparison of Cayley codes with training-based
schemes.
The second part of our contributions is the design of unitary space-time codes based on Lie
groups for the differential transmission scheme. The work can be regarded as extensions of
[HK00]. In Chapter 5, we work on the symplectic group Łà which has dimension Ëo s7-t
and rank  . We first give a parameterization of Łà and then design differential unitary space-
time codes which are subsets of 	 by sampling the parameters appropriately. Necessary and
sufficient conditions for full diversity of the codes are given. The designed constellations are suit-
able for systems with four transmit antennas and any number of receive antennas. The special
symplectic structure of the codes lends themselves to linear-algebraic decoding, such as sphere
decoding. Simulation results show that they have better performance than the  ~ and "K¢"
complex orthogonal designs, group-based diagonal codes, and differential Cayley codes at high
SNR. Although they slightly underperform the #WRTSURTSUVWR finite-group code and the carefully designed
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non-group code, they do not need exhaustive search (of exponentially growing size) required by
such code and therefore are far superior in term of decoding complexity.
In Chapter 6, we keep working on the idea of differential unitary space-time code design based
on Lie groups with rank  and analyze the special unitary Lie group 
 , which has dimension
P and rank  . The group is not fixed-point-free, but we describe a method to design fully-diverse
codes which are subsets of the group. Furthermore, motivated by the structure of the 
	 codes,
we propose a simpler code called the AB code. Both codes are suitable for systems with three
transmit antennas. Necessary conditions for full diversity of both codes are given and our conjec-
ture is that they are also sufficient conditions. The codes have simple formulas from which their
diversity products can be calculated in a fast way. A fast maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm
for AB codes based on complex sphere decoding is given, by which decoding can be done with a
complexity that is polynomial in the rate and dimension. Simulation results show that 
 codes
and AB codes perform as well as finite group-based codes at low rates. At high rates, performance
of 
 and AB codes is much better than that of finite group-based codes and about the same
as that of the carefully designed non-group codes. The AB codes are, in addition, far superior
in terms of decoding complexity as exhaustive search (of exponentially growing size) is required
in decoding finite group-based and non-group codes. Our work on  and 
 show the
promise of studying constellations inspired by group-theoretical considerations.
The last contribution is on the application of space-time codes in wireless networks, or what we
call the distributed space-time coding. We propose the use of linear dispersion space-time codes in
wireless relay networks with a two-step strategy. We assume that the transmitter and relay nodes do
not know the channel realizations but only their statistical distribution. ML decoding and average
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PEP at the receiver are analyzed. The main result is that diversity, Ì
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obtained, where / is the number of relay nodes and A is the average total power consumed in the
network. This result indicates that when   3/ and the average total transmit power is high, relay
networks achieve almost the same diversity as multiple-antenna systems with / transmit antennas.
This result is also supported by simulations. We further show that with / ff! , the leading order
term in the PEP of wireless relay networks behaves as R
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, the PEP of multiple-antenna systems, shows the loss of performance due to
the facts that space-time codes relay networks are implemented distributively and the relay nodes
have no knowledge of the transmitted symbols. We also observe that the high SNR coding gain,
Ê
¦
t¥¡%°
Ê
V)w , of relay networks is the same as what arises in multiple-antenna systems. The
same is true at low SNR where a trace condition comes up.
Chapter 3
Cayley Unitary Space-Time Codes
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, multiple transmit and/or receive antennas promise high data rates
on wireless channels with multi-path fading [Fos96, Tel99]. Many proposed schemes that achieve
these high rates require the propagation environment or channel to be known to the receiver (see,
e.g., [Fos96, Ala98, TSC98, HH02b] and the references therein). In practice, knowledge of the
channel is often obtained via training: known signals are periodically transmitted for the receiver
to learn the channel, and the channel parameters are tracked in between the transmission of the
training signals. However, it is not always feasible or advantageous to use training-based schemes,
especially when many antennas are used or either end of the link is moving so fast that the channel
is changing very rapidly [Mar99, HH03].
Hence, there is much interest in space-time transmission schemes that do not require either
the transmitter or receiver to know the channel. Information-theoretic calculations with a multi-
antenna channel that changes in a block-fading manner first appeared in [MH99]. Based on these
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calculations, USTM was proposed in [HM00], in which the transmitted signals form a unitary
matrix. Further information-theoretic calculations in [ZT02] and [HM02] show that, at high SNR,
USTM schemes are capable of achieving full channel capacity. Furthermore, in [HMH01], it is
shown that all these can be done over a single coherence interval, provided the coherence interval
and number of transmit antennas are sufficiently large—a phenomenon referred to as autocoding.
While all these are well recognized, it is not clear how to design a constellation of non-square
USTM matrices, that deliver on the above information-theoretic results and lend themselves to
efficient encoding and decoding. The first technique to design USTM constellations was proposed
in [HMR Î 00], which, while allowing for efficient decoding, was later shown in [MHH02] to have
poor performance, especially at high rates. The constellation proposed in [MHH02], on the other
hand, while, theoretically having good performance, has to date no tractable decoding algorithm.
Recently, a USTM design method based on the exponential map has been proposed in [GKB02].
In USTM, the first & columns of the  XK unitary matrices are chosen to be the transmitted
signal. Therefore, let us first look at the space of  !v unitary matrices which is referred as the
Stiefel manifold. It is well-known that this manifold is highly non-linear and non-convex. Note
that an arbitrary complex  E  matrix has x w real parameters, but for a unitary one, there are
 constraints to force each column to have unit norm and another _
¡
°
¡
VWRC±
w
constraints to make
the  columns pairwise orthogonal. Therefore, the Stiefel manifold has dimension x w ¡v ¡ [
¡
°
¡
VWRC±
w
ff( 
w . Similarly, the space of   & unitary matrices has dimension x F& ¡& ¡3 
Ü
°
Ü
VWRC±
w
ff7x F& ¡~&
w .
To design codes of unitary matrices, we need first a parameterization of the space of unitary
matrices. There are some parameterization methods in existence but all of them suffer from disad-
vantages for use in unitary space-time code design. We now briefly discuss these. The discussion
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is based on [HH02a].
The first parameterization method is by Givens rotations. A unitary matrix É can be written as
the product
É ffflR[wà½Z½Z½
¡
°
¡
VWRC±
Ó
w  
¡
°
¡
Î
RC±
Ó
w½Z½Z½
¡
°
¡
VWRC± $
where  is a diagonal unitary matrix and   s are Givens (or planar) rotations, one for each of the
¡
°
¡
VWRC±
w
two-dimensional hyperplanes [HJ91]. It is conceivable that one can encode the data onto
the angles of rotations and also the diagonal phases of  . But it is not a practical method since
neither is the parameterization one-to-one (for example, one can re-order Givens rotations) nor
does systematic decoding appears to be possible.
Another method is to parameterize with Householder reflections. A unitary matrix É can be
written as the product ÉLff
è
R
è
wà½Z½Z½
è
¡ , where  is a diagonal matrix and
è
ff
·
Ü
¡¢
Þ
°
 ±
Þ
°
 ±

©
Þ
°
 ±
©
w
ª
$9Þ
°
 ±
ff
¸
fi ½Z½Z½ fi - Þ
°
 ±

Î
R
½Z½Z½`Þ
°
 ±
Ü
¹
are Householder matrices [GL96]. This method is also not encouraging to us because we do not
know how to encode and decode data onto Householder matrices in any efficient manner.
And also, unitary matrices can be parameterized with the matrix exponential ÉBff
ü


. When
 is  XK Hermitian, É is unitary. The exponential map also has the difficulty of not being one-
to-one. This can be overcome by imposing constraints fi87E Exò
·
, but the constraints are not
linear although convex. We do not know how to sample the space of  to obtain a constellation of
É . Moreover, the map cannot easily be inverted at the receiver for  

- . Nonetheless, a method
based on the exponential map has been proposed in [GKB02].
In this chapter, design of USTM constellations using Cayley transform is proposed. This can be
regarded as an extension, to the non-square case, of the earlier work on Cayley codes for differential
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USTM [HH02a]. As will be shown later, this extension is far from trivial. Nonetheless, the codes
designed here inherit many of the properties of Cayley differential codes. In particular, they:
1. are very simple to encode: the data is broken into substreams used to parameterize the unitary
matrices,
2. can be used for systems with any number of transmit and receive antennas,
3. can be decoded in a variety of ways including simple polynomial-time linear-algebraic tech-
niques such as successive nulling-and-cancelling (V-BLAST [GFVW99, Has99]) or sphere
decoding [FP85, DCB00],
4. satisfy a probabilistic criterion: they maximize an expected distance between matrix pairs,
The work in this chapter has been published in IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing Special
Issue on MIMO Communications [JH03e], the Proceeding of 2002 IEEE International Conference
on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP’02) [HJ02a], and the Proceeding of 2002
IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT’02) [HJ02b].
3.2 Cayley Transform
Cayley transform was proposed in [HH02a] to design codes for differential unitary space-time
modulation whereby both good performance and simple encoding and decoding are obtained.
The Cayley transform of a complex  K matrix 9 is defined to be
É ffE
·
s:9
VWR

·
¡;9'$
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where 9 is assumed to have no eigenvalue at ¡[- so that the inverse exists. Let  be a  8  
Hermitian matrix and consider the Cayley transform of the skew-Hermitian matrix 9Xfffl² :
ÉLff#
·
s ²^
VWR

·
¡ ²D0 (3.1)
First note that since ² is skew-Hermitian, it has no eigenvalue at ¡ - because all its eigenvalues are
strictly imaginary. That means that 
·
s]²^
VWR always exists. From definition, Cayley transform is
the generalization of the scalar transform
ff
-¡c²
¯
-s ²
¯
$
which maps the real line to the unit circle. Notice that no finite point on the real line can be mapped
to the point, ¡ - , on the unit circle.
The most prominent advantage of Cayley transform is that it maps the complicated space of
unitary matrices to the space of Hermitian matrices, which is linear. It can be easily proved that
ÉzÉ

ff 
·
s ²D
VWR

·
¡¢²D
£

·
s~²D
VWR

·
¡¢²D
¤

ff 
·
s ²D
VWR

·
¡¢²D
·
s~²^É
·
¡ ²^
VWR
ff
·
0
The second equation is true because
·
¡ð²$
·
s²$t
·
¡fl²^
VWR and 
·
s²D
VWR all commute.
Similarly, ÉIÉ ff
·
can also be proved. Therefore, similar to the matrix exponential, Cayley
transform maps the complicated Stiefel manifold of unitary matrices to the space of Hermitian
matrices. Hermitian matrices are easy to characterize since they form a linear vector space over
the reals. Therefore, easy encoding and decoding can be obtained.
From (3.1) it can be proved easily that
²flff 
·
sAÉ}
VWR

·
¡ É}
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provided that 
·
sHÉ}
VWR exists. This shows that Cayley transform and its inverse transform coincide.
Thus, Cayley transform is one-to-one. It is not an onto map because those unitary matrices with
eigenvalues at ¡[- have no inverse images. Recall that the space of Hermitian or skew-Hermitian
matrices has dimension  w which matches that of Stiefel manifold.
We have shown that a matrix with no eigenvalues at ¡ - is unitary if and only if its Cayley
transform is skew-Hermitian. Compared with other parameterizations of unitary matrices, the
parameterization with Cayley transform is one-to-one and easily invertible.
And also, it is proved in [HH02a] that a set of unitary matrices is fully diverse if and only if the
set of their Hermitian inverse Cayley transforms is fully diverse. This suggests that a set of uni-
tary matrices with promising performance can be obtained from a well-designed set of Hermitian
matrices by Cayley transform.
In [HH02a], Cayley transform has been used in the design of & O& unitary space-time codes
for differential modulation. The idea is to design a good set of Hermitian matrices and use their
Cayley transform as the signal matrices. In this chapter we generalize this idea to the non-square
case. It can be seen in the following sections that the generalization is far from trivial since the
non-squareness of the matrices causes a lot of problems in the code design.
3.3 The Idea of Cayley Unitary Space-Time Codes
Because Cayley transform maps the nonlinear Stiefel manifold to the linear space (over the reals)
of Hermitian matrices (and vice-versa), it is convenient and most straightforward to encode data
linearly onto Hermitian matrices and then apply Cayley transform to get unitary matrices.
We call a set of  N & unitary matrices a Cayley unitary space-time code if any element in the
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set can be written as
 ff#
·
¡
s ²D
VWR

·
¡
¡c²^
éê
ê
ë
·
Ü
fi
ì í
í
ï
(3.2)
with the Hermitian matrix  given by
flff
!
â <
ã¥R

<

<
$ (3.3)
where ËR'$ w$0m0m0Y$ "! are real scalars (chosen from a set = with ó possible values) and R+$6FwZ$0m0m0Y$6>!
are fixed  BK complex Hermitian matrices.
The code is completely determined by the set of matrices ftR'$6FwZ$0Y0m0Y$?!k , which can be
thought of as Hermitian basis matrices. Each individual codeword, on the other hand, is deter-
mined by our choice of the scalars ôR'$ w$0m0m0Y$ "! whose values are in the set =
ù
(the subscript ’ ó ’
represents the cardinality of the set). Since each of the C real coefficients may take on ó possible
values and the code occupies  channel uses, the transmission rate is /(ff=CHmx F
´ßµ	¶
w
ó . We de-
fer the discussions on how to design 
<
’s, C , and the set =
ù
to the later part of this chapter and
concentrate on how to decode R$ w$0m0m0Y$ "! at the receiver first.
3.4 A Fast Decoding Algorithm
Similar to differential Cayley codes, our Cayley unitary space-time codes also have the good prop-
erty of linear decoding, which means that the receiver can be made to form a system of linear
equations in the real scalars ôR$ w$0m0m0Y$ "! . First, it is useful to see what our codes and their ML
decoding look like.
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Partition the  7K matrix  as
éê
ê
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RTRa[Rw
wRaFwTw
ì í
í
ï
$
where [RTR is an &  & matrix and FwTw is a    ¡ &7]Ł  ¡ &7 matrix. For  being Hermitian,
[RTR and FwTw must both be Hermitian and also DwRff3 
Rw
.
Observe that
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where @\wIff
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Rw
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s  .
Therefore, from (3.2),
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which is composed by the first & columns of É , and
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is the unitary complement of  . In fact, it can be algebraically verified that both  and I are
unitary.
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By partitioning the received signal matrix

into an &  * block

R and a   ¡&7Dc*
block

w as
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ff
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ï
, the second form of the ML decoder in (2.7) reduces to
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The reason for choosing the second form of the ML decoding, as opposed to the first one, is that
we prefer to minimize, rather than maximize the Frobenius norm. In fact, we shall presently see
in the following that a simple approximation leads us to a quadratic minimization problem, which
can be solved conveniently via sphere decoding.
It is easy to see that the decoding formula given in (3.5) is not quadratic in entries of  , which
indicates that it is not quadratic in 
<
s since  is linear in 
<
s. Therefore, the system equation at
the receiver is not linear. The formula looks intractable because it has matrix inverses as well as
the Schur complement @_w . Adopting the approach of [HH02a] by ignoring the covariance of the
additive noise term @ VWR
w
, we obtain
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which, however, is still not quadratic in entries of  . Therefore, to simplify the formula, more
constraints should be imposed on the Hermitian matrix  . That is, our  matrix should have a
more handy structure. Fortunately, observe that the number of degrees of freedom in a  8  
Hermitian matrix is  w , but the number of degrees of freedom in a  |& unitary matrix  is only
x F& ¡~&
w
ffð 
w
¡ðŁ ¡~&
w . There are   ¡~&7 w more degrees of freedom in  than needed.
So let us exploit this. Indeed, if we let

·
s ²RTR
VWR
Rw}ffflffi (3.7)
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for some xed &  Ł v¡|&7 matrix ffi , by which 	&#Ł K¡ &7 degrees of freedom are lost 1. Then,
RwIff#
·
s ²[RTR ffi (3.8)
and
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
[RTRffifls~²FwTwZ0 (3.9)
Some algebra shows that the above decoding formula (3.6) reduces to
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which is now quadratic in entries of  . Fast decoding methods such as sphere decoding and
nulling-and-canceling can be used which have polynomial complexity as in BLAST [Fos96].
We call (3.10) the “linearized” decoding because it is equivalent to the decoding of a system
whose system equation is linear in the unknowns 
<
s. For a wide range of rates and SNR, (3.10)
can be solved exactly in roughly
×
C
p
 computations using sphere decoding [FP85, DCB00].
Furthermore, simulation results show that the penalty for using (3.10) instead of the exact ML
decoding is small, especially when weighed against the complexity of the exact ML decoding.
To facilitate the presentation of the sphere decoding algorithm, the equivalent channel model in
matrices are shown in the following subsection.
3.4.1 Equivalent Model
From (3.8),  RwffflD
wR
is fully determined by  RTR . Therefore, the degrees of freedoms in  are all
in matrices [RTR and FwTw . The encoding formula (3.3) of  can thus be modified to the following
1With this condition, the number of degrees of freedom in ) is ÁlY [ 9ÁÞ%HG$9 %ÂY , which is greater than 9çÁÞ% [ %6Y ,
the number of degrees of freedom in an arbitrary Á@&÷% unitary matrix, when ÁJIK¢% .
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encoding formulas of  RTR and wTw :
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where C is the number of possible  RTRTS
<
s and FwTwS
<
s, ËR$ w$0m0m0L"! are real scalars chosen from the
set =
ù
, and [RTRTSUR$[RTRTS w$0m0m0Y$6RTRTS ! and FwTwSUR'$6wTwS wZ$0Y0m0m$6FwTwS ! are fixed &{& and Ł [¡F&7oŁ [¡F&7
complex Hermitian matrices.2 The matrix  is therefore constructed as
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Therefore, the linearized ML decoding (3.10) can be written as
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2Actually, in our design , )ONPN and )
YBY
can have different numbers of degrees of freedom,
Z
N and
Z
Y
, and the coef-
ficients of the two basis sets can have non-identical sample spaces. That is, we can have ) NDN 4JQSRUTVXW
NZY
V
)
NPN)[
V
/C)
YBY
4
Q
R\
]0W
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[
] where
Y
+eE`_ba
T
and
^
+eE`_ba
\
. However, to simplify the design problem, here we just set
Z
N
4
Z
Y
and c N 4 c
Y
.
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for d\ff9-$'4$0m0Y0m$+C . By decomposing the complex matrices
k
and M
<
into their real and imaginary
parts, the decoding formula (3.12) can be further rewritten as
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where
k
«$
k
­ are the real and imaginary parts of
k
and MlßS «$M	YS ­ are the real and imaginary parts
of M	 . Also, denoting by
k
«S °t$
k
­6S °$M	ßS «WS °Z$M	ßS ­6S ° the ³ -th columns of
k
« ,
k
­ , M	ßS « , M	ßS ­ for ³3ff
-	$')$0Y0m0m$tŁ ¡L&7 , and writing matrices in the above formula column by column, the formula can
be further simplified to
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 ff
£
ËR+$½Z½Z½à$ "!
¤
 is the vector of unknowns. Therefore, we obtain the equivalent channel model
h
ffoiS sFp8$ (3.16)
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where p is the equivalent noise matrix.  appears to pass through an equivalent channel i and is
corrupted by additive noise.3 The equivalent channel, i given in (3.15), is known to the receiver
because it is a function of  RTRTSUR$6RTRTS w$0m0Y0m$6RTRTS !ä$6FwTwSUR'$FwTwS wZ$0m0Y0m$6wTwS ! $

R'$ and

w .
Therefore, the decoding is equivalent to decoding of a simple linear system, which can be
done using known techniques such as successive nulling-and-canceling, efficient square-root im-
plementation, and sphere decoding. Efficient implementations of nulling-and-canceling generally
require
×
C
p
 computations. Sphere decoding can be regarded as a generalization of nulling-and-
canceling where at each step, rather than making a hard decision on the corresponding 
<
s, one
considers all 
<
s that lie within a sphere of a certain radius. Sphere decoding has the important
advantage over nulling-and-canceling that it computes the exact solution. Its worst case behavior
is exponential in C , but its average behavior is comparable to nulling-and-canceling. When the
number of transmit antennas and the rate are small, exact ML decoding using exhaustive search
is possible. However, a search over all possible R'$0m0Y0m$ "! may be impractical for large  and
/ . Fortunately, the performance penalty for the linearized Ml decoding given in (3.10) is small,
especially weighed against the complexity of exact ML decoding using exhaustive search.
3.4.2 Number of Independent Equations
Nulling-and-canceling explicitly requires that the number of equations be at least as large as the
number of unknowns. Sphere decoding does not have this hard constraint, but it benefits from more
equations because the computational complexity grows exponentially in the difference between the
number of unknowns and the number of independent equations. To keep the complexity of sphere
3In general, the covariance of the noise is dependent on the transmitted signal. However, in ignoring qsr N
Y
in (3.6),
we have ignored this signal dependence.
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decoding algorithm polynomial, it is important that the number of linear equations resulting from
(3.10) be at least as large as the number of unknowns. (3.16) suggests that there are *   3¡N&7
real equations and C real unknowns. Hence we may impose the constraint
Cðo* Ł L¡~&70
This argument assumes that the matrix
è
has full column rank. There is, at first glance, no reason
to assume otherwise but it turns out to be false. Due to the Hermitian constraint on  , not all the
	&#  ¡~&7 equations are independent. A careful analysis yields the following result.
Theorem 3.1 (Rank of è ). The matrix given in (3.15) generally has rank
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Proof: First assume that  ¡~&  ð* . The rank of i is the dimension of the range space of c
in the equation c ffui a as a varies. Equivalently, the rank of i is the dimension of the range space
of the * ~Ł ¡~&7 complex matrix
k
in the equation
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RTRffi when [RTR and
FwTw vary. Because  RTR and FwTw are not arbitrary matrices, the range space of
k
cannot have all
the %  L¡ &7* dimensions as it appears. Now let’s study the number of constraints added on the
range space of
k
as  RTR and FwTw can only be Hermitian matrices. Since
£
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the *  * matrix
k
Ł²

w' is Hermitian. This enforces * w linear constraints on entries of
k
.
Therefore, only at most %  ¢¡ &*>¡ * w entries of all the %Ł  ¡ &7 * entries are free. Since i
is %Ł L¡~&7* MC , the rank of i is at most Ì
»
§^%  ¡ &7 *5¡ *
w
$+C  .
Now assume that  7¡ð& >* . We know that the * ¢* matrix
k
²

w is Hermitian but
has rank  (¡E&  * now instead of full rank. Therefore, entries of the lower right
£
* ¡
Ł E¡B& ¤ 
£
* ¡9  !¡X&7 ¤ Hermitian sub-matrix of
k
Ł²

w' are uniquely determined by its
other entries. Therefore, the number of constraints yielded by equation
k
²

w[ffa
k
²

w+  is
*
w
¡!*a¡!Ł 7¡ð&7
w
ff5*   B¡ð&7}¡!Ł ¡&
w . Thus, there are at most *   B¡ð&7}¡
o* Ł 7¡&r¡EŁ X¡ð&
w
\ff Ł B¡fl&7
w degrees of freedom in
k
. The rank of i is at most
Ì
»
§àŁ N¡~&7
w
$6C .
We have essentially proved an upper bound on the rank. Our argument so far has not relied on
any specific sets for  RTR and FwTw . When [RTRff8fi , we are reduced to studying ²


w
FwTw , which is
the same setting as that of differential USTM [HH02a]. In Theorem 1 of [HH02a], it is argued that
for a generic choice of the basis matrices DwTwSUR$½Z½Z½$6wTwS ! , the rank of i attains the upper bound.
Therefore the same holds here, and i attains the upper bound.
Theorem 3.1 shows that even though there are *cŁ ¢¡]& equations in (3.16), not all of them
are independent. To have at least as many equations as unknowns, The following constraint
C
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
o* Ł L¡ &7ä¡ *
w if  ¡~&  ð*
Ł L¡~&7
w if  ¡~& *
is needed, or equivalently,
C
Ì
»
§à  ¡ &fl$6*v
Ì
xÍ%  ¡ &7ä¡ * $ L¡~&0 (3.18)
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3.5 A Geometric Property
With the choice (3.7) or equivalently (3.8), the first block of the transmitted matrix  in (3.4) can
be simplified as
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The second block of  equals ¡Fo²D@ VWR
w
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Our Cayley unitary space-time code and its unitary complement can be written as
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where
@wIff
·
sNffi

ffiX¡c²
!
â <
ã¥R
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ffi
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[RTRTS
<
ffiðs ²
!
â <
ã¥R
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wTwS
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(3.20)
and 
ôRff(
·
sN²[RTR
VWR

·
¡¢²[RTR is an & & unitary matrix since it is the Cayley transform of
the Hermitian matrix  RTR .
The code in (3.19) is completely determined by matrices RTRTSUR$6RTRTS w$0m0Y0m$6RTRTS ! and wTwSUR'$6FwTwS wZ$
0m0Y0m$6FwTwS ! , which can be thought of as Hermitian basis matrices. Each individual codeword, on the
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other hand, is determined by our choice of the scalars R$4w$0Y0m0Y$4g! chosen from the set =
ù
. Since
there are C basis matrices for  RTR and FwTw , and the code occupies  channel uses, the transmission
rate is
/ff
C
 
´ßµ	¶
w
ót0 (3.21)
Since the channel matrix
è
is unknown and if it is left multiplied by an & 3& unitary
matrix, its distribution remains unchanged, we can combine 
IR with the channel matrix
è
to get
è
à
ffX
ôR
è
. If we left multiply

$' and  by
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, the system equation (2.1) can be rewritten as
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We can see that this is very similar to the equation of training-based schemes (2.5). The only
difference is in the noises. In (2.5), entries of the noise are independent white Gaussian noise with
zero-mean and unit-variance. Here, entries of 
à
are no longer independent with unit-variance,
although they still have zero-mean. The dependence of the noises is beneficial to the performance
since more information can be obtained.
The following theorem about the structure of  is needed later in the optimization of the basis
matrices.
Theorem 3.2 (Difference of unitary complements of the transmitted signal). The difference of
the unitary complements  and
¾
Ë of the transmitted signals  and
¾
 can be written as
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where @w and
¾
@w are the corresponding Schur complements.
Proof: From (3.19),
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From algebra, it is easy to get @ VWR
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Another way to look at Theorem 3.2 is to note that
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0 (3.23)
Without the unitary constraint, this is an affine space since all the data is encoded in @ VWR
w
. So,
in general, the space of   is the intersection of the linear affine space in (3.23) and the Stiefel
manifold ô6Ëcff
·
. We can see from (3.22) or (3.23) that the dimension of the range space of
Ë ¡L
à
 (equivalently the dimension of the affine space) is  3¡N& . It is interesting to compare
this with that of training-based schemes, which from (2.6), gives
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Note now that the dimension of the affine space is Ì
»
§à&ð$ ¡~&7 which is smaller than  L¡~&
when  

	& . So, the affine space of  of Cayley codes has a higher dimension than that of
training-based schemes when  

	& .
3.6 Design of Cayley Unitary Space-Time Codes
Although the idea of Cayley unitary space-time codes has been introduced in (3.19), we have not
yet specified C , nor have we explained how to choose the discrete set =
ù
from which 
<
s are drawn,
or the design of the Hermitian basis matrices ftRTRTSUR$6RTRTS w$0m0Y0m$6[RTRTS ! k and ftFwTwSUR+$6FwTwS wZ$0m0m0Y$6wTwS !k .
We now discuss these issues.
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3.6.1 Design of 
To make the constellation as rich as possible, we should make the number of degrees of freedom C
as large as possible. Therefore, as a general practice, we find it useful to take C as its upper bound
in (3.18). That is,
CXff
Ì
»
§  ¡~&fl$6*v
Ì
xÍ%  ¡ &Ë¡ * $ N¡~&70 (3.25)
We are left with how to design the discrete set =
ù
and how to choose ft RTRTSUR$6[RTRTS w$0Y0m0 [RTRTS ! k
and ftwTwSUR'$6FwTwS wZ$0Y0m0HwTwS ! k .
3.6.2 Design of  
c
As mentioned in Section 2.5, at high SNR, to achieve capacity in the sense of maximizing mutual
information between

and  , ÉLff 
·
sO²^
VWR

·
¡\²^ should assemble samples from an isotropic
random distribution. Since our data modulates the  matrix (or equivalently RTR and FwTw ), we need
to find the distribution on  that yields an isotropically distributed É .
As proved in [HH02a], the unitary matrix É is isotropically distributed if and only if the Her-
mitian matrix  has the matrix Cauchy distribution
Dff
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¡
û
V
¡
Ł L¡-t¡½Z½Z½É-Z¡
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¡
°
¡
Î
RC±
Ó
w
-
¦
t
·
s~
w

¡
$
which is the matrix generalization of the familiar scalar Cauchy distribution

¯
Ëff
-
ò-s
¯w

0
For the one-dimensional case, an isotropic-distributed scalar  can be written as  ff
ü
2 , where
b is uniform over
£
fi?$'xò . So, ¯ ff ¡² RTV)¬ ¯£¢
R
Î
¬
¯¤¢
ff ¡K+§àb?m	 is Cauchy. When there is only one
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transmit antenna ( & ff.- ) and the coherence interval is just one (  ff.- ), the transmitted signals
are scalars. There is no need to partition the matrix  . Therefore (3.3) is used instead of (3.11).
We want our code constellation ,ff b
!
<
ã¥R

<

<
to resemble samples from a Cauchy random
matrix distribution. Since there is only one degree of freedom in a scalar, it is obvious that CXffX- .
Without loss of generality, setting  RôffX- , we get
ff
-r¡ ²BäR
-s ²BäR
$ and ËRËffE¡²
-¡

-s
0
To have a code with rate /ff Cmx F
´Yµ	¶
w
ó at  ff7& ff!- , = should have óff7 « points. Standard
DPSK puts these points uniformly around the unit circle at angular intervals of xò moó with the first
point at ò moó . For a point of angle b on the unit circle, the corresponding value for R is
ËRËffE¡²
-¡õ
-s 
ff!¡ +§b?m	0 (3.26)
For example, for óffº , we have the set of points on unit circle Ê>ffaf
ü

h
Ó
w
$
ü
Vl
h
Ó
w
k . From
(3.26), the set of values for ôR is =wOff`fl¡[-	$-k . For the case of óffº" , we can get by simple
calculation that = j ff8fl¡F40 "%-"l)$¡Ffi40H"%-"l4$+fi?0 "%-"4$'40 "%-"llk . It can be seen that the points rapidly
spread themselves out as ó increases, which reflects the heavy tail of the Cauchy distribution.
We denote =
ù
to be the image of (3.26) applied to the set fZò mxóx$6oò moót$'1xò moót$0Y0m0m$toó¡3-tò mxó)k .
When ó¦¥ § , the fraction of points in the set less than some value
Ã
is given by the cumulative
Cauchy distribution. Therefore, the set =
ù
can be regarded as an ó -point discretization of a scalar
Cauchy random variable.
For the systems with multiple transmit antennas and higher coherence intervals, no direct
method is shown about how to choose = . In that case, we also choose our set = to be the set
given above. Thus, 
<
s are chosen as discretized scalar Cauchy random variables for any  and
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& . But to get rate / , from (3.21), we need
ó
!
ff7
«
¡
0 (3.27)
3.6.3 Design of ¨ 7¢7
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To complete the code construction, it is crucial that the two sets of bases ftRTRTSUR$6[RTRTS w$0Y0m0 [RTRTS ! k
and ftwTwSUR'$6FwTwS wZ$0Y0m0HwTwS ! k are chosen appropriately, and we present a criterion in this subsection.
If the rates being considered are reasonably small, the diversity product criterion Ì
»
§
á
Öã
á£«
Ê
¦
ÉtCÉ
á
¡
É
á
«


BÉ
á
¡AÉ
á
«

Ê
is tractable. At high rates, however, it is not practical to pursue the full diversity
criterion. There are two reasons for this: first, the criterion becomes intractable because of the
number of matrices involved and second, the performance of the constellation may not be governed
so much by its worst-case pairwise
Ê
¦
ÉZBÉ
á
¡6É
á¤«
 ZBÉ
á
¡6É
á¤«

Ê
, but rather by how well the matrices
are distributed throughout the space of unitary matrices.
Similar to the differential Cayley code design in [HH02a], for given =
ù
and the sets of basis
matrices ft[RTRTSUR'$6RTRTS wZ$0m0Y0 [RTRTS ! k and ftFwTwSUR$6wTwS w$0m0Y0 FwTwS ! k , we define a distance criterion for the
resulting constellation of matrices Ê to be
â
aÊrôff
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 L¡~&­¬
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where  is given by (3.19) and (3.20) and 
à
is given by the same formulas except that the 
<
s in
(3.20) are replace by 
à
<
s. The expectation is over all possible 
<
ß and 
à
<
s chosen uniformly from
=
ù
such that PËR$0Y0m0Y$4g!àffiöff P
à
R
$0m0Y0m$ 
à
!
 . Remember that   denotes the  #Ł fl¡ð&7 unitary
complement matrix of the  B& matrix  .
Let us first look at the difference between this criterion with that in [HH02a]. Here, we use I
and 
à
 instead of  and 
à
themselves because the unitary complement instead of the transmitted
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signal itself is used in the linearized ML decoding. This criterion cannot be directly related to
the diversity product as in the case of [HH02a], but still, from the structure, it is a measure of the
expected “distance” between matrices  and 
à
 . Thus, maximizing
â
aÊr should be connected
with lowering average pairwise error probability. Hopefully, optimizing the expected “distance”
between the unitary complements   and 
à
 instead of that between the unitary signals  and

à
themselves will obtain a better performance. And also, since the constraints (3.7) is imposed
to simplify @\w , which turns out to simplify  as well, the calculation of our criterion is much
easier than the calculation of the one used in [HH02a], which maximizes the expected “distance”
between the unitary matrices É and É
à
. Therefore, the optimization problem is proposed to be
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By (3.22), we can rewrite the optimization as a function of RTR$FwTw and get the simplified formula,
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When ó is large, the discrete sets from which 
<
s, 
à
<
s are chosen from ( =
ù
) can be replaced
with independent scalar Cauchy distributions. And by noticing that the sum of two independent
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Cauchy random variables is scaled-Cauchy, our criterion can be simplified to
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3.6.4 Frobenius Norm of the Basis Matrices
Entries of [RTRTS
<
s and FwTwS
<
s in (3.30) are unconstrained other than that they must be Hermitian
matrices. However, we found that it is beneficial to constrain the Frobenius norm of all the matrices
in ftRTRTS
<
k to be the same, which we denote by ÂiR . This is similarly the case for the matrices
ftFwTwS
<
k , whose Frobenius norm we denote by Â?w . In fact, in our experience it is very important,
for both the criterion function (3.30) and the ultimate constellation performance, that the correct
Frobenius norms of the basis matrices be chosen. The gradients of the Frobenius norms ÂR and Â)w
are given in Section 3.9.2 and the gradient-ascent method is used for the optimization. The matrix
ffi is choosen as Â
p
£
·
Ü
$+fi
Ü
Õ
°
¡
V)w
Ü
±
¤ with Â
p
close to - for the following two reasons. Firstly, the
optimization of ffi is too complicated to be done by the gradient-ascent method. Secondly, as
long as ffi is full rank, simulation shows that the Frobenius norm of ffi and ffi itself do not have
significant effects on the performance. This has been shown to perform well.
3.6.5 Design Summary
We now summarize the design method for Cayley unitary space-time codes with & transmit an-
tennas and * receive antennas, and target rate / .
1. Choose C Ì
»
§Ł |¡_&fl$6*v
Ì
xÍ%  ¡_&7	¡\* $ |¡_&7 . Although this inequality is a soft
limit for sphere decoding, we choose our C that obeys the inequality to keep the decoding
complexity polynomial.
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2. Choose ó that satisfies ó ! ffB «
¡
. We always choose ó to be a power of  to simplify the bit
allocation and use a standard Gray-code assignment of bits to the symbols in the set =
ù
.
3. Let =
ù
be the ó -point discretization of the scalar Cauchy distribution obtained as the image
of the function ]ff!¡K6§bêm		 applied to the set fZò moót$+xò moót$'1xò mxóx$0Y0m0Y$Zoór¡-tTò moólk .
4. Choose ft RTRTS
<
k and ftwTwS
<
k that solves the optimization problem (3.30). A gradient-ascent
method can be used. The computation of the gradients of the criterion in (3.30) is presented
in Section 3.9.1. At the end of each iteration, gradient-ascent is used to optimize the Frobe-
nius norms of the basis matrices RTRTSUR+$6[RTRTS wZ$½Z½Z½$6[RTRTS ! and FwTwSUR$FwTwS wZ$½Z½Z½$FwTwS ! . The
computation of the gradients is given in Section 3.9.2. Note first that the solution to (3.30)
is highly non-unique. Another solution can be obtained by simply reordering \RTRTS
<
s and
wTwS
<
s. And also, since the criterion function is neither linear nor convex in the design vari-
ables [RTRTS
<
and FwTwS
<
, there is no guarantee of obtaining a global maximum. However, since
the code design is performed off-line and only once, we can use more sophisticated opti-
mization techniques to get a better solution. Simulation results show that the codes obtained
by this method have good performance. The number of receive antennas * does not appear
explicitly in the criterion (3.30), but it depends on * through the choice of C . Hence, the
optimal codes, for a given & , are different for different * .
3.7 Simulation Results
In this section, we give examples of Cayley unitary space-time codes and the simulated perfor-
mance of the codes for various number of antennas and rates. The fading coefficient between
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every transmit-and-receive antenna pair is modeled independently as a complex Gaussian vari-
able with zero-mean and unit-variance and is kept constant for  channel uses. At each time, a
zero-mean, unit-variance complex Gaussian noise is added to the received signal at every receive
antenna. Two error events are demonstrated including block errors, which correspond to errors in
decoding the  ( & matrices R'$0m0m0Y$'Ë¶ , and bit errors, which correspond to errors in decoding
äR'$0m0Y0m$ "! . The bits are allocated to each 
<
by a Gray code and therefore, a block error may
correspond to only a few bit errors. We first give an example to compare the performance of the
linearized ML, which is given by (3.10) with that of the true ML, then performance comparisons
of our codes with training-based methods are given.
3.7.1 Linearized ML vs. ML
In communications and code designs, the decoding complexity is an important issue. In our prob-
lem, when the transmission rate is high, for example, /fffl and  3ffu4$'& ffð , for one coherence
interval, the true ML decoding involves a search over  «
¡
ff
R
n
ffu4$-"	"cu matrices, which
is not practical. This is why we linearize the ML decoding to use the sphere decoding algorithm.
But we need to know what is the penalty of using (3.10) instead of the true ML. Here an
example is given for the case of a two transmit, one receive antenna system with coherence interval
of four channel uses operating at rate /aff,-0J1 with Cgffd and ó ffa . The number of signal
matrices is  «
¡
ffºuo" , for which the true ML is feasible. The resulting bit error rate and block
error rate curves for the linearized ML are the line with circles and line with stars in Figure 3.1.
The resulting bit error rate and block error rate curves for the the true ML are the solid line and the
dashed line in the figure. We can see from Figure 3.1 that the performance loss for the linearized
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Figure 3.1:  3ffð"%$'& ff74$6*;ffE-	$+/flffE-	021 : BER and BLER of the linearized ML given by (3.10)
compared with the true ML
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ML decoding is almost neglectable but the computational complexity is saved greatly by using the
linearized ML decoding which is implemented by sphere decoding.
3.7.2 Cayley Unitary Space-Time Codes vs. Training-Based Codes
In this subsection a few examples of Cayley codes for various multiple-antenna communication
systems are given and their performance are compared with that of training-based codes.
As discussed in Chapter  , a commonly used scheme for unknown channel multiple-antenna
communication systems is to obtain the channel information via training. It is important and
meaningful to compare our code with that of training-based codes. Training-based schemes and
the optimal way to do training are discussed in Section 2.4 . In our simulations of training-based
schemes, the LMMSE estimation is used. We set the training period  e¼ as & and the training signal
matrix Ø¼ as

¼
·
Ü
, which are optimal. For simplicity, we use equal-training-and-data-power by
setting

º
ff

¼cff
 
& , which is optimal if  affg	& . In most of the following simulations,
different space-time codes are used in the data transmission phase for different system settings.
Sphere decoding is used in decoding all the Cayley codes and the decoding of the training-based
codes is always ML, but the algorithm varies according to the codes used.
Example of  ðffð"?$'& ff4$+*;ff7
The first example is for the case of two transmit and two receive antennas with coherence interval
 3ffð" . For training-based schemes, half of the coherence interval is used for training. For the data
transmission phase, we consider two different space-time codes. The first one is the well-known
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orthogonal design in which the transmitted data matrix has the following structure:

º
ff
éê
ê
ë
¯
¥
¡

¥

¯
ì í
í
ï
0
By choosing ¯ and
¥
from the signal set of -u -QAM equally likely, the rate of the training-based
code is  bits per channel use. The same as Cayley codes, bits are allocated to each entry by Gray
code. The second one is the LD code proposed in [HH02b]:
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Clearly, the rate of the training-based LD code is also  . For the Cayley code, from (3.25), we
choose C;ff>" . To attain rate  , ó ff>" from (3.27). The Cayley code was obtained by finding a
local maximum to (3.31).
The performance curves are shown in Figure 3.2. The dashed line and dashed line with plus
signs indicate the BER and BLER of the Cayley code at rate 2, respectively. The solid line and
solid line with plus signs indicate the BER and BLER of the training-based orthogonal design at
rate 2 respectively and the dash-dotted line and dash-dotted line with plus sighs show the BER and
BLER of the training-based LD code at rate 2 respectively. We can see from the figure that the
Cayley code underperforms the optimal training-based codes by I¡K" dB. However, our results are
preliminary and it is conceivable that better performance may be obtained by further optimization
of (3.30) or (3.31).
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Figure 3.2:  ðff3"%$'& ff74$+*5ff)$+/7fffl : BER and BLER of the Cayley code compared with the
training-based orthogonal design and the training-based LD code
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Example of  ðff1)$'& ff4$+*;ffE-
For the training-based scheme of this setting,  channel uses of each coherence interval are allo-
cated to training. Therefore, in the data transmission phase, bits are encoded into a   data matrix

º
. Since we are not aware of any    space-time code, we employ an uncoded transmission
scheme, where each element of 
º
is chosen independently from a BPSK constellation, resulting in
rate um	1 . This allows us to compare the Cayley codes with the the uncoded training-based scheme.
Two Cayley codes are analyzed here: the Cayley code at rate - with C ffB14$óffX and the Cayley
code at rate  with CXff14$ófffl" .
10 15 20 25 30 35
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
SNR
T=5 M=2 N=1
BE
R
/B
LE
R
−− BER of training with R=6/5
−−+ BLER of training with R=6/5
−+ BLER of Cayley codes with R=1
− BER of Cayley codes with R=1
−. BER of Cayley codes with R=2
−.+ BLER of Cayley codes with R=2
Figure 3.3:  ffg14$'& ff,4$6* ff - : BER and BLER of the Cayley codes compared with the
uncoded training-based scheme
The performance curves are shown in Figure 3.3. The solid line and solid line with plus signs
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indicate the BER and BLER of the Cayley code at rate 1, respectively, the dash-dotted line and
dash-dotted line with plus signs show the BER and BLER of the Cayley code at rate 2, respectively,
and the dashed line and dashed line with plus signs shows the BER and BLER of the training-based
scheme, which has a rate of um	1 . Exhaustive search is used in decoding the training-based scheme
and sphere decoding is applied to decode the Cayley codes.
We can see that our Cayley code at rate - has lower BER and BLER than the training-based
scheme at rate u?m	1 at any SNR. And, even at a rate which is "m	1 higher,  compared with um1 , the
performance of the Cayley code is comparable to that of the training-based scheme when the SNR
is as high as 1 dB.
Example of  ðff<)$'& fffl?$+*;ffE-
For this system setting, three channel uses of each coherence interval are allocated to training. In
the data transmission phase of the training-based scheme, we use the optimized LD code given in
[HH02b]:
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By setting q$4Ã% as BPSK, we obtain a LD code at rate P?m	< . For the Cayley code, we choose CXfffl<
and ó^ff7 and the rate of the code is - .
The performance curves are shown in Figure 3.4. The solid line and solid line with plus signs
indicate the BER and BLER of the Cayley code at rate 1 respectively and the dashed line and
dashed line with plus signs show the BER and BLER of the training-based LD code, which has a
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Figure 3.4:  ,ff:<4$'& ff:?$+* ff - : BER and BLER of the Cayley code compared with the
training-based LD code
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rate of 8/7. Sphere decoding is applied in the decoding of both codes. From the figure we can see
that the performance of the Cayley code is close to the performance of the training-based LD code.
Therefore, at a rate -,m< lower, the Cayley code is comparable with the training-based LD code.
Again, our results are preliminary and further optimization of (3.30) or (3.31) may yield improved
performance.
3.8 Conclusion
Cayley unitary space-time codes are proposed in this chapter. The codes do not require channel
knowledge at either the transmitter or the receiver, are simple to encode and decode, and apply to
systems with any combination of transmit and receive antennas. They are designed with a prob-
abilistic criterion: they maximize the expected log-determinant of the difference between matrix
pairs. Cayley transform is used to construct the codes because it maps the nonlinear Stiefel mani-
fold of unitary matrices to the linear space of Hermitian matrices. The transmitted data is broken
into sub-streams ôR$0m0m0Y$ "! , then linearly encoded in the Cayley transform domain. We showed
that by constraining  Rw ff;
·
s ²RTRffi and ignoring the data dependence of the additive noise,
äR'$0m0Y0m$ "! appear linearly at the receiver. Therefore, linear decoding algorithms such as sphere
decoding and nulling-and-canceling can be used whose complexity is polynomial in the rate and
dimension. Our code has a similar structure to training-based schemes after transformations.
The recipe for designing Cayley unitary space-time codes for any combination of transmit/receive
antennas and coherence intervals is given and also, simulation examples are shown to compare our
Cayley codes with optimized training-based space-time codes and uncoded training-based schemes
for different system settings. Our simulation results are preliminary, but indicate that the Cayley
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codes generated with this recipe only slightly underperform optimized training-based schemes
using orthogonal designs and LD codes. However, they are clearly superior to uncoded training-
based space-time schemes. Further optimization of the Cayley code basis matrices (in (3.30) or
(3.31)) is necessary for a complete comparison of the performance with training-based schemes.
3.9 Appendices
3.9.1 Gradient of Criterion (3.30)
In the simulations, the maximization of the design criterion function (3.30) is performed using a
simple gradient-ascent method. In this section, we compute the gradient of (3.30) that is required
in this method.
We are interested in the gradient with respect to the matrices RTRTSUR$0m0Y0m$6RTRTS ! and FwTwSUR'$0Y0m0Y$FwTwS !
of the design function (3.30), which is equivalent to
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To compute the gradient of a real function ÍäŁ
<
 with respect to the entries of the Hermitian matrix

<
, we use the formulas
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where
ü
° is the unit column vector of the same dimension of columns of 
<
which has a one in
the ³ -th entry and zeros elsewhere. That is, while calculating the gradient with respect to RTRTS
<
,
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° should have dimension & and for the gradient with respect to wTwS
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, the dimension should be
 ¡¢& instead.
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where ft kZßS ° indicates the Ł²$T³) -th entry of matrix  and
Ð
ft[kxßS ° indicates the real part of the
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The gradient with respect to the imaginary components of RTRTS
<
can be obtained in a similar
way as the following
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where
Ñ
ft kZßS ° indicates the imaginary part of the Ł²$T³) -th entry of matrix  . And the gradient
with respect to the diagonal elements is
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For the second term, by using the same method, the following results are obtained
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$
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and all the expectations are over all possible R'$0m0m0Y$ "! .
3.9.2 Gradient of Frobenius Norms of the Basis Sets
Let ÂWR be a multiplicative factor that we use to multiple every RTRTS
<
and Â4w a multiplicative factor
that we use to multiple every DwTwS
<
. Thus, ÂR and Â)w are the Frobenius norms of matrices in ft RTRTS
<
k
and ftFwTwS
<
k . We solve for the optimal ÂiR'$Â4w

fi by maximizing the criterion function in (3.30),
which is
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As in the optimization of [RTRTS
<
$6FwTwS
<
, gradient-ascent method is used. To compute the gradient
of a real function Í 
Ã
R$
Ã
w' with respect to
Ã
R and
Ã
w , we use the formulas
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And the results are
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and
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Simulation shows that good performance is obtained when ÂR and Â)w are not too far away from
unity.
Chapter 4
Groups and Representation Theory
4.1 Advantages of Group Structure
Another interesting space-time codes design scheme is the group codes proposed originally in
[SHHS01, Hug00b, HK00], in which the set of matrices, which are space-time codes, forms a
group. The motivation of group-based codes is as the following.
As discussed in Section 2.6, the space-time code design problem for differential unitary space-
time modulation, which is well-tailored for the unknown-channel case, is: given the number of
transmitter antennas & and the transmission rate / , find a set
Ö
of ÌEff5
Ü
«
&  & unitary
matrices, such that the diversity product
â ã
ff
-

Ì
»
§
1
¯
Öã
1
¯
«
ß
ã
Ê
¦
Z¥i¡ ¥
«

Ê
é

(4.1)
is as large as possible. This design problem is very difficult to solve because of the following
reasons. First, it is easy to see that the objective function of the code design problem, given in (4.1),
is not convex. Second, the constraint space, which is the space of unitary matrices, is also non-
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convex. Furthermore, when our desired rate of transmission / is not very low, the constellation
size Ì ff
Ü
« can be huge, which make the problem even more difficult according to computation
complexity. For example, if there are four transmit antennas and we want to transmit at a rate of
four bits per channel use, we need to find a set of Ì{ffg R
y
ffgu	14$'1	u unitary matrices whose
minimum value of the determinants of the pairwise difference matrices is maximized. Therefore,
it appears that there is no efficient algorithm with tractable computational complexity to find the
exact solution to this problem. To simplify the design problem, it is necessary to introduce some
structure to the constellation set
Ö
. Group structure turns our to be a very good one.
Denition 4.1 (Group). [DF99] A group is an ordered pair \$)ÖW , where  is a set and Ö is a
binary operation on G satisfying the following axioms.
1.  ¯ Ö
¥
×Ö

ff
¯
Ö_
¥
Ö

 , for all ¯ $ ¥ $

ÝM , i.e., Ö is associative.
2. There exists an element
ü
in  , called the identity of  , such that for all ¯ Ý7 , ¯ Ö
ü
ff
ü
Ö
¯
ff
¯
.
3. For each ¯ ÝM , there exists an element ¯ VWR of  , called an inverse of ¯ , such that ¯ Ö ¯ VWR ff
¯
VWR
Ö
¯
ff
ü
.
Normally, the binary operation is called multiplication. In brief, a group is a set of elements
that is closed under both multiplication and inversion.
The order of a finite set is simply the number of elements in it. A subset èÙØ  is a subgroup
if it is closed under the group multiplication and Þ VWR Ý
è
for all ÞÈÝ
è
.
Example 1. The set of integers Ò , rational numbers Ú , real numbers Ó , and complex numbers
Ô
are all groups under the operation s with
ü
ffflfi and ¯ VWR ffX¡ ¯ .
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Example 2. Ì ¸ 
Ô
 , the set of all invertible O_ matrices with entries in
Ô
, is a group under
the operation of matrix multiplication with
ü
ff
·¸
and ¯ VWR the inverse matrix of ¯ . Note that the
matrix multiplication operation is not commutative, that is, ¯
¥
ff
¥
¯ is not true in general.
Example 3. 
à , the set of all unitary   matrices, is a group under the operation of matrix
multiplication with
ü
ff
·¸
and ¯ VWR the inverse matrix of ¯ . It is a subgroup of the group Ì ¸ 
Ô
 .
Now we are going to discuss the advantages of group structure in the space-time code design
problem. In general, for two arbitrary elements  and ffi in a set,
Ö
, with cardinality Ì ,
Ê
¦
Éð¡
ffi
Ê
takes on ÌCÌ¢¡ð-tm distinct values if öff ffi . Therefore, when Ì is large, diversity product
of the set may be quite small. If
Ö
forms a group, for any two matrices  and ffi in the set, there
exists a matrix
k
Ý
Ö
such that
k
ffð
VWR
ffi . Therefore,
Ê
¦
ZŁ3¡¢ffi
Ê
ff
Ê
¦
É
ÊßÊ
¦
Z
·
Ü
¡¢
VWR
ffi
Ê
ff
Ê
¦
t
·
Ü
¡¢
VWR
ffi
Ê
ff
Ê
¦
t
·
Ü
¡
k

Ê
$
which takes on at most Ì ¡!- distinct values as
·
Ü
öff
k
if  öff ffi . Therefore, the chance of
having a large diversity product is greatly increased. Another advantage is that the calculations
of both the diversity product and the transmission matrix are greatly simplified. From the above
formula, it can be easily seen that the complexity of calculating the diversity product is reduced
dramatically. In general, to calculate the diversity product of a set with Ì elements, Ì1Ì~¡7-Zm	
calculations of matrix determinants are needed, which is quadratic in Ì . However, if the set forms
a group, it has been shown that only Ìc¡3- calculations of matrix determinants are needed, which
is linear in Ì . For the calculation of the transmission signal matrix, generally, the multiplication
of two & ]& matrices is needed. If the set
Ö
is a group, the product is also in the group, which
means that every transmission matrix is an element of
Ö
. Therefore, explicit matrix multiplication
can be replaced by simpler group table-lookup. Finally, note that
¦
x
·
¡
k
^ff>fi if and only if
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k
has a unit eigenvalue. Another important advantage of group structure is that if the set forms a
group, its full diversity has a practical meaning: its non-identity elements have no unit eigenvalue,
which gives a possible method to design fully diverse codes.
There are a lot of well-known group-based codes. Two examples are given in the following.
Example 1. Cyclic group-based codes. [Hug00b] [SHHS01]
îLffXf
·
Ü
$' $'
w
$½Z½Z½$'
¶)VWR
kl$
where
 ff
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
- fi ½Z½Z½ fi
fi
ü
w
h
°wÛ
é
Ü
½Z½Z½ fi
...
... . . .
...
fi fi ½Z½Z½
ü
w
h
°
Û

ù
é
Ü
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
with ÝR+$½Z½Z½à$ Ý
Ü
VWRFÝ
£
fi?$çÌN¡B-
¤ . The code is called cyclic code since any element in the set is a
power of  and  ¶ ff
·
Ü
. It is easy to check that î forms a group.
Example 2. Alamouti’s orthogonal design. [Ala98]
îLff
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
-
!
Ê ÃËÊ
w
s
Ê
í
Ê
w
é
ê
ê
ë
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í
¡ní4
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
ì
í
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







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$hítÝ
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0
It is easy to check that î forms a group. Actually it is the Lie group 
	 : the set of r\ unitary
matrix with unit determinant. This group has infinitly many elements. To get a finite constellation,
Ã
and í can be chosen from some finite sets îôR and îw , for example PSK or QAM signals1.
1By these choices, the resulted sets might not form a group anymore.
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4.2 Introduction to Groups and Representations
Before getting into more details about the design of space-time group codes, some group theory
and representation theory are reviewed in this section that are needed later.
Denition 4.2. A subgroup è of  is a normal subgroup if
Õ
Þ
Õ
VWR
Ý
è for all Õ ÝM\$'ÞïÝ è 0
Denition 4.3. If  is a group, the center of  is the set of elements in  that commutes with all
other elements of  .
Since group is an abstract concept, normally representation theory is used to map abstract
groups to subsets of matrices.
Denition 4.4. Let _$)Ö% and  è $.Þ? be groups. A map ß8àlË¥ è is a group homomorphism if
ß 
Ã
Ö÷í%Ëff%ß 
Ã
ÑÞ?ß aí% for all Ã $hítÝM\0
Denition 4.5. Let  be a group. Ò be a eld and  a vector space over Ò .2
1. A linear representation of  is any homomorphism from  to HÌC . The degree of the
representation is the dimension of  .
2. A matrix representation of  is any homomorphism from  into HÌ ¸  Ô  .
3. A linear or matrix representation is faithful if it is injective.
Denition 4.6. Two matrix representations ß and á of  are equivalent if there is a xed invertible
matrix A such that
A	ß 
Õ
 A
VWR
ffoáD
Õ
 for all Õ ÝM\0
2For definitions of field and vector space, repfer to [DF99].
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Denition 4.7. The direct sum ß¼â%á of two representations ß$4á of  with degrees  R and  w
respectively is the degree  Ràs  w representation of  such that
Dß`â½á
Õ
 ff
éê
ê
ë
ß
Õ
 fi
fi áD
Õ

ìîí
í
ï
for all Õ ÝM\0
Denition 4.8. A matrix representation is called reducible if it is equivalent to a direct sum of two
(or more) representations. Otherwise, it is called irreducible.
As discussed in the previous section, if our signal set has a group structure under matrix multi-
plication, its diversity product can be simplified to
â ã
ff
-

Ì
»
§
­¢Öã×ã
ß
ã
Ê
¦
É
·
¡ 
Êé

0
If we insist on a fully diverse constellation, which means that
â;ã
öffEfi , then from the above equal-
ities, the eigenvalues of all non-identity elements in the constellation must be different from one.
This leads to the following definition.
Denition 4.9 (Fix-point-free group). [HK00] A group  is called xed-point-free (fpf) if and
only if it has a faithful representation as unitary matrices with the property that the representation
of each non-unit element of the group has no eigenvalue at unity.
Note that the above definition does not require that in every representation of the group, non-
unit elements have no eigenvalue at unity, but rather that there exists one representation with this
propriety. This is because any non-faithful representation of a group cannot be fpf. The reason that
fpf groups have been defined as those for which the representation of each non-unit element in the
group, rather than each non-identity matrix in the representation, has no eigenvalue at unity is that
had we not done so, all groups would have been fpf if all elements in the groups are represented as
the identity matrix. For more information on groups, see [DF99] and [Hun74].
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4.3 Constellations Based on Finite Fixed-Point-Free Groups
To get space-time codes with good performance, fpf groups have been widely investigated. Shokrol-
lahi, Hassibi, Hochwald and Sweldens classified all finite fpf groups in their magnificent paper
[SHHS01] based on Zassenhaus’s work [Zas36] in 1936. There are only six types of finite fpf
groups as given in the following. Before giving the big theorem, we first introduce a definition.
Denition 4.10. Given a pair of integers M$ó	 , dene  as the smallest positive integer such
that ó
¸
ff -
Ì
µ4¦
 . Dene £ ff,Èm
¶È¦
Łó ¡E-	$6  . The pair ŁM$6ó is called admissible if
¶	ÈÉ¦
$£ôffE- .
Theorem 4.1 (Classication of nite xed-point-free groups). [SHHS01] A nite group is xed-
point-free if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the following six types of abstract groups.
1.
^®S
ù
ff{ä'ñ$
×
Ê
ñ
®
ff!-	$
×
¸
ffflñ

$ñ
¼
ffðñ
ùå
$
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ù
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á
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$.Â
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$
where ó is even, ŁM$6ó is admissible, Ý w ff!- Ì
µ)¦
 , ÝàffE-
Ì
µ)¦
 , and Ýàff!¡[- Ì
µ)¦
ß
with ß the highest power of  divising | . The order of _®S
ù
S
á is o| .
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where M$6ó is admissible, | is odd, and óZ is divisible by  . The order of
¬
®ôS
ù
is P| .
4.
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S
á
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×
$h`ä$.Â$Aî
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ñ
®
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where M$ó	 is admissible, | is odd, ó is divisible by  ,  is not divisible by  , Ý w ffg-
Ì
µ4¦
 , ÝffE-
Ì
µ)¦
 , and ÝàffE¡[- Ì
µ)¦
 . The order of Ò®S
ù
S
á is -Zu| .
5.
M®S
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ff¬ÌËwxPñ
z
IM^®ôS
ù
where M$6ó is admissible, ¶	ÈÉ¦ |$-tfi	ËffE- . ¬Ìwxffiñ
z
 is the group of M matrices with
elements in the nite Galois eld [GS79] ñ
z
and determinant - . It can also be dened as the
following abstract group,
¬ÌËwtPñ
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The order of M	®S
ù
is -Zfi| .
6.
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$AîUó
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î
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ff`
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where `ä$Â are as in M	®S
ù
, Ý
w
ff!-
Ì
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ù
S
á is o"fio| .
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Some unitary representations of these abstract groups are also given in [SHHS01]. Constel-
lations based on representations of these finite fpf groups give space-time codes with amazingly
good performances at low to moderate rates, for example, ¬ÌwxPñ
z
 , which works for systems with
two transmit antennas at rate 3.45. In that paper, the authors also give non-group constellations
which are generalizations of some finite groups and products of group representations.
4.4 Introduction to Lie Groups and Lie Algebras
As shown in [SHHS01], these finite fpf groups are few and far between. There are only six types of
them and unitary representations of them have dimension and rate constraints. Although very good
constellations are obtained for low to moderate rates, no good constellations are obtained for very
high rates from these finite groups. This motivates the search for innite fpf groups, in particular,
their most interesting case, Lie groups.
Denition 4.11 (Lie group). [BtD95] A Lie group is a differential manifold which is also a group
such that the group multiplication and inversion maps are differential.
The above definition gives us the main reason for studying Lie groups. Since Lie groups have
an underlying manifold strcuture, finite constellations, which are subsets of infinite Lie groups, can
be obtained by sampling the underlying continuous manifold appropriately.
Denition 4.12 (Lie algebra). [SW86] A Lie algebra ô is a vector space over a eld Ò on which
a product
£
$
¤ , called the Lie bracket, is dened, which satises
1. õ
À÷öÌøvù
implies
»
õ
À÷ö
¾
øvù
,
2.
»
õ
ÀXúÑö
8ûìüb¾
|
ú
»
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¾Z8û
»
õ
À
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û
ø`ý
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À÷ö"À
ü
øvù
,
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3.
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.
It turns out that there is a close connection between Lie groups and Lie algebras.
Theorem 4.2 (Connection between Lie group and Lie algebra). [SW86] Let  be a Lie group
of matrices. Then ô , the set of tangent vectors to all curves in  at the identity, is a Lie algebra.
Let ô be a linear algebra generated by the basis
Õ
R'$½Z½Z½$
Õ
¸
, then
Õ
b[ff
ü

é0þé
Î
µ.µ.µ
Î


þ
 is a local
Lie group for small enough b .
Therefore, to obtain many, if not most, of its properties, one can study the Lie algebra, rather
than the Lie group itself. Lie algebras are easier to be analyzed because they are vector spaces with
good properties.
Example 1. HÌŁ $
Ô
 is the Lie group of non-singular [ complex matrices. Its Lie algebra
is the space of v complex matrices.
Example 2. ¬Ì$
Ô
 is the Lie group of unit-determinant non-singular v  complex matri-
ces. Its Lie algebra is the space of ]K traceless matrices.
Example 3. 
 is the Lie group of    complex unitary matrices. Its Lie algebra is the
space of v skew-Hermitian matrices.
Example 4. 
Łà is the Lie group of unit-determinant  \ unitary matrices. Its Lie algebra
is the space of v traceless, skew-Hermitian matrices.
Denition 4.13. A Lie sub-algebra ß Ø ô is an ideal if it satises the condition
£

$ 9
¤
Ýjß for all  Ýjß)$ 9Ý8ô0
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Denition 4.14. A Lie algebra ô is simple if ¦%» Ì ô  - and it contains no nontrivial ideals. Or
equivalently, the Lie group  of the Lie algebra has no nontrivial normal Lie subgroups.
Denition 4.15. Dene the series f 

ôWk inductively by
 
R
ô\ff
£
ô$ô ¤
and
 

ô\ff
£
 

VWR
ô$ 

VWR
ô ¤ 0
ô is solvable if  

ô\fffi for some # .
Denition 4.16. A Lie algebra ô is semi-simple if ô has no nonzero solvable ideals.
The rank of a Lie algebra ô equals the maximum number of commuting basis elements it has
or the dimension of a maximum Abelian subgroup3 of the correspondence Lie group  .
It is proved in [SHHS01] that any representation of a finite group is equivalent to a representa-
tion using only unitary matrices. However, this is not true for infinite groups and Lie groups.
Theorem 4.3 (Lie groups with unitary representations). [HK00] A Lie group has a representa-
tion as unitary matrices if and only of its Lie algebra is a compact semi-simple Lie algebra or the
direct sum of -t and a compact semi-simple Lie algebra.
For more on the definition of semi-simple and simple Lie algebras, see [HK00, BtD95, Ser92].
4.5 Rank ë Compact Simple Lie Groups
To design differential unitary space-time codes with good performance, two conditions must be
satisfied: the unitarity and the full diversity. For unitarity, from Theorem 4.3, to get unitary con-
3If for any two elements  and  in a group  , 	 4 
 ,  is an Abelian group.
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stellations, we should look at compact, semi-simple Lie groups. Since any semi-simple Lie group
can be decomposed as a direct sum of simple Lie groups, for simplicity, we look at compact, simple
Lie groups.
For full diversity, we want to design constellations with positive diversity product, or in other
words, constellations whose non-identity elements have no unit eigenvalues. It is proved in [HK00]
that the only fpf infinite Lie groups are 
 -t , the group of unit-modulus scalars, and 
 , the
group of unit-determinant \  unitary matrices. As discussed at the end of [HK00], due to their
dimensions, constellations based on these two Lie groups are constrained to systems with one and
two transmit antennas. (Codes constructed based on higher-dimensional representations of 
	
can be found in [Sho00].) To obtain constellations that work for systems with more than two
transmit antennas, we relax the fpf condition, which is equivalent to non-identity elements have no
unit eigenvalues, and consider Lie groups whose non-identity elements have no more than #

fi
unit eigenvalues ( # fffi corresponds to fpf groups). Since constellations of finite size are obtained
by sampling the Lie group’s underlying manifold. When # is small, there is a good chance that, by
sampling appropriately, fully diverse subsets can be obtained.
It follows from the exponential map relating Lie groups with Lie algebras that a matrix element
of a Lie group has unit-eigenvalues if and only if the corresponding matrix element (the logarithm
of the element) in the corresponding Lie algebra (tangent space at identity) has zero-eigenvalues
and vice versa. Thus classifying Lie groups whose non-identity elements have no more than #
eigenvalues at - is the same as classifying Lie algebras whose non-zero elements have no more
than # eigenvalues at zero. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a straightforward way of
analyzing the number of zero-eigenvalues of a matrix element of a Lie algebra. However, it turns
out that the number of zero-eigenvalues of a matrix element of a Lie algebra can be related to the
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rank of its Lie algebra.
Lemma 4.1. If a Lie algebra ô of & \& matrices has rank ó , it has at least one non-zero element
with óF¡- eigenvalues at zero.
Proof: Assume that
¥
R$½Z½Z½$
¥
ù
are the commuting basis elements of the Lie algebra ô . Since
they commute, there exists a matrix  such that
¥
R$½Z½Z½$
¥
ù
can be diagonalized simultaneously.
That is, there exists an & 7& invertible matrix  , such that
¥
 ff  Y 
VWR where cff
¦%»

¶

¥

R
$½Z½Z½$
¥

Ü
 . Therefore, it is possible to design scalars R'$½Z½Z½$4
ù
such that b
ù
 ã¥R
³ is
a diagonal matrix with the first ó^¡fl- diagonal elements being zero. The matrix
¥
ffb
ù
îã¥R
à
¥
ff
 
b
ù
 ã¥R
à´ŁT 
VWR , which is also an element in the Lie algebra, therefore, has óI¡¢- eigenvalues at
zero.
Therefore, instead of exploring Lie groups whose non-identity elements have no more than #
unit eigenvalues, we work on the compact simple Lie groups whose rank is no more than #äsv- , and
obtain a finite subset of it as our constellation by sampling its underlying manifold. As discussed
before, for full diversity, we should begin with Lie groups with rank  .
Combining the two conditions, unitarity and full diversity, a beginning point is to look at sim-
ple, compact Lie groups of rank  . The following table is a complete list of simple, simply con-
nected, compact Lie groups [Sim94]. In the table,  indicates the center of the group  . There
are three groups with rank  : the Lie group of unit-determinant  K unitary matrices, 
 , the
Lie group of "_M" unitary, symplectic matrices, 	 , and one of the five celebrated exceptional
Lie groups of E. Cartan,  w .  is analyzed in the next chapter and 
 is analyzed in the
chapter after. [w has dimension 14, and its simplest matrix representation is 7-dimensional, which
is very difficult to be parameterized.
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Group Dimension  Cartan Name Rank

à6  ð 
w
¡- 
¸

¸
VWR |¡-
Łà  ð Ëo_sð-Z Ëw
k
¸

W²äo_s3-t6 3 Ëo_sð-Z Ëw ffi
¸

W²Ëxà  " äo|¡-t 
j (  odd) 
¸

äwFËw (  even)
¬
y
<P 
p
¬
y
u
¬
 -Z	 Ëw
¬
 <
¬
n
o"P fi
¬
n
P
Ò
j
1	 fi Ò
j
"
[w -" fi w 
Table 4.1: The simple, simply-connected, compact Lie groups
Chapter 5
Differential Unitary Space-Time Codes
Based on
 
5.1 Abstract
As discussed in Section 4.5, à is a Lie group with rank  . In this chapter, the focus is on
 , which, as will be seen later, can be regarded as a generalization of 
	 , which results in
Alamouti’s scheme. Differential unitary space-time codes suitable for systems with four transmit
antennas are designed based on this Lie group. The codes are fully diverse and their structure lends
themselves to polynomial-time ML decoding via sphere decoding. Simulation results show that
they have better performance than  ] and " M" orthogonal designs, Cayley differential codes,
and some finite-group-based codes at high SNR. It is also shown that they are comparable to the
carefully designed product-of-groups code.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the Lie group  is discussed and a
parameterization method of it is given. Based on the parameterization, in Section 5.3, differential
99
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unitary space-time codes that are subsets of 	 are designed. The full diversity of the codes
is proved in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, 	 codes with higher rates are proposed. It is shown
in Section 5.6 that the codes have a fast ML decoding algorithm using sphere decoding. Finally,
in Section 5.7 the performance of the  code is compared with that of other existing codes
including Alamouti’s orthogonal design, the "K " complex orthogonal design, Cayley differen-
tial unitary space-time codes, and finite-group-based codes. Section 5.8 provides the conclusion.
Section 5.9 includes some of the technical proofs.
The work in this chapter has been published in the Proceeding of the Thirty-Sixth Asilo-
mar Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers (Asilomar’02) [JH02], the Proceeding of
2003 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP’03)
[JH03a], and the Proceeding of 2003 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT’03)
[JH03c]. The journal paper [JH03b] is accepted in IEEE Transactions on Information Theory.
5.2 The Symplectic Group and Its Parameterization
Denition 5.1 (Symplectic group). [Sim94] à , the  -th order symptectic group, is the set of
complex oo matrices  obeying
1. unitary condition: 6 ffôËff · w ¸ ,
2. symplectic condition: äBMw ¸  ffËM	w ¸ ,
where Mw ¸ ff
é
ê
ê
ë
fi
·É¸
¡
·É¸
fi
ì
í
í
ï
.
 has dimension Ëx|sB-t and rank  . As mentioned before, we are most interested in
the lowest rank case, which is also the simplest case of  ff . Also note that  -ZËff7
	 , and
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
	 constitutes the orthogonal design of Alamouti [Ala98]. The symplectic group  can be
regarded as a generalization of the orthogonal design. Even though Lemma 4.1 claims that there
exists an element of 	 with at least one unit eigenvalue, it can be shown that a non-identity
element of  can have up to  unit eigenvalues.
Lemma 5.1. The multiplicity of the unit eigenvalue of any matrix in 	 is even.
Proof: Assume  is a matrix in 	 and
Ã
is an eigenvector of  with eigenvalue - . Then
we have 
Ã
ff
Ã
. From the symplectic condition   M9ff M ,   M

9ff M . Since  is unitary,
M

Nff M . Therefore, M 
Ã
ff M



Ã
ff M 
Ã
ff M

Ã
, which means that M 
Ã
is also an eigenvector of
 with eigenvalue - . We now argue that
Ã
öff M

Ã
. Assume
Ã
ff M

Ã
. Partition
Ã
as
£UÃ
R$
Ã
w
¤
 , where
Ã
R and
Ã
w are  -dimensional vectors. We have
é
ê
ê
ë
Ã
R
Ã
w
ì
í
í
ï
ff
é
ê
ê
ë
fi
·
w
¡
·
w fi
ì
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ë

Ã
R

Ã
w
ì
í
í
ï
õö
ö
÷
ö
öø
Ã
Rff

Ã
w
Ã
w}ff!¡

Ã
R

õö
ö
÷
ö
öø
Ã
Rffflfi
Ã
w}ffflfi
$
from which we get
Ã
ff=fi . This contradicts the assumption that
Ã
is an eigenvector. Therefore,
Ã
öff M

Ã
, which means that the number of eigenvectors for any unit eigenvalue is even. Thus, the
multiplicity of the unit eigenvalue is even.
From Lemma 5.1, if a matrix in 	 has a unit eigenvalue then its multiplicity must be  or
" . " unit eigenvalues means that the matrix is
·
j . Therefore, a non-identity element of 	 can
have fi or  unit eigenvalues.
From Condition - of Definition 5.1, ôŁ VWR ff

 , where

 is the conjugate of  , so condition 
becomes
Mà ff

M40 (5.1)
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If the matrix  is further partitioned into a _] block matrix of ]M sub-matrices
éê
ê
ë
 ffi
k

ìîí
í
ï
,
from (5.1),
k
ff

ffi and >ff

 . Therefore, any matrices in  have the form
éê
ê
ë
 ffi
¡

ffi


ìîí
í
ï
$ (5.2)
which is similar to Alamouti’s two-dimensional orthogonal design [Ala98], but here instead of
complex scalars,  and ffi are  by  complex matrices.1 The group,  , can thus be identi-
fied as the subgroup of unitary matrices with generalized orthogonal design form. To get a more
detailed structure of the Lie group, let us look at the conditions imposed on  and ffi for  to be
unitary. From ôôff
·
w
¸
or ô+ ff
·
w
¸
,
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
F

s~ffiffi

ff
·É¸
ffi

ffflFffi

or
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø


~sNffi


ffi!ff
·¸


ffi!ffffi



0 (5.3)
Lemma 5.2. For any I complex matrices  and ffi that satisfy (5.3), there exist unitary matrices

 and  such that 7ffX
ff

 and ffi ffX
ff¯

 , where 

and ¯ are diagonal matrices whose
diagonal elements are singular values of  and ffi .
To proof this lemma, two intermediate lemmas are needed.
Lemma 5.3. Let  R and w be cv diagonal matrices with non-increasing diagonal entries. If

OR+


ff\w for some unitary matrix 
 , then |Rffw^ff and 
 is a block diagonal matrix
whose block sizes equal the number of times that the diagonal elements of  are repeated.
1Note that the structure in (5.2) is akin to the quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes in [TBH00, Jaf01]. The
crucial difference, however, is that in our paper, we shall insist that (5.2) be a unitary matrix. This leads to further
conditions on ) and fi , which are described below, and do not appear in quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes.
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Proof: Denote the ² -th diagonal element of |R and \w as 
°
RC±
J
and 
°
w¨±
J
, respectively. Since

OR+
D is a similarity transformation, which preserves the eigenvalues, the set of eigenvalues of
OR is the same as the set of eigenvalues of  w , or in other words, 
°
RC±
2
ff

°
w¨±
°°
for some ³ . Notice
that 
°
RC±
2
ß and 
°
w¨±
J
ß are ordered non-increasingly. Therefore, 
°
RC±
2
ff

°
w¨±
2
for ²ff8-	$')$0Y0m0m$6 , that is,
OR\ff\wOff . Now write  as diag f  R
·
û
é
$½Z½Z½$

<
·
û
E
k , where A is the number of times the
element   appears in  for ²Ëff!-	$½Z½Z½$4d . It is obvious that 
 can be written as diag f	
R'$½Z½Z½$É

<
k
where the size of 
 is A
<
for ²ffE-	$½Z½Z½$4d .
Lemma 5.4. If 
 w fffi w 
 for any \ positive semi-denite diagonal matrix  and any \
matrix 
 , then 
>fffi 
 .
Proof: By looking at the ²$q³4 -th entries of 
 w and  w 
 , U°  w
°°
ff

w
J
W±° . If  w
2
öff

w
°°
,
W±°ff!fi is obtained, and therefore i±°  °°ff  JflU° . If  w
2
ff

w
°°
, since  is a positive semi-definite
matrix,  J is non-negative, therefore,  2[ff  °° and so U°  °°Kff  2ffiW±° is obtained. Therefore,

.ff 
 .
Now Lemma 5.2 is ready to be proved.
Proof of Lemma 5.2: Suppose :ff 




[

and ffi ff 
¯¯Þ[
¯
are the singular value
decompositions of  and ffi with the non-negative diagonal elements of 

non-decreasingly or-
dered and the non-negative diagonal elements of ff¯ non-increasingly ordered. From the equation
FF s~ffiffiff
·É¸
in (5.3), the following series of equations can be obtained.
















s
¯¯ 

¯
 ¯¯ä


¯
ff
·É¸





w





s
¯
w
¯



¯
ff
·É¸


w

sflT




¯
w
¯
q




¯

ff
·É¸

T




¯ 
w
¯
T




¯

ff
·¸
¡
w

0
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Since 


and 
¯ are unitary, 
D


¯ is also unitary. Now since the diagonal entries of  w
¯
and
·É¸
¡!
w

are non-increasingly ordered, from Lemma 5.3,

w
¯
ff
·É¸
¡!
w

0 (5.4)
Define 
" ffB
D


¯ . Therefore 
¯vffX



#" and

#"I
·É¸
¡!
w

ôff 
·É¸
¡!
w

+
"  
"
w

ff$
w


"0
Since 

is a positive semi-definite matrix, from Lemma 5.4, 
%"

ff 


" and therefore

F
"


ff&


F
"
. Further define 
RËffX
¯MffB



#" . Then,
flffB







ffB



"


"





ffX



"

B


"Ë

ff7
ôR


à


$
where 
à

is defined as 
à

ff


" . Since 
ôRôffX
¯ , ffiEffX
ôR ¯ 
¯
, Thus  and ffi have the same
left singular vectors.
We now focus on the right singular vectors. From the equation [LsLffi 

ffi(ff
·É¸
in (5.3), the
following series of equations can be obtained.
\à






R

ôR

à


s

Á¯	¯ 


R


ôR¯Þ

¯
ff
·É¸

\à


w

à


s

Á¯
w
¯


¯
ff
·É¸


w

sflB
à



Á¯ 
w
¯
C
à



 ¯

ff
·¸

C#à



 ¯
w
¯
B#à



 ¯

ff
·É¸
¡
w

0
Therefore,
·É¸
¡'
w

ff
w
¯
and B
à



Á¯ 
w
¯
ff(
w
¯
C
à



 ¯ by using Lemma 5.3. Define )"#ff

à



Á¯ , which is obviously a unitary matrix. Therefore

 ¯vff
à

*" , +" w
¯
ff&
w
¯
+" , and *" w

ff

w

*" , from which *"¯flff,¯ +" and *"

ff,

*" can be obtained by using Lemma 5.4.
Now according to Lemma 5.3, )" can be written as diag f_R$½Z½Z½$
<
k with each W being a unitary
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matrix. Since W is unitary, there exists a Hermitian matrix [ such that W_ff
ü
°-
¯
. Because
^ is Hermitian, so is am . Therefore, the matrix
ü
°-
¯
Ó
w , which is the square root of  , is also
a unitary matrix and
ü
°-
Ó
w


ff(

ü
°-
Ó
w
$
ü
°-
Ó
w
¯!ff.¯
ü
°-
Ó
w can be obtained, where m	 ff
diag fxR=m4$½Z½Z½$6
<
m	)k . Therefore
ü
°-
Ó
w is the square root of *" . Thus,  and ffi can be written as
 ff 
ôR

*"¬

R
ff7
R

ü
°-


R
ff7
ôR
ü
°-
Ó
w


ü
°-
Ó
w


R
ff q
ôR
ü
°-
Ó
w
 

BR
ü
Vo° -
Ó
w


$
ffi ff 
ôR¯ 

R
ff T
ôR
ü
° -
Ó
w
¯BR
ü
Vo° -
Ó
w


$
where R is defined as R^ff

 ¯ff®
à

+" . Therefore, .ff;
ff

 and 9ºff;
ff¯j[ for some
unitary matrices 
Bff!
R
ü
° -
Ó
w and  ffªR
ü
Vo°-
Ó
w or equivalently, ff!
ff

 and 9 ff!
ff¯

 if

 and  are defined as 
ffB
R
ü
°-
Ó
w and Xff#BR
ü
Vo°-
Ó
w
 .
Lemma 5.2 indicates that  and ffi can be diagonalized by the same pair of unitary matrices.
This leads to the following parameterization theorem of Łà .
Theorem 5.1 (Parameterization of à ). A matrix  belongs to  if and only if it can be
written as
 ff
é
ê
ê
ë

ff

 
/¯


¡


0¯ 


/



ì
í
í
ï
$ (5.5)
where 

ff diag  Èµ Á bR$½Z½Z½ Èµ Á b ¸ $1¯vff diag  Á » §rbR$½Z½Z½$ Á » §rb ¸  for some boR$½Z½Z½$+b ¸ Ý £ fi?$ò m	 ¤
and 
 and  are v unitary matrices.
Proof: Lemma 5.2 and formula (5.2) imply that any matrix in  can be written as the form
in (5.5). Conversely, for any matrix  with the form of (5.5), it is easy to verify the unitary and
symplectic conditions in Definition 5.1.
Now let us look at the dimension of  . It is known that an   unitary matrix has dimension
o
w
¡¢¡BM
¸
°
¸
VWRC±
w
ff 
w . Therefore, there are all together o w degrees of freedom in the
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unitary matrices 
 and  . Together with the  real angles bt , the dimension of  is therefore
Ëo sB-t , which is exactly the same as that of Łà . But from the discussion above, an extra
condition is imposed on the matrix  : the diagonal elements of 

and ¯ are non-negative and
non-increasingly/non-decreasingly ordered. This might cause the dimension of  to be less than
matrices in 	 at first glance. However, the order and signs of the diagonal elements of 

and ¯ can be changed by right multiplying 
 and left multiplying  with two types of matrices:
permutation matrices and diagonal matrices with diagonal elements - and ¡[- .2 Therefore, the
constraint does not result in dimension reduction. Based on Theorem 5.1, matrices in Łà can
be parameterized by elements of 
$ and the real angles bt s. Therefore, we can obtain finite
subsets (samplings) of the infinite Lie group Łà by sampling these parameters.
5.3 Design of 24365wë87 Codes
Let us now focus on the case of ðff@ . The goal is to find fully diverse subsets of  . For
simplicity, first let 

ff'¯Mff
R
ü
w
·
w , by which  degrees of freedom are neglected. To get a finite
subset of unitary matrices from the infinite Lie group, further choose 
 and  as orthogonal de-
signs with entries of 
 chosen from the set of A -PSK signals: fl-	$
ü
°
ûffi9
ø
$½Z½Z½$
ü
°
ûffi9:
øù
é<;
ø
k and entries
of  chosen from the set of C -PSK signals shifted by an angle b : f
ü
°X
$
ü
°
°
ûffi9
=
Î
¨±
$½Z½Z½$
ü
°
°
ûffi9:
=
ù
é<;
=
Î
¨±
k
2Definition of permutation matrices can be found in [Art99]. It is easy to see that both types of matrices are unitary,
therefore, the unitarity of > and ? keeps unchanged.
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[Hug00b, Ala98]. The following code is obtained.
Ö
û
S !S ff
õ
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
÷
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
ö
öø
-
 

éê
ê
ë

\ 



¡


\





ì í
í
ï





















ff
R
ü
w
éê
ê
ë
ü
°
ûffi9A@
ø
ü
°
ûffi9
Û
ø
¡
ü
Vo°
ûffi9
Û
ø
ü
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where A and C are positive integers. b Ý
£
fi?$'xò is an angle to be chosen later. There are A w
possible 
 matrices and C w possible  matrices. Since the channel is used in blocks of four
transmissions, the rate of the code is therefore
-


´Yµ	¶
w
A s
´ßµ	¶
w
C 0 (5.7)
It is easy to see that any transmission matrix in the code can be identified by the " -tuple D#¥$4Ý$M$6à .
The angle b , an extra degree of freedom added to increase the diversity product, is used in the proof
of the full diversity of the code. However, simulation results indicate that the code is always fully-
diverse no matter what value b takes.
A similar code as follows can also be considered.
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The rate of the code is the same as that of
Ö
û
S !S  and its full diversity can be proved similarly. Here,
however, the focus is on the code given in (5.6).
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5.4 Full Diversity of 24365wë87 Codes
In differential unitary space-time code design for multiple-antenna systems, the most widely used
criterion is the full diversity of the code since as discussed in Section 2.6, the diversity product
is directly related to the pairwise error probability of the systems. This issue is discussed in this
section.
To calculate the diversity product of the code
Ö
û
S !S  given in (5.6), first choose any  transmis-
sion matrices R and w in
Ö
û
S !S  where
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and
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#q$ ÝmÝ
£
fi?$6A and  q$6i$Ý
£
fi?$6C are integers for ²ff>-	$' . Before calculating the determinant of
the difference of the two matrices, some well-known facts about \] orthogonal design [Ala98]
are first stated as follows.
Lemma 5.5. For any non-zero  matrix
& ff
éê
ê
ë
¯
¥
¡

¥

¯
ìîí
í
ï
$
1.
¦
É¥& ff
Ê
¯
Ê
w
s
Ê ¥	Ê
w
,
2. &  & ff&7&  ff 
¦
É¥&7
·
w ,
3.
¦
É¥& fffi if and only if & ff ¹ wTw ,
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4. & VWR ff
ÜCB
+4-5/
Ü
and

&
VWR
ff
Ü
ê
+.-0/
Ü
.
Proof: Straightforward algebra.
This lemma shows that the determinant of any non-zero matrix with an orthogonal design
structure is real and positive.
Define
×
RäffX
ôRR¡L
wWw and
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wffB
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Ww0 (5.10)
Therefore,
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if
×
R is invertible. Since 
R , 
w , R and w are all orthogonal designs and it is easy to prove that the
addition, multiplication, and conjugate operations preserve this property,
×
R and
×
w are also have
the orthogonal design structure. By taking advantage of this, when
¦

×
Röff8fi and
¦

×
wïöff8fi ,
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the determinant of the difference can be calculated to be
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where ¯ ffML
+4-5/ON
é
+4-5/ON
û
is a positive number and P$4Ã is the first row of

×
R
×

w
.
Lemma 5.6. For any R and w given in (5.8) and (5.9) where  RöffXw , ¦ R¡~w'ff7fi if and
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Proof: See Section 5.9.1.
Here is the main theorem.
Theorem 5.2 (Condition for full diversity). There exists a b such that the code in (5.6) is fully
diverse if and only if A and C are relatively prime.
This theorem provides both the sufficient and the necessary condition for the code set to be
fully diverse. Before proving this theorem, a few lemmas are given first which are needed in the
proof of the theorem.
Lemma 5.7. For any four points on the unit circle that add up (as complex numbers) to zero, it is
always true that two of them add up to zero. (Clearly, the other two must also have a summation
of zero.)
Proof: See Section 5.9.2.
Lemma 5.8. If A and C are relatively prime, then for any non-identical pairs, P#iR+$ ÝR'$6KR$R and
D#	w$4Ýßw$6|wZ$6¥w' , where #?R$4ÝR'$A#	w$ ÝYw\Ý
£
fi?$+A  and vR$R'$6|wZ$w#Ý
£
fi?$+C  are integers, á Î ,
Ã
Î
, í
Î
,
Ü
Î
, as dened in (5.14), cannot be zero simultaneously. Also á V , Ã V , í V , Ü V , as dened in (5.15),
cannot be zero simultaneously.
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Proof: See Section 5.9.3.
Now it is ready to prove Theorem 5.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.2: The proof has two steps. First, we prove the sufficiency of the con-
dition, that is, assuming A and C are relatively prime, we show that there exists a b such that the
code is fully-diverse. If A and C are relatively prime, by Lemma 5.8, for any non-identical pair of
signal matrices P#?R'$ ÝR$6KR+$6R and D#	w$ Ýßw$|wZ$6w' , á Î ,
Ã
Î , í Î , Ü Î cannot be zero simultaneously.
(For definitions of á Î ,
Ã
Î , í Î , Ü Î , see (5.14)). Define
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Ï
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indicates the argument of the complex number

. Also, by Lemma 5.8, á V $
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which is the same as
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By choosing
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(5.13) cannot be true at the same time. Therefore, by Lemma 5.6,
¦
ÉtËR¡ w÷öfffi , which means
that the code is fully diverse. An angle in
£
fi?$'xò that satisfies (5.18) can always be found since
the two sets at the right-hand side of (5.18) and (5.19) are finite. This proves the sufficiency of the
condition ( A and C are relatively prime) in Theorem 5.2.
In the second step, we prove the necessity of the condition, that is, assuming that A and C are
not relatively prime, we show that there exist two signals in the code such that the determinant
of the difference of the two is zero for any b . Assume that the greatest common divisor of A
and C is 

- , then there exist positive integers A
à
and C
à
such that A{ff>A
à
 and C=ff8C
à
 .
Consider the following two signal matrices  R and w as given in (5.8) and (5.9) with #lwffÌ#4R)¡ A
à
,
Ýßwff%ÝR%¡ A
à
, |w}ff3KR4svC
à
, wffflR)svC
à
, #4RËffÝR , and #wff%Ýßw . Assume that #?R'$ ÝŁR3Ý
£
A
à
$+A  , and
KR$6RoÝ
£
fi?$+C7¡~C
à
 . Since A

A
à
and C

C
à
, we can always choose #?R'$ ÝR+$6KR$6R that satisfy
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the conditions. It is easy to verify that á Î ff
Ã
Î
ffí
Î
fffiÜ
Î
ffflfi , which means that the first set of
equations in (5.13) is true for any angle b . Therefore,
×
R}ff M

×
w , and from Lemma 5.6, we have
¦
tR ¡~w'ôffflfi , that is, the signal set in (5.6) is not fully-diverse.
Remark: Note that we have actually proved that the codes in (5.6) are fully diverse for almost
any b except for a measure zero set. However, this is a sufficient condition and may be not neces-
sary. The diversity products of many codes for b from fi to xò with step size fi402fi	fi4- are calculated
by simulation. Two of these are shown in the following. Simulation results show that the codes are
fully diverse for all b .
The following two plots show the diversity products of two 	 codes at different b . Figure
5.1 shows the diversity product of the  code with A{ff.< and C;ff9 and Figure 5.2 shows
the diversity product of the 	 code with AEff#-	- and C ffX< . Since the angles of the elements
in the  matrix of (5.6) are chosen from C -PSK signals shifted by an angle b , it is enough to set
the changing region of b as
£
fi?$+xò mC  instead of
£
fi?$'tò . It can be seen from the two plots that the
 code with ABff< and CXfffl gets its highest diversity product, fi?0Y-P<fi , at b[fffi?0Hfi"%-G and the
 code with A(ffE< and C9ffE gets its highest diversity product, fi?0Hfi	G	< , at b\ff!fi . Although
the codes are fully diverse at any b .
5.5 24365wë87 Codes of Higher Rates
In section 5.4, 	 codes are designed with the  degrees of freedom in 

and ¯ unused. For
higher rate code design, one of the two degrees of freedom can be added in by letting


ff
Èµ
Á
Âl
·
w and ¯Mff Á
»
§Âl
·
wZ$
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Figure 5.2: Diversity product of the A ff
--	$+CBff7<	 code
where Â) ÝMe for some real set e . The code can be constructed as follows.
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where A and C are positive integers and bÝ
£
fi?$'xò is a constant to be chosen later. It can be easily
seen that any signal matrix in the code can be identified by the 1 -tuple D#¥$4Ý$M$6 $.Â%Ä . The code
proposed in (5.6) is a special case of this code, which can be obtained by setting ecff(f h j k . Since
the set has altogether A w C w
Ê
e
Ê
matrices and the channel is used in blocks of four transmissions,
the rate of the code is
-
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´ßµ	¶
w
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w
C às
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$ (5.21)
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where
Ê
e
Ê
indicates the cardinality of the set e . A conclusion similar to Theorem 5.2 about the full
diversity of the code can be stated as follows.
Theorem 5.3 (Condition for full diversity). If A and C are relatively prime with A odd and the
set e satises the following conditions,
1. e
Ø
fi?$oh
w
 ,
2. For any Â@ÝMe ,
+o§ Âõöffý
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û
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û
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where #¥$ ÝÞÝ¢ ¡Ar$6A ,  Ý ¡FC\$+C  are integers and D#¥$6 \öffEfi?$+fi	 ,
3. For any two different Â4$.Âo°ÝMe ,
Á
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§fiÂl
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$ (5.23)
where ß $4ÝÞÝ
£
fi?$+A  are integers,
then there exists b such that the signal set in (5.20) is fully-diverse.
Proof: First we need to show that the right-hand side formula of (5.22) is well defined, that
is, Á
»
§}ò

û
s
®
!
@öff;fi for any integers #AÝ(¡FA}$+A  ,  Ý  ¡C\$+C , and D#i$6 @öff fi?$6fi . This
can be proved by contradiction. Assume that Á
»
§}ò

û
s
®
!
_ffdfi . Therefore, ò

û
s
®
!
_ff ÝÄò ,
which is equivalent to

û
s
®
!
ff%Ý , for some integer Ý . Since A and C are relatively prime, A
Ê
# and
C
Ê
 . Since #õÝX ¡A}$+A and  ÝX¡FC\$+C  , #ff>fi and  ff8fi . This contradicts the condition
that P#¥$6 õöff fi?$6fi . We now prove that the right-hand side formula of (5.23) is well defined,
that is,
Èµ
Á
tò
á
û
öff#fi for any Ý3Ý
£
fi?$+A  . Again, this can be proved by contradiction. Assume that
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A and this contradicts the condition that A is odd.
Now we prove this theorem. Assume that A and C are relatively prime, A is odd and the set
e
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w
 satisfies conditions (5.22) and (5.23). We want to show that there exists a b such that
the code is fully diverse. It is equivalent to show that for any non-identical pair of signals  and
%° of the code,
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where 
$W are I unitary matrices given by (5.9) and 
à°t$ç)° are the two I matrices in (5.9) by
replacing ² by ³ . The two signals being different indicates that the two 1 -tuples, P#4$ ÝY$6 q$6iT$.ÂlÄ
and D#Z°t$4ÝJ°Z$6\°x$%°Z$.Âo° , are not identical. From the proof of Lemma 5.6,
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By using (5.25) and (5.9), similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.6,
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(5.26) is thus equivalent to,
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Now we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. For any non-identical pairs D#q$ Ýmq$6 $6¥$.Âl  and P#t°Z$ ÝJ°Z$6\°t$6?°t$Â° , where #$ Ýmq$A#Z°Z$ ÝJ°Ý
£
fi?$+A  ,  q$6iq$6\°t$6?°Ý
£
fi4$+C are integers and Â)q$.Âo°#Ýce , if A and C are relatively prime with A
odd and if the set e Ø fi?$oh
w
 satises conditions (5.22) and (5.23), then

á
Î
,

Ã
Î
,

í
Î
,

Ü
Î (as dened
in (5.27)) cannot be zero simultaneously. Also á V , Ã V , í V , Ü V (as dened in (5.28)) cannot be zero
simultaneously.
Proof: See Section 5.9.4.
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma 5.9, á Î , 
Ã
Î , í Î , Ü Î cannot
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be zero simultaneously. Define
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Also from Lemma 5.9, á V , 
Ã
V , í V , Ü V cannot be zeros simultaneously. Define
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and
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(5.29) cannot be true. Therefore
¦
ÉZW¡ %°\öffflfi , which means that the code is fully-diverse. An
angle in
£
fi?$'xò that satisfies both (5.30) and (5.31) can always be found since the two sets at the
right-hand side of (5.30) and (5.31) are finite.
5.6 Decoding of 24365wë%7 Codes
One of the most prominent properties of our 	 codes is that it is a generalization of the or-
thogonal design. In this section, it is shown how this property can be used to get linear-algebraic
decoding, which means that the receiver can be made to form a system of linear equations in the
unknowns.
5.6.1 Formulation
The ML decoding for differential USTM is given in (2.12), which, in our system, can be written as
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By writing the matrices in the norm column by column, we get
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where
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From the design of the code, we know that the matrices 
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where
Ð
Ã
indicates the real part of
Ã
and
Ñ
Ã
indicates the imaginary part of
Ã
. It can be seen that
the roles of & and

are interchanged. Therefore, by careful calculation, the ML decoding of
 codes can be shown to be equivalent to
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vector of unknowns. Notice that
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 can also be constructed as =\q ¡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 . It can be seen
that formula (5.32) is quadratic in sines and cosines of the unknowns. Thus, it is possible to use
fast decoding algorithms such as sphere decoding to achieve the exact ML solution in polynomial
time.
In this paragraph, the sphere decoding for codes given in (5.20) is discussed. For each of the
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angle Â) , a sphere decoding is applied and one signal is gained. In doing the sphere decoding for
each Âl , matrices =$
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 for ²ff>-	$')$½Z½Z½$+* are the same as those in (5.33) and (5.34), but the
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For each transmission,
Ê
e
Ê
sphere decoding is used and therefore
Ê
e
Ê
signal matrices are obtained
in total. ML decoding given in (5.32) is then used to get the optimal one. The complexity of this
decoding algorithm is
Ê
e
Ê
times the original one, but it is still cubic polynomial in the transmission
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rate and dimension.
5.6.2 Remarks on Sphere Decoding
Below are some remarks on the implementation of sphere decoding in our systems.
1. The main idea of sphere decoding is disucssed in Section 2.8. The choice of the searching
radius is very crucial to the speed of the algorithm. Here, the radius is initialized as a small
value and then increase it gradually based on the noise level [HV02]. The searching radius
 
k
is initialized in such a way that the probability that the correct signal is in the sphere is
fi?0HG , that is,
¾

©

©'ª

 
k
ôffflfi402G?0 (5.39)
If no point is found in this sphere, the searching radius is then raised such that the probability
is increased to fi?02GG and so on. Using this algorithm, the probability that a point can be found
during the first search is high. The noise of the system is given in (2.11). Since  ¼ , Â¼VWR
and the transmitted unitary matrix ½Ú Û are independent, it is easy to prove that the noise
has mean zero and variance *
·
j . Each component of the " ]* -dimensional noise vector
has mean zero and variance  . Therefore the random variable ff
©

à
¼
©
w
ª
has Gamma
distribution with mean "	* . The value of
k
that satisfies (5.39) can be easily calculated.
2. From (5.32), it can be seen that the unknowns are in forms of sines and cosines. Notice
that for any  öff Ã Ý
£
fi?$+xò , Á
»
§ `ff
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§ Ã if and only if Ã ff  #vs.-tòL¡{ for
some integer # . When Ar$6C are odd, it can be seen that ò cannot be in the set r û ff
f
w
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û
Ê
#Eff fi?$-	$+4$0m0Y0m$+A9¡(-k , which is the set of all possible angles of 
ä ’s entries, and
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3. Notice that there are only four independent unknowns but eight components in the unknown
vector in (5.32). We combine the o² -th component (with the form of
Èµ
Á
Ã
) and the ( o²És - )-th
component (with the form of Á
»
§
Ã
) for ²Fff5-	$')$+?$6" . From previous discussions we know
that for any value in the set f Á
»
§
ÃËÊ Ã
ÝRr
û
k or f Á
»
§
ÃËÊ Ã
Ývr !k , there is only one possible
value in r û or r ! whose sine equals the value. Therefore, there is only one possible value of
the cosine. In other words, for any possible value of the x² -th component, there is one unique
value for the o²s!-Z -th component. Therefore, it is natural to combine the x² -th and the
o²+s -t -th components. To simplify the programming, while considering the searching range
of each unknown variable, we skip the o² -th component and only consider the x²s!-t -th
one. For example, instead of analyzing all the possible values of Á
»
§
w
h
¸
!
(the P th component)
satisfying d nTn Á
»
§
wôw
h
¸
!
sHdTt
ÈÉµ
Á
w
h
¸
!
s 
n

w

k
, all the possible values of Á
»
§
w
h
¸
!
satisfying
d
nTn
Á
»
§
w
w
h
¸
!

k
are considered [DAML00]. It may seem that more points than needed
is searched, but actually the extra points will be eliminated in the next step of the sphere
decoding algorithm.
4. Complex sphere decoding can also be used here to obtain ML results, which actually is
simplier than the real sphere decoding. However, in all the simulations, real sphere decoding
is used.
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5.7 Simulation Results
In this section, examples of  codes and also the simulated performance of the codes at differ-
ent rates are given. The fading coefficient between every transmit-and-receive-antenna pair is mod-
eled independently as a complex Gaussian variable with zero-mean and unit-variance and keeps
constant for 	& channel uses. At each channel use, zero-mean, unit-variance complex Gaussian
noise is added to each received signal. The block error rate (BLER), which corresponds to errors
in decoding the "v~" transmitted matrices, is demonstrated as the error event of interest. The
performance of the 	 codes is also compared with that of some group-based codes [SHHS01],
the differential Cayley codes [HH02a], the \ Alamouti’s complex orthogonal designs [Ala98]
of the form
Ö
CÜoR$çÜwËff
éê
ê
ë
ÜoR Üw
¡nÜ	
w
Ü	
R
ìîí
í
ï
$ (5.40)
and the "_v" complex orthogonal design
Ö
CÜoR$çÜw$hÜ
p
ôff
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
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ÜoR Üw Ü
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
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p
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fi Ü	
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Üw
fi Ü

p
¡nÜ

w
Üw
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
(5.41)
proposed in [TH02].
5.7.1 wyx/z1{}| Code vs. Cayley Code and Complex Orthogonal Designs
The first example is the 	 code with A@ff;14$6Cdff=?$+bKff5fi , that is, entries of the 
 matrix
of the code are chosen from the 1 -PSK signal set fl-$
ü
°
ûffi9
~
$
ü
°
É
9
~
$
ü
°
9
~
$
ü
°
9
~
k , and entries of the 
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Sp(2) code VS Cayley code and orthogonal design
SNR
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R=2 2−d orthogonal design
R=1.75 Cayley code
P=5, Q=3, R=1.95 Sp(2) code
R=1.94 4−d orthogonal design
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the rate -	0HG1r	 code with the rate -	02<	1 differential Cayley code, the
rate  , \ complex orthogonal design, and the rate -	0HG" , "_v" complex orthogonal design with
*5ffE- receive antennas
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matrix are chosen from the  -PSK signal set fl-	$
ü
°
ûffi9
Ç
$
ü
°
É
9
Ç
k . Therefore by (5.7), the rate of the
code is -	02G	1 . It is compared with  code: the rate  , v complex orthogonal design given
by (5.40), where ÜR$çÜw are chosen from the " -PSK signal set fl-	$
ü
°
ûffi9
É
$
ü
°
É
9
É
$
ü
° 
9
É
k ; a rate -	02<	1
differential Cayley code with parameters C ffd<4$6óffº [HH02a]; and also the rate -	02Go" , "  "
complex orthogonal design given by (5.41), where ÜR'$çÜwZ$çÜ
p
are chosen from the u -PSK signal set
fl-	$
ü
°
ûffi9

$
ü
°
É
9

$
ü
° 
9

$
ü
° 
9

$
ü
°
é
ç
9

k . The number of receive antennas is - . The performance curves are
shown in Figure 5.3. The solid line indicates the BLER of the 	 code. The lines with circles
indicates the BLER of the differential Cayley code. The line with plus signs and the dashed line
show the BLER of the    and "|]" complex orthogonal designs, respectively. From the plot,
it can be seen that the  code has the lowest BLER at high SNR. For example, at a BLER of
-Zfi
V
p
, the 	 code is  dB better than the differential Cayley code, even though the Cayley code
has a lower rate, - dB better than the "  " complex orthogonal design, and " dB better than the
 complex orthogonal design.
5.7.2 wyx/z1{}| Code vs. Finite-Group Constellations
In this subsection, the same  code is compared with a group-based diagonal code and the
Q RTSURTSUVWR code both at rate -	0HG	P [SHHS01]. The Q RTSURTSUVWR code is in one of the u types of the finite
fixed-point-free groups given in [SHHS01]. The number of receive antennas is - . In Figure 5.4, the
solid line indicates the BLER of the 	 code and the line with circles and plus signs show the
BLER of the Q RTSURTSUVWR code and the diagonal code, respectively. The plot indicates that the 	
code is better than the diagonal code but worse than QKRTSURTSUVWR code according to the BLER. For
example, at a BLER of -Zfi V
p
, the  code is  dB better than the diagonal code, but -	021 dB worse
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10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
Sp(2) code vs. group based codes
BL
ER
SNR
R=1.98 diagonal group code
R=1.98 K1,1,−1 code
P=5, Q=3, R=1.95 Sp(2) code
Figure 5.4: Comparison of the rate -	02G	1	 code with the rate -	0HG	P group-based QvRTSURTSUVWR code
and a rate -	0HG	P group-based diagonal code with *5ffE- receive antennas
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than Q RTSURTSUVWR group code. However, decoding Q RTSURTSUVWR code requires an exhaustive search over the
entire constellation.
5.7.3 wyx/z1{}| Codes vs. Complex Orthogonal Designs
15 20 25 30
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
Sp(2) code VS Orthogonal design
SNR
BL
ER
P=11, Q=7, R=3.13 Sp(2) code
R=3 2−d orthogonal design
R=3 4−d orthogonal design
Figure 5.5: Comparison of the rate ?0m-Z 	 code with the rate  ,  N and "K~" complex
orthogonal designs with *ºff!- receive antenna
The comparison of the 	 codes with complex orthogonal designs at rate approximately
 and " is shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. In Figure 5.5, the solid line indicates the BLER of the
 code of AXffX-	-	$6CXff<4$+b[ffðfi . The line with circles shows the BLER of the  complex
orthogonal design (5.40) with Ü	R$çÜw chosen from P -PSK. The dashed line indicates the BLER of the
rate  , "\ " complex orthogonal design (5.41) with Ü	R$çÜwZ$çÜ
p
chosen from -Zu -PSK. Therefore, the
rate of the  code is ?0m-Z and the rate of the FO and "^\" orthogonal designs is  . Similarly,
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P=23, Q=11, R=3.99 Sp(2) code
R=4 2−d orthogonal design
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the rate ?02GG 	 code with the rate " ,    and rate ?0HG	G , "K "
complex orthogonal designs with *5ffE- receive antenna
in Figure 5.6, the solid line indicates the BLER of the 	 code of Aaffº?$+Cdff`-	-	$6bffºfi .
The line with circles shows the BLER of the  c complex orthogonal design (5.40) with ÜlR$çÜw
chosen from -Zu -PSK and the dashed line indicates the BLER of the "v " complex orthogonal
design (5.41) with ÜR'$çÜwZ$çÜ
p
chosen from "	fi -PSK. Therefore, the rate of the  code is ?0HG	G and
the rates of the   and " " complex orthogonal designs are " and ?02GG . The number of receive
antennas is - . It can be seen from the two figures that the 	 codes are better than the " c"
complex orthogonal designs for all the SNRs and are better than the  ~ complex orthogonal
designs at high SNR.
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5.7.4 Performance of wyxffz{| Codes at Higher Rates
In this subsection, simulated performances of the  codes at higher rates, as given in (5.20),
are shown for different e and are compared with the corresponding original codes given in (5.6),
whose e is f h j k .
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Sp(2) code with different Γ
SNR
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P=11, Q=7, |Γ|=1, R=3.13 Sp(2) code
P=11, Q=7, |Γ|=5, R=3.71 Sp(2) code
P=11, Q=7, |Γ|=3, R=3.53 Sp(2) code
R=4 non−group code
Figure 5.7: Comparison of A ff -	-$+C ff <4$+bðff fiK	 codes of e=ff f h j kl$6/ ff ?0m-Z	o" ,
e7ff fWh
n
$h jW$	pqh
n
k^sfi?0Hfi?-t , /@ff5?021	G	u , and e7ff`fh
Rw
$h
y
$xh jW$h
p
$zqh
Rw
k^sfi?0Hfi , /dffº40J<4-	G with the
non-group code
The first example is the  code with A9ff>-	-	$+C9ff <4$+b ff fi?$+e¢ff9fih
n
$oh j%$	pqh
n
ks fi?0Hfi?-t and
e~ff>fIh
Rw
$h y%$oh
j
$h
p
$	zqh
Rw
krs3fi402fi . A small value is added to the set that is uniform on fi4$lh
w
 to make
the resulting e set satisfy conditions (5.22) and (5.23), that is, to guarantee the full diversity of the
code. According to (5.21), the rates of the codes are ?0J1G	u and ?0J<)-Z	G . In Figure 5.7, the dashed
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line and the line with plus signs indicate the BLER of the 	 codes that are just mentioned,
which we call the new codes, and the solid line shows the BLER of the A5ff@-	-	$+Cºff=<4$+bKff{fi
 code with eXffgf h j k and rate 40Y-Z" , which we call the original code. The figure shows
that the new codes are about only - dB and  dB worse than the original one with rates fi?0H	G	u
and fi?021P	fi1 higher. The BLER of the rate " non-group code given in [SHHS01], which has the
structure of product-of-groups, is also shown in the figure by the line with circles. It can be seen
that performance of the new code is very close to that of the non-group code with rate fi?0 "l<fi"
lower. The result is actually encouraging since the design of the non-group is very difficult and its
decoding needs exhaustive search over  R
y
ffflu14$+1	u possible signal matrices.
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R=4 non−group code
Figure 5.8: Comparison of A8ff#G?$+C8ff914$+b ff#fi?0Hfi	<	<[ code of e~ff>fih j%kl$6/(ff940J<x"l1G and
eMffBfIh
Rw
$h y%$h
j
$oh
p
$	zqh
Rw
kIsNfi?0Hfi?-Zu4$+/ffð?0Hu" with the non-group code
The second example is the A;ff.G?$+C;ff{1)$+b ff{fi?02fi<	<4$+eNffºf h
Rw
$
h
y?$
h j
$
h
p
$
zqh
Rw
kDsðfi402fi?-u	
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code. The rate of the code is therefore ?0Hu" by formula (5.21). In Figure 5.8, the dashed line
indicates the BLER of the rate ?0Hu" code we just mention, which we call the new code,
and the solid line shows the BLER of the A;ff{G?$+C5ff=14$+b ff{fi?0Hfi	<	<	 with e3ff@f h j k and
rate 402<o"l1G , which we call the original code. The figure shows that the new code is only about
 dB worse than the original one with rate fi?0J1oP	fi1 higher. Also, the BLER of the rate " non-group
code given in [HH02a] is shown in the figure by the line with circles. It can be seen that the new
code is - dB better than the non-group code with rate fi?0Hu<	u lower. As mentioned before, the result
is actually encouraging since the design of the non-group is very difficult and its decoding needs
exhaustive search over  R
y
ffu1)$'1	u possible signal matrices.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, the symplectic group  , which has dimension äo]s9-t and rank  , are
analyzed and differential USTM codes based on  are designed. The group, 	 , is not
fpf, but a method to design fully-diverse codes which are subsets of the group are proposed. The
constellations designed are suitable for systems with four transmit antennas and any number of
receive antennas. The special symplectic structure of the codes lend themselves to decoding by
linear-algebraic techniques, such as sphere decoding. Simulation results show that they have better
performance than the  c and " ]" complex orthogonal designs, a group-based diagonal code
as well as differential Cayley codes at high SNR. Although they slightly underperform the #iRTSURTSUVWR
finite-group code and the carefully designed non-group code, they do not need the exhaustive
search (of exponentially growing size) required for such codes and therefore are far superior in
term of decoding complexity. Our work shows the promise of studying constellations inspired by
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group-theoretic considerations.
5.9 Appendices
5.9.1 Proof of Lemma 5.6
Proof: First assume that the determinant is zero and prove that
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w
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Using (5.9), the following series of equations can be obtained.
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Ł
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û
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Ł
o
It is easy to see that the equation is equivalent to (5.13).
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5.9.2 Proof of Lemma 5.7
Proof: Assume
ü
°
é
s
ü
°
û
s
ü
°
Ç
s
ü
°X
É
fffi , then the following series of equations are true.
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Ç
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Ç
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õö
ö
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ö
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
é
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û
w
fffiý

Ç
V
É
w
s #^sð-tTò

é
Î

û
w
ff

Ç
Î

É
w
sN ÝÄò
$
for some integers # and Ý . Without loss of generality, only the first case is considered here. By
adding the two equations,
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
boRffðb
p
sflZ#sLwÝ%sð-Zò
bw}ffðb
j
sfl ¡FZ# sN Ý%s3-tò

õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
ü
°X
é
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°
Ç
fffi
ü
°X
û
s
ü
°
É
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when plus sign is applied, or
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
boRffðb
j
sflZ#sLwÝ%sð-Zò
bw}ffðb
p
sfl ¡FZ# sN Ý%s3-tò

õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
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°X
é
s
ü
°
É
fffi
ü
°X
û
s
ü
°
Ç
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when minus sign is applied.
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P4
P5P6
P1
O
Figure 5.9: Figure for Lemma 5.7
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This lemma can also be proved easily in a geometric way. As in Figure 5.9, AIR'$6Aw$+A
p
$+A
j are
the four points on the unit circle that add up to zero, and
×
is the center of the unit circle, which
is the origin. Without loss of generality, assume Aäw is the point that is closest to AR . Since the
four points add up to zero,
¡f¥
×
A
z
, which is the summation of
¡+¡X¥
×
AËR and
¡n¥
×
A^w , and
¡f¥
×
A
y , which is
the summation of
¡f¥
×
A
p
and
¡f¥
×
A
j , are on the same line with inverse directions and have the same
length. Since
×
AR\ff
×
A
p
, AôR A
z
ff
×
Aw|ff
×
A
j
ff A
p
A
y , 
×
AôRTA
z
ff
×
A
p
A
y . Therefore,

AôR
×
A
z
ff

A
p
×
A
y . Thus,
¡n¥
×
AR and
¡f¥
×
A
p
are on the same line with inverse directions and have
the same length, which means that
¡f¥
×
ARs
¡f¥
×
A
p
fffi .
5.9.3 Proof of Lemma 5.8
Proof: Here, we only prove that á Î $
Ã
Î
$hí
Î
$çÜ
Î as defined in (5.14) cannot be zero simultaneously.
The proof of the other part ( á V $
Ã
V
$hí
V
$çÜ
V as defined in (5.15) cannot be zero simultaneously)
is very similar to it. It can be proved by contradiction. Assume that A and C are relatively
prime and there exist integers #%R$ ÝŁR'$A#	w$ Ýßw in
£
fi?$+AB¡fl-
¤ and KR$6R+$6|w$6¥w in
£
fi?$+CX¡fl-
¤ such that
á
Î
ff
Ã
Î
ffflí
Î
fffiÜ
Î
fffi . Since
Ã
Î
ffðfi , by Lemma 5.7,
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÷
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w
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=
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û
ø
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
û
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±
ffE¡
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w
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°
°
Û
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ø
V
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±
0
Without loss of generality and to simplify the proof, only the first case is discussed here. From the
first set of equations, there exist integers ²R and ²w such that
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø
xò

é
û
¡
¸
é
!
ôff7tò
á
é
û
¡
¸
é
!
àsNxòà²R
xò

û
û
¡
¸
û
!
ôff7tò
á
û
û
¡
¸
û
!
àsNxòà²w
$
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and therefore
õ
ö
ö
÷
ö
öø

é
V
á
é
û
fffl² R

û
V
á
û
û
fffl²w
0 (5.42)
Since #4R'$ ÝR+$ ÝR$ ÝßwrÝ
£
fi?$+A  , #4R¡ ÝR$ #w¡ ÝßwoÝ ¡FA}$+A  . Therefore, ²Rôffð²wIfffi , from which #?RôffÝR
and #w ffÝYw are obtained. Using this result and á Î ffafi , 
ü
w
h
°
°
@
é
ø Î
Ô
é
=
±
ffa
ü
w
h
°
°
@
û
ø Î
Ô
û
=
±
can be
obtained, from which

é
û
s
®
é
!
ff

û
û
s
®
û
!
sc² is true for some integer ² . The equation is equivalent
to

é
V

û
û
ff²¡
®
é
Vl®
û
!
. Since A and C are relatively prime, A
Ê
D#%R¡Ä#	w' and C
Ê
KRË¡¢|w+ . Since
#4R'$A#	w Ý
£
fi?$6A and KR$6|w Ý
£
fi?$+C  , #4R¡ë#	w Ý! ¡A}$+A  and KR¡ |wtÝB ¡C_$+C  . Therefore,
#4Rô¡½#wDff#fi and KRô¡~|wff#fi which, combined with (5.42), means that #WRff #	wDff ÝRff Ýßw and
KR[ff8|w . From í Î ff.fi and
ü
w
h
°
@
é
ø
öff.fi , 
ü
w
h
°

é
=
ff{
ü
w
h
°

û
= can be achieved, which, similarly,
leads to
¸
é
!
ff
¸
é
!
s² and therefore RZ¡¥w}ffð²C , for some integer ² . Since R+$6woÝ
£
fi?$+C  , R¡[¥wÝ
 ¡C\$+C . Therefore, ²Iff(fi , that is RFff#w . Therefore, D#?R'$4ÝR'$6KR'$RFff;P#w$ Ýßw$6|w$6w , which
contradicts the condition of the lemma.
5.9.4 Proof of Lemma 5.9
Proof: This lemma is porved by contradiction. We only prove that

á
Î
$

Ã
Î
$

í
Î
$

Ü
Î cannot be
zeros simultaneously here since proving that

á
V
$

Ã
V
$

í
V
$

Ü
V cannot be zeros simultaneously is
very similar.
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Assume á Î ff 
Ã
Î
ff í
Î
ff Ü
Î
ffflfi . From the definition of á Î $ 
Ã
Î
$ í
Î
$ Ü
Î in (5.27),
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The square of the norm of the left hand side of (5.43) equals
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Similarly, the square of the norm of the right hand side of (5.43) is equal to
-s
Á
»
§fiÂo°
ÈÉµ
Á
xò
#Z°¡;ÝJ°
A
0
Comparing the norms of both side of (5.43),
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Á
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which is equivalent to
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Define óff
Ê
#	¡ëÝY
Ê
and ß ff
Ê
#Z°F¡ëÝJ°
Ê
. Since #q$ ÝY$A#Z°Z$ ÝJ°ïÝ
£
fi?$6A , #¡ëÝmq$A#Z°F¡oÝJ°ÈÝ9 ¡A}$+A .
Therefore, ót$ ß Ý
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Á
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Since e
Ø
fi?$h

 , Á
»
§Â öff fi and
Èµ
Á
Â'öff fi for any Â Ý=e . Therefore, when Â4 öff Âo° , this
contradicts (5.22). Therefore, when Â?röff%Âo° and (5.22) is satisfied,
á
Î
$ 
Ã
Î
$ í
Î
$ Ü
Î cannot be zero
simultaneously.
Now look at the case of Â4ffuÂ° . From (5.43),
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From (5.23),
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where #¡J#Z°o$ Ým¡SÝJ°÷Ý ¡FA}$+A $ ¡ \°÷Ý ¡FC\$+C  , and P#	¡8#Z°t$6 o¡ \°\öff fi4$+fi . Therefore,
for (5.48) to be true, #¡ë#Z° ff=fi and  ¡\°_ff=fi . Thus, Á
»
§xò

¯
V

3
w
û
s
®
¯
Vl®
3
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ff=fi . Since
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Similarly, from (5.44), we have
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By a similar argument,
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÷
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Therefore, D#	$ ÝY$6 T$6iq$.ÂlÄ^ff@P#t°Z$ Ý2°t$\°x$6?°Z$.Âo°É , and this contradicts the condition that they are
different.
Chapter 6
Differential Unitary Space-Time Codes
Based on
   
6.1 Abstract
In this chapter, the special unitary Lie group 
 is discussed. Based on the structure of matrices
in 
	 , two methods to design constellations of  ¢ unitary matrices are proposed. One of
the methods gives codes that are subsets of 
 . The other codes are derived from the 

code by a simple modification, which are called AB codes. Simple formulas are derived by which
diversity products of the codes can be calculated in a fast way. Necessary conditions for full-
diversity of the codes are also proved. Our conjecture is that they are also sufficient conditions.
Simulation results given in Section 6.6 show that the codes have better performances than the
group-based codes [SHHS01] especially at high rates and are as good as the elaborately-designed
non-group codes [SHHS01]. Another exceptional feature of AB codes is that they have a fast
maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm based on complex sphere decoding.
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The work in this chapter has been published in the Proceeding of the Thirty-Seventh Asilomar
Conference on Signals, Systems, and Computers (Asilomar’03) [JH03d] and the Proceeding of
2004 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP’04)
[JH04d]. The journal paper is submitted to IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing [JH04e].
6.2 The Special Unitary Lie Group and Its Parameterization
Denition 6.1 (Special unitary group). [Sim94] 
à is the group of complex c matrices
obeying 
DÉ
ff7

DIff ·É¸ and ¦ É
flffX- .
From the definition, 
Łà is the group of complex c] unitary matrices with determinant
- . It is called the special unitary group. It is also known that 
Łà is a compact, simple, simply-
connected Lie group of dimension  w ¡X- and rank ¡X- . Since we are most interested in the
case of rank  , here the focus is on 
 , which has dimension P . The following theorem on the
parameterization of 
 is proved.
Theorem 6.1 (Parameterization of 
 ). Any matrix 
 belongs to 
 if and only if it can
be written as

flff
é
ê
ê
ë
-
¹
Rw
¹
wR É
ì
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
¯
fi ¡
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
fi - fi
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
fi

¯
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ë
-
¹
Rw
¹
wR ¡
ì
í
í
ï
$ (6.1)
where ÉF$1¡ Ý
	 and ¯ is a complex number with
Ê
¯
Ê
7- .
Proof: See Section 6.8.1.
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From the proof of the theorem, ¯ actually equals the determinant of the sub-matrix
éê
ê
ë
wTw¢w
p

p
w¢
pTp
ìîí
í
ï
of 
 . This theorem indicates that any matrix in 
 can be written as a product of three O
unitary matrices which are basically 
	 since they are actually reducible    unitary rep-
resentations of 
	 by adding an identity block. Now let’s look at the number of degrees of
freedom in 
 . Since ÉF$¡Ý 
	 , there are u degrees of freedom in them. Together with the 
degrees of freedom in the complex scalar  , the dimension of 
 is P , which is exactly the same as
that of 
 . Based on (6.1), matrices in 
 can be parameterized by entries of ÉF$¡ and  ,
that is, any matrix in 
 can be identified with a  -tuple BÉF$¡$   . From (6.1), it can also be
seen that all the three matrices are block-diagonal with a unit block. The first and third matrices
have the unit element at the  -	$-Z entry and the second matrix has the unit element at the )$'	
entry. To get a more symmetric parameterization method, the following corollary is proved.
Corollary 6.1. Any matrix 
 belongs to 
 if and only if it can be written as
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$ (6.2)
where ÉF$1¡ Ý
	 , ôÝ
£
fi4$-
¤ . ¥ and Ã are arbitrary angles.
Proof: First, it is easy to prove that any matrix with the structure in (6.2) is in 
 by
checking the unitary and determinant conditions. What is left is to prove that any matrix in 
	
can be written as the formula in (6.2).
For any matrix 
ÝL
	 , define 

à
ff8

é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
fi fi ¡[-
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- fi fi
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
. It is easy to check that 

à
is also
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a matrix in 
	 . Therefore, from Theorem 6.1, there exist matrices É
à
$¡
à à
Ý8
	 and a
complex scalar ¯ , such that
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and
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It is easy to check that
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for any angle ¥ . Define
ÉLfffiÉ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It is easy to see that ÉF$1¡Ý
	 . (6.2) is obtained by letting ff
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w and ÃMff

¯ ,
The parameter ¥ does not add any degrees of freedom as can be seen in the proof of the
corollary. However, as will be seen later that it is important to our code design. From formula
(6.2), any matrix in 
 can be written as a product of three basically 
	 matrices. The first
matrix is a three-dimensional representation of 
	 with an identity block at the  -	$-Z entry.
The second matrix is a a three-dimensional representation of 
	 with an identity block at the
)$'	 entry and the third matrix is a a three-dimensional representation of 
	 with an identity
block at the ?$+	 entry.
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6.3 2!§¨5O©ª7 Code Design
To get finite constellations of unitary matrices from the infinite Lie group 
 , the parameters,
ÉF$¡$ $4Ãô$ ¥ , need to be sampled appropriately. We first sample É and ¡ . As discussed in Chapter
2, Alamouti’s orthogonal design
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is a faithful representation of the group 
	 . To get a discrete set,
Ã
and í must belong to
discrete sets. As is well known, the PSK signal is a very good and simple modulation. Therefore,
É and ¡ are chosen as follows.1
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$
where A}$+C_$6/$' are positive integers.
Since the group is not fpf, we cannot use all the eight degrees of freedom in it to get fully-
diverse codes. To simplify the structure, let =ff - , by which the middle matrix in (6.2) is a
diagonal matrix. Also, fully-diverse subsets are desired. Therefore the angle ¥ should depend on
É and ¡ , or equivalently, it is a function of à$.d4$6ót$ ß . To see this, assume that ¥ is independent of
É . Then, the determinant of 
RBÉR$1¡$-	$ ¥ ¡
RCÉwZ$¡$-	$ ¥ is zero since É has a unit block at
its  -	$-t entry. The same is true for ¡ . Therefore, let ¥Lff!tòõ}°û ¡
<
!
s
ù
«
s¨T
1
 . The reason for
this will be illuminated later. Define
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0 (6.3)
1PSK symbols have been analyzed in [SWWX04], where it is shown that having a full parameterization of ±*>3Ã 9¢Ä ,
that is, parameterizing ² and ³ fully (both the norms and the arguments) gives about 7 - 9 dB improvement but with a
much more complicated decoding. Here, to make our main idea clear, ² and ³ are chosen as simple ´%±Wµ signals.
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(6.2) becomes
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which is the product of the first two matrices in the above formula, and
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which is the product of the last two matrices. The following codes are obtained.
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The set is a subset of 
 . We call it the 
 code. There are all together A C[/ elements in
the code (6.6). Since the channel is used in blocks of three transmissions, the rate of the code is
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Theorem 6.2 (Calculation of the diversity product). Dene
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For 
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.
Proof: See Section 6.8.2.
The diversity product of the code is therefore
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In general, to obtain the diversity product, determinants of R
w
Ì1Ì ¡B-tff
R
w
1Ì
w
¡ Ì difference
matrices, which is quadratic in Ì , need to be calculated. However, from Theorem 6.2,
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Actually, instead of -Zu?Ì , less than P?Ì calculations is enough because of the symmetry in (6.10).
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Ar$6C_$+/$+ Rate Diversity Product
14$'<4$6?$-t )0JP?- fi?024-Z
14$'<4$6G?$-t )0J<uu" fi?0m-t<4-"
<4$+G?$--	$-t 40Y-"1u fi?0Hfi	G	u4-
?$'<4$'1)$-	-t 402	G4-t fi?0Hfi	P	fi
14$+G?$'<)$-	-t 402G?-G1 fi?0Hfi14-fi
<4$-	-	$6G?$-Z "?02<oG?- fi?0Hfi	?-u
Table 6.1: Diversity products of 
 codes
Therefore, only half of the determinants are needed to be calculated. The computational complex-
ity is greatly reduced especially for codes of high rates, that is, when A[C / is large.
From the symmetries of
Ð
°
$
Ð
<
$
Ð
ù
$
Ð
T
in (6.10), it is easy to prove that
¾
ã
:
é<;
A}$+C_$6/$'ôËff
¾
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$'ôäff
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ã
:
é<;
A}$+C_$+ $+/Ëff
¾
ã
:
é<;
/$' $+A}$+C $
which indicates that switching the positions of A and C , / and  , or Ar$6C and /$'ô does not
affect the diversity product. But generally,
¾
ã
:
é<;
Ar$6C_$+/$+nöff
¾
ã
:
é<;
A}$+/$+C\$'ô .
Diversity products of some of the 
	 codes are given in Table 6.1. Diversity products of
some of the group-based codes and non-group codes in [SHHS01] are also given in Table 6.2 for
comparison. It can be seen from the tables that diversity products of 
 codes are about the
same as those of the group-based codes at low rates, but when the rates are high, diversity products
of 
 codes are much greater than those of the group-based codes at about the same rates.
However, diversity products of the 
 code at rate ?02G4-ZG1 , which is fi?0Hfi14-Zfi , is smaller than that
of the non-group code at rate "%0Hfi?- , which is fi?02fiG		 . But simulated performance shows that the
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Group Rate Diversity Product
cyclic group with |ff -	$-t<)$'u -	0HG	G fi?02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	fi?-
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Table 6.2: Diversity products of some group-based codes and a non-group code
code performs as well as the non-group code, which will be seen in Section 6.6.
Theorem 6.3 (Necessary conditions for full diversity). Necessary conditions for code Ö ° RC± to be
fully diverse are that any two of the integers A}$+C\$+/$'ô are relatively prime and none of them are
even.
Proof: First, we prove that
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where bRôffxòô ° éû ¡
<
é
!
 and bwIff7xò¡ ° ûû ¡
<
û
!
 . Therefore,
¦
Éo
°
RC±
°
°
é
S
<
é
±
¡¢
°
RC±
°
°
û
S
<
û
±

ff®
ü
°X
é
¡
ü
°
û


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for some

. If
¶	ÈÉ¦
A}$+C ffX

- , let fitNR}ffLWwäs AomflA and fi»ÌdxRffÊdwËsNCmC .
Then
ü
°
é
¡
ü
°
û
ff
ü
w
h
°

«
û
ø
V
E
û
=

¡
ü
w
h
°

«
û
ø
V
E
û
=

ffflfi?0
Therefore,
¶È¦
Ar$6C ffa- is a necessary condition for the set ft
°
RC±
°
°
S
<
±
k to be fully diverse. By a
similar argument,
¶	È¦
/$'ôËffE- is also a necessary condition.
Now assume
¶È¦
Ar$6/ff#

- . Let doRffdÉwZ$ ß Rff ß w , fiïRfffl%wËsAom , and fiïXóoRff
óws3/#m . From (6.8),
Ã
ff
ü
°
9
È
ÈÉµ
Á
h
-
, á8ff
ü
Vo°
9
È
ÈÉµ
Á
h
-
, and r{ff
ü
°
É
9
È . Therefore, for the two
matrices 
RîR'$4dtR$6óoR'$ ß R  and 
wtîWwZ$4dw$6ów$ ß w' in
Ö
°
RC± ,
¦
É T
ôRÉîR$4dxR+$6óoR'$
ß
R ¡L
wtîWwZ$4dÉw$6ów$
ß
w+
ff É³¥fÉ]á
Ã
ä¡ÊÉ

r
Ã
¡ÊÉ\rDá^
ff É³
s
¡
Èµ
Á
xò
-

Á
»
§xò
1

¡
Èµ
Á
tò
-

Á
»
§xò
s
¡
1
Èuu
ff fi40
So,
Ö
°
RC± is not fully-diverse, which means
¶È¦
A}$+/ ff - is a necessary condition. From the
symmetries of A and C , / and  ,
¶	È¦
A}$'ôFff
¶	È¦
C_$6/Fff
¶	È¦
C_$+ff;- are also necessary.
Therefore, any two of the four integers A}$+C\$+/$' are relatively prime is necessary for the code
Ö
°
RC± to be fully-diverse.
Now assume that A is even. Let’s look at the two matrices 
R and 
w with ffidxR'$óoR'$ ß Rvff
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ffidÉwZ$6ów$
ß
w+ and Rä¡vWwffflAom	 . (Since A is even, this is achievable.) Therefore,
¦
T
ôR R+$4dxR$6óxR'$
ß
R ¡L
wt %wZ$4dw$ów$
ß
w'
ff ³_É
sWÈµ
Á
xò
R¡vWw
oA
ü
w
h
°
«
é
ù
«
û
û
ø
¡
ÈÉµ
Á
xò
¥R ¡v%w
A
ü
w
h
°
«
é
ù
«
û
û
ø
ü
w
h
°
«
é
ù
«
û
ø
¡
ü
w
h
°

V
«
é
ù
«
û
ø

u
ff ³
sWÈµ
Á
ò

Á
»
§
ò

¡
Èµ
Á
ò

Á
»
§
oò

¡
Á
»
§¡ò
u
ff fi?$
which means that
Ö
°
RC± is not fully-diverse. By similar argument, if C , / , or  is even,
Ö
°
RC± is not
fully diverse.
We are not able to give sufficient conditions for full diversity of the 
 codes. Here is our
conjecture.
Conjecture 6.1 (Sufcient conditions for full diversity). The conditions, that any two of the in-
tegers A}$+C\$+/$'ô are relatively prime and none of them are even, are sufcient for code Ö
°
RC±
°
û
S !S «WS
1
±
to be fully diverse.
6.4 AB Code Design
Note from (6.4) and (6.5) that the
ü
Vo°
«
®
E
in the last column of 
°
RC±
°
S
<
and the
ü
°
»
in the first row of
ffi
°
RC±
°
S
<
are used to make the matrices have determinant - . However, in differential unitary space-time
code design, the signal matrices are only needed to be unitary. Therefore, the structure of the code
can be further simplified by abandoning the restriction that both matrices have unit determinant.
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Define

°
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°
°
S
<
±
ff
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ê
ê
ê
ê
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w
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=
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=
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°
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ê
ë
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§
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ü
w
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w
h
° ¬
®
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ü
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° ¬
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ü
w
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V)w
h
°Wý
§
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fi fi
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Vo°
»
«
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ìîí
í
í
í
í
í
ï
0(6.11)
and2
b à
°
S
<
ffxò
s
ý

A
ý
d
C u
â
à
ù
S
T
ff7tò  ý
ó
/
ý
ß


0 (6.12)
The following codes with a simpler structure are obtained.
Ö
°
w¨±
°
û
S !S «WS
1
±
ffËZi
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
ffi
°
w¨±
°
ù
S
T
±
Ê
@Ý
£
fi?$+A $.dÝ
£
fi?$+C $6óÝ
£
fi4$+/$
ß
Ý
£
fi?$'ôW½0 (6.13)
They are not subsets of the Lie group 
 any more since the determinant of the matrices is
now
ü
°
°

«
V
»
«
± which is not - in general. However, the matrices in the codes are still unitary. Since
any matrix in the code is a product of two unitary matrices (they are not representations of 

anymore because their determinants are no longer - ), we call it AB code. Simulations show that
they have the same and sometimes slightly better diversity products than the codes in (6.6), which
is not surprising since we now get rid of the constraint of unit determinant. In the next section, it
will be seen that the handy structure of AB codes results in a fast maximum-likelihood decoding
algorithm. The code has the same rate as the code in (6.6). It is easy to see that any matrix 
 in
the two codes can be identified by the " -tuple  $4d4$óx$ ß  .
Theorem 6.4 (Calculation of the diversity product). For any two matrices 
IRîR'$4dtR$6óoR'$ ß R and

wx Ww$4dw$ówZ$
ß
w' in the code
Ö
°
w¨±
,
¦
tT
ôR ¡L
w'ôff7
ü
°
«
é
ü
Vo°
»
«
û

r R

rDw
Ñ
£
r R ¡

r Rá^É

rDwô¡rDw
Ã

¤
$ (6.14)
2There are actually 7 Ì possibilities in (6.12). Different codes are obtained by different choices of signs. Two of
them are used in this chapter.
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where r Rôff
ü
w
h
°
ÎÍ
«
é
ù
«
û
û
ø
Í
E
é
ù
E
û
û
=
 and rDwIff
ü
w
h
°
 Í
ý
é
ù
ý
û
û
§
Í
¬
é
ù
¬
û
û
®

.
Proof: See Section 6.8.3.
Therefore, diversity product of the AB code is
¾
ã
: û
;
A}$+C\$+/$'ôËff
-

Ì
»
§
¿ À Á
:
ù,ø
®
ø
; ®
¿ Â Á
:
ù =
®
=
; ®
¿ Ã Á
:
ù
§
®
§
; ®
¿ Ä Á
:
ù ®
®
®
;
:
¿ÏÀ
®
¿ÅÂ
®
¿ffiÃ
®
¿ffiÄ
;Æ
Ç
:
ç
®
ç
®
ç
®
ç
;
Ê

Ñ
£
r R¡

r Rá^É

rDwô¡rDw
Ã
 ¤
Ê
R
Ó
p
0 (6.15)
Similar to the argument in the previous section, less than PêÌ calculations of the determinants of
difference matrices are enough to obtain the diversity product. AB codes also have the symmetry
that
¾
ã
: û
;
A}$+C\$+/$'ôDff
¾
ã
: û
;
C\$+A}$+/$'ôDff
¾
ã
: û
;
A}$+C_$+ $+/^ff
¾
ã
: û
;
/$+ $+A}$+C . But generally,
¾
ã
:
é<;
A}$+C\$+/$'ô÷öff
¾
ã
:
é<;
A}$+/$+C\$'ô .
As mentioned before, for AB codes, the choices for the angles b and
â
are not unique. Based
on (6.12), there are actually -Zu possible choices. Two of them are used here,
bà?ff7tò
s
¡

A
s
d
C
u
$
â
à4ffxò ¡
ó
/
¡
ß


and
b
à
ff7xò
s

A
¡
d
Cïu
$
â
à
ffflxò

¡
ó
/
¡
ß


$
which we call type Ð AB code and type ÐÐ AB code, respectively.
Diversity products of some of the two types of AB codes are given in Table 6.3. By comparing
with Table 6.2, it can be seen that AB codes have about the same diversity products as those of
group-based codes at low rates, but when the rates are high, diversity products of AB codes are
much greater than those of group-based codes at about the same rates. However, diversity product
of the AB code at rate 3.9838, which is 0.0661, is smaller than that of the non-group code at
rate 4.01, which is 0.0933. However, simulated performances in Section 6.6 show that the code
performs as well as the non-group code.
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Ar$6C_$+/$+ Rate Type Diversity Product
-	$+?$"%$'1	 1.9690 I 0.2977
Ł"%$'14$6?$'<	 2.9045 I 0.1413
?$'<4$'1)$-	-t 3.3912 II 0.0899
Ł"%$'<4$'1)$-	-t 3.5296 I 0.0731
14$+G?$'<)$-	-t 3.9195 I 0.0510
14$+P?$+G4$-	-t 3.9838 II 0.0611
G4$-Zfi?$--	$-Z 4.5506 II 0.0336
 -	-$-Z?$-"%$-t1	 4.9580 II 0.0276
Table 6.3: Diversity products of AB codes
Theorem 6.5. The set Z 
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
$ïÝ
£
fi4$+A'$4dÝ
£
fi?$6C
½ is fully diverse if and only if ¶	ÈÉ¦ A}$+C Ëff!- .
The set Z ffi
°
w¨±
°
ù
S
T
±
$6óÝ
£
fi?$+/'$
ß
Ý
£
fi?$'ô
½ is fully diverse if and only if ¶	È¦ /$'ôËffE- .
Proof: We first prove that the set Z
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
$ÈÝ
£
fi?$+A $.dÝ
£
fi?$+C ½ is fully diverse if and only if
A and C are relatively prime. For any two different matrices 
°
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°
°
é
S
<
é
±
and 
°
w¨±
°
°
û
S
<
û
±
in the set, denote
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=
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=
R
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w
h
°
«
û
ø
R
ü
w
ü
w
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°
E
û
=
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w
ü
V)w
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°
E
û
=
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ü
V)w
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°
«
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ø
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
$
where bRôffxòôBý
°
é
û
ý
<
é
!
 and bw}fftòBý
°
û
û
ý
<
û
!
 . Therefore,
¦
r
°
w¨±
°
°
é
S
<
é
±
¡¢
°
w¨±
°
°
û
S
<
û
±

ff 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°
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¡
ü
°
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
¦
É
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ê
ê
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ü
w
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«
é
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«
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¡
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=
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ï
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ff
-


ü
°X
é
¡
ü
°X
û

s



ü
w
h
°
«
é
ø
¡
ü
w
h
°
«
û
ø



w
s



ü
w
h
°
E
é
=
¡
ü
w
h
°
E
û
=



w
u
0
The second factor equals zero if and only if
ü
w
h
°
«
é
ø
ff
ü
w
h
°
«
û
ø and
ü
w
h
°
E
é
=
ff
ü
w
h
°
E
û
= . Since R$WwÝ
£
fi?$+A  and dxR$4dÉwÝ
£
fi?$6C , this is equivalent to  R'$.dxRDff;îWwZ$4dw+ , which cannot be true since the
two matrices are different. Therefore, the determinant equals zero if and only if
ü
°
é
ff
ü
°
û .
Now assume that
¶	È¦
A}$+C ]ff 

- , that is, A and C are not relatively prime. When
R ¡KWwff
û
-
and dxRä¡;dÉwIff!¡ !
-
(since  divides both A and C , this is achievable,)
boRä¡¢bw}ffflxò
s
ý
Rä¡v%w
A
ý
dtR¡;dw
C
u
ffxò
s
ý
-

ý
s
¡
-

uu
fffi?$
which means that
ü
°X
é
ff
ü
°
û . Therefore, the set Zi
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
$ïÝ
£
fi4$+A'$4dÝ
£
fi?$6C½ is not fully di-
verse.
Now assume that
¶	È¦
A}$+CËffX- . If
ü
°
é
ff
ü
°
û , boRx¡bwrffflZ#)ò for some integer # , which means
that ýU° é V ° ûû ý
<
é
V
<
û
!
ff # . Therefore, ° é V ° ûû ff Í

!+Ñ
°
<
é
V
<
û
±
!
. Since
¶È¦
Ar$6C ffa- , A
Ê
îR¡ Ww+ .
However, because R¡ WwnÝ¢ ¡A s-	$+A3¡ -t , the only possibility is that R¡ %wIfffi . Therefore,<
é
V
<
û
!
ffým# . From dxR¡½dÉwFÝB ¡C7s7-	$6CE¡-Z , dxR¡:dw ff9fi and #Mff9fi . So,  R$4dxRFffºîWwZ$4dw+
is obtained, and this is a contradiction since the two matrices are different. Therefore,
ü
°X
é
öff
ü
°
û .
So
¦
Ér
°
w¨±
°
°
é
S
<
é
±
¡¢
°
w¨±
°
°
û
S
<
û
±

öff!fi . Therefore,
¶	È¦
A}$+C}ff9- is a sufficient condition for the set to
be fully diverse.
By similar argument, we can prove that the set Zffi
°
w¨±
°
ù
S
T
±
$óÝ
£
fi?$+/$
ß
Ý
£
fi?$'ô½ is fully-diverse
if and only if / and  are relatively prime.
Theorem 6.6 (Necessary conditions for fully diversity).
1. Necessary conditions for full diversity of the type Ð AB code are that any two of A}$+C\$+/$'
are relatively prime and at most one of the four integers A}$+C_$6/$' is even.
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2. Necessary conditions for the full diversity of the type ÐÐ AB code are ¶	È¦ A}$+C Ëff ¶	È¦ /$'ôËff
- and at most one of the four integers A}$+C_$6/$' is even.
Proof: Since for code
Ö
°
w¨± to be fully diverse, Zi
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
½ and Z¥ffi
°
w¨±
°
ù
S
T
±
½ must be fully-diverse.
Therefore, from Theorem 6.5,
¶È¦
A}$+C ôff
¶	È¦
/$'ôôff - are necessary conditions for
Ö
°
w¨± to be
fully diverse.
Assume that both A and / are even. For any two matrices 
IRîR'$4dtR$6óoR'$ ß R  and 
wx WwZ$4dÉw$6ów$ ß w'
in
Ö
°
w¨± , choose dxRffodÉw , ß Rôff ß w , R¡ WwIff
û
w
, and óoR¡ ówIff «
w
. Since both A and / are even, this
is achievable and the two matrices are different. Therefore, from the proof of Theorem 6.2,
Ê
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ß
R  ¡L
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Therefore,
Ê
¦
tT
ôRîR'$4dtR$6óoR'$
ß
R ¡~
 wxîWw$4dÉwZ$6ów$
ß
w+
Ê
ff7
Ê
Ñ
Îr R

rDw'
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which indicates that the code is not fully diverse. By a similar argument, it can be proved that when
any two of the integers A}$+C\$+/$' are even, code
Ö
°
w¨± is not fully diverse. Therefore, necessary
conditions for code
Ö
°
w¨± to be fully-diverse are
¶	ÈÉ¦
A}$+C Dff
¶	ÈÉ¦
/$'ô^ff;- and among the four
integers Ar$6C_$+/$+ , at most one is even.
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What is left is to prove that for type Ð AB code to be fully diverse,
¶	È¦
A}$+/}ff
¶	ÈÉ¦
A}$+/}ff
¶	ÈÉ¦
C\$+/ ff
¶	ÈÉ¦
C\$'ôLff - are necessary. This is proved by contradiction. Assume that
¶	ÈÉ¦
A}$+C Mff 

- . Let RMff`Wws! , dxRMff d\sE , óoRff ówsE , and ß Rff ß w . There-
fore, r ff rDw]ff
ü
Vo°
ûffi9
È and
Ã
ff

á:ff
ü
°
9
È
Èµ
Á
h
-
. It is easy to check by formula (6.15) that
¦
tT
ôRä¡
wIffBfi . Therefore,
¶	ÈÉ¦
A}$+C ff(- is necessary. The proofs are similar for other pairs.
Note that, for type ÐÐ AB code, any two of A}$+C\$+/$'ô being relatively prime is not a necessary
condition. By computer simulation,
¾
ã
:±û
;
?$'14$+4$'1	ôffBfi?0Y-Z<fi	u

fi and
¾
ã
:±û
;
<)$+G?$'<4$6GôffXfi402fi)-ZG

fi , which indicates that
¶	È¦
A}$+/}ff>- ,
¶	È¦
A}$'ô}ff>- ,
¶	È¦
C_$6/ff9- , or
¶È¦
C\$'ô}ff>- are not
necessary for the code to be fully-diverse. We are not able to give sufficient conditions for the full
diversity of the AB codes. Our conjectures are that the necessary conditions are also sufficient.
Conjecture 6.2 (Sufcient conditions for full diversity). The necessary conditions given in The-
orem 6.6 are also sufcient conditions for the two types of AB codes to be fully diverse.
6.5 A Fast Decoding Algorithm for AB Codes
From (6.13), it can be seen that any matrix in code
Ö
°
w¨±
°
û
S !S «S
1
±
is a product of two basically 
 ma-
trices 
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
and ffi
°
w¨±
°
ù
S
T
±
.3 It is easy to see from formula (6.11) that the two matrices have orthogonal
design structure. This handy property can be used to get linear-algebraic decoding, which means
that the receiver can be made to form a system of linear equations in the unknowns.
3Although, )%Ó YÎÔ
Ó
V
[
]
Ô
and fiqÓ YÔ
Ó
a
[ Õ
Ô
are not in >3Ãæ9 Ä , they are K -dimensional representations of two >zÃ 9 Ä matrices by a
reducible homomorphism.
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The ML decoder for differential USTM given in (2.12) is equivalent to
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where
Ã

S ±° indicates the ²$T³) -th entry of the &  * matrix


for £[ff × $ × ¡7- . The equality
is obtained since the matrices 
°
w¨±
°
°
S
<
±
and ffi
°
w¨±
°
ù
S
T
±
have orthogonal structure. It is easy to see that
the formula inside the norm is linear in the PSK unknown signals. Therefore, sphere decoding
for complex channels proposed in [HtB03] can be used with slight modification. The only differ-
ence here is that the unknowns
ü
Vo°
«
«
®
E
and
ü
Vo°
»
«
ý
®
¬ are not independent unknown PSK signals but
are determined by
ü
w
h
°
«
ø
$
ü
V)w
h
°
E
= and
ü
w
h
°ý
§
$
ü
w
h
°
¬
® . Therefore, in the sphere decoding, instead of
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searching over the intervals for the unknowns
ü
Vo°X
«
«
®
E
and
ü
Vo°
»
«
ý
®
¬ , their values are calculated by val-
ues of à$4d and ót$ ß respectively based on formulas in (6.12) depending on the choices of the angles
b
à
°
S
<
and
â
à
ù
S
T
used in the code. Since sphere decoding has an average complexity that is cubic in rate
and dimension of the system, and at the same time achieves the exact ML results, a fast decoding
algorithm for AB codes is found.
In digital communication, choice of the searching radius is crucial to the speed of the algorithm.
If the initial radius is chosen to be very large, then actually most of the points are being searched,
by which not too much improvement on computational complexity can be gained over exhaustive
search. On the other hand, if the radius is chosen to be too small, then there may be no point in
the sphere being searched. It is better to start with a small value then increase it gradually. In
[DAML00], the authors proposed to choose the packing radius or the estimated packing radius to
be the initial searching radius. Here, another initialization for the searching radius based on the
noise level as in [HV02] and [JH03b] is used. The noise of the system is given in (2.11). Since
Â¼	$Â¼VWR and the transmitted unitary matrix, ½ÚBÛ , are independent, it is easy to prove that the noise
matrix has mean zero and variance o*
·
p
. Each component of the   * -dimensional noise vector
has mean zero and variance  . Therefore the random variable \ff
©

à
¼
©
w
ª
has Gamma distribution
with mean 	* . The searching radius  
k
is initialized in such a way that the probability that the
correct signal is in the sphere is fi?0HG , that is,
¾

©

©Éª

 
k
[ff{fi?0HG . If no point is found in the
sphere, then the searching radius is raised such that the probability is increased to fi?0HG	G and so
on. Using this algorithm, the probability that a point can be found during the first search is high.
For more details of sphere decoding and sphere decoding for complex channels, please refer to
[DAML00] and [HtB03].
Although 
 codes also have the structure of products of two unitary matrices 
°
RC±
°
°
S
<
±
and
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ffi
°
RC±
°
ù
S
T
±
, since the two unitary matrices do not have the orthogonal design structure, we cannot find a
way to simplify the decoding. Therefore, for 
 codes, exhaustive search is used to obtain the
ML results.
6.6 Simulation Results
In this section, examples of both 
 codes and the two types of AB codes are shown and
also the simulated performance of the codes at different rates. The number of transmit antennas
is three. The fading coefficient from each transmit antenna to each receive antenna is modeled
independently as a complex Gaussian variable with zero-mean and unit-variance and keeps con-
stant for 	& ffBu channel uses. At each channel use, zero-mean, unit-variance complex Gaussian
noise is added to each receive antenna. The block error rate (BLER), which corresponds to errors
in decoding the KN transmitted matrices, is demonstrated as the error event of interest. The
comparison of the proposed codes with some of the group-based codes and the non-group code in
[SHHS01] is also shown.
6.6.1 AB Code vs. Group-Based Codes at ÛØÜÝ{
The first example is the A;ffº-	$+C;ff>?$+/{ff8"%$'7ff{1 AB code with b
°
S
<
ff{xò 	¡
°
û
s
<
!
 and
â
ù
S
T
ffXxò

¡
ù
«
¡
T
1

. In brief, we call it the  -	$6?$6"%$'1 type I AB code. From (6.7), the rate of the
code is -	0HG	u	G	fi . From Table 6.3, diversity product of the code is fi40JG	<	< . Its BLER is compared
with the [wRTS j group code at rate /#ff9-	02GG with diversity product fi?0H	P14- and also the best cyclic
group code at rate -	0HG	G , whose diversity product is fi?02	fi?- , with cff@ -$-t<4$'ou . The number of
receive antennas is one. The performance curves are shown in Figure 6.1. The solid line indicates
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G21,4 code R=1.99
(1,3,4,5) AB code R=1.97
cyclic group code R=1.99
Figure 6.1: Comparison of the rate -	0HG	u	Gfi , -	$+?$6"?$'1	 type I AB code with the rate -	0HG	GrwRTS j code
and the best rate -	0HG	G cyclic group code
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the BLER of the type I AB code. The solid line with circles indicates the BLER of the wRTS j code
and the dashed line indicates the BLER of the cyclic group code. It can be seen from the plot that
the performance of the three codes is close to each other. The AB code is a little ( fi?021 dB- - dB)
worse than the [wRTS j code and better ( fi40J1 dB- - dB) than the cyclic group code. Notice that the
decoding of both group-based codes needs exhaustive search but the AB code has a fast decoding
method. Therefore, at rate approximately  , the AB code is as good as the group-based codes with
far superior decoding complexity.
6.6.2 wdÞßzAà
| Codes and AB Codes vs. Group-Based Codes at ÛÝÜÙà
In this subsection, two sets of codes are compared. The first set includes the "%$+14$+?$'< type
I AB code with rate /:ff:40HG	fi"l1 , the RRTS y j group-based code at rate  , and the 
 with
A}$+C\$+/$'ôäff <4$+G4$-	-	$-Z and rate ?0Y-"l1u . The number of receive antennas is one. The simulated
BLERs are shown in Figure 6.2. The line with squares indicates the bler of the type I AB code at
rate 402Gfi"l1 . The line with plus signs indicates the BLER of the _RRTS y j code and the line with stars
shows the BLER of the 
	 code at rate ?0Y-"l1u . It can be seen from the plot that the rate 40HG	fi"l1
AB code is about - dB better than the \RRTS y j code whose rate is  . The 
 code has about the
same performance as the group-based code with a rate fi?0Y-"l1u higher.
The second set of codes includes the 4$'<4$'14$-	-t type II AB code at rate /:ffg?02G?-t , the
"?$'<4$'14$-	-t type I AB code with rate / ff 40J1	oG	u , and the 4$'<4$'14$-	-tD
 code with rate
/dff5?0H	G?-t . The number of receive antennas is one. The simulated BLERs are also shown in
Figure 6.2. The solid and dashed lines show the BLER of the rate 3.3912 and rate 3.5296 AB code,
respectively. BLER of the 
	 code is shown by the dash-dotted line. The three codes have very
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G171,64 code R=3
(4,5,3,7) AB code R=2.90
(7,9,11,1) SU(3) code R=3.15
(3,7,5,11) AB code R=3.39
(4,7,5,11) AB code R=3.53
(3,7,5,11) SU(3) code R=3.39
Figure 6.2: Comparison of the ) rate 40HG	fi"l14$Z"%$'1)$+?$'<	 type I AB code,  rate ?0m-t14$t<4$+G?$-	-	$-t'$

 code, i rate ?0H	G?-t4$Z?$'<)$'14$-	-Z type II AB code, ¥ rate 40J1	oG	u?$tŁ"%$'<4$'1)$-	-t type I AB
code, and  rate ?0H	G?-t)$??$'<4$+14$-	-t'$x
 code with  the rate ?$+\RRTS y j code
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close performance. Compared with the performance of the  RRTS y j code, which is shown by the
line with circles, the three codes, the two AB codes and the 
	 codes with rates 0.3912,0.5296,
and 0.3912 higher, perform about 1.5dB worse than that of the group-based code. Note that the
AB codes can be decoded much faster than the _RRTS y j code and the 
 codes.
6.6.3 wdÞßzAà
| Codes and AB Codes vs. Group-Based Codes and the Non-
Group Code at ÛØÜ¢á
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G1365,16 code R=4
(5,8,9,11) AB code R=3.98
(9,10,11,13) AB code R=4.55
(5,9,7,11) SU(3) code R=3.92
(7,11,9,13) SU(3) code R=4.38
non−group code R=4
Figure 6.3: Comparison of the ) rate ?02GP		P?$r14$+P?$6G?$-	-t type II AB code,  rate "%0J11fi	u?$
G4$-Zfi?$--	$-Z type II AB code,  rate ?02G4-ZG14$t14$+G?$+<4$-	-t'$'
 code, and ¥ rate "%0H<G?-	$
<)$-	-	$+G4$-Z'$x
 code with the  rate "D\R
p
y
z
SUR
y code and  rate " non-group code
The comparison of the 1)$+P?$+G?$-	-t type II AB code at rate ?0HG	P		P and the G?$-Zfi?$-	-$-Z type
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II AB code at rate "?0J1	1ofi	u , the 1)$+G?$'<4$-	-t
 code at rate 3.9195, and the <4$-	-$+G?$-Z	
	
code at rate "%0H<G?- , with the rate 4 group-based _R
p
y
z
SUR
y code is given in Figure 6.3. As can be
seen in Figure 6.3, the line with circles indicates the BLER of the  R
p
y
z
SUR
y code. The line with
plus signs and the solid line show the BLER of the rate 3.9838 and 4.5506 AB code, respectively.
The dashed and the dash-dotted line show the BLER of the rate 3.9195 and 4.3791 
 code,
respectively. The number of receive antennas is one. It can been seen from the plot that at about
the same rate, the 1)$+P?$+G?$-	-t type II AB code and the 14$6G?$'<4$--t
 code perform a lot better
than the R
p
y
z
SUR
y code. For example, at the BLER of -Zfi V
p
, the AB code has an advantage of
about 4dB and the 
 code has an advantage of about 3.5dB. Also, at rate 0.3791 higher, the
<)$-	-	$+G4$-Z'$'
 code is more than 1dB better than the _R
p
y
z
SUR
y code does at high SNRs. The
BLER of the G4$-Zfi?$--	$-Z type II AB code is slightly lower than that of the _R
p
y
z
SUR
y code even
with a rate 0.5506 higher. The performance of the non-group code is also shown, which is indicated
by the line with squares. It can be seen from the plot that the 1)$+P?$+G?$-	-t type II AB code and the

 code at rates 3.9838 and 3.9195 are as good as the non-group code given in [SHHS01] at
rate 4 according to BLER, although diversity product of the non-group code is much higher than
those of the AB and 
	 codes from Tables 6.1-6.3. The reason might be that although in the
AB and 
 codes, the minimum of the determinants of the differences of two matrices is much
smaller than that of the non-group code, the overall distribution of elements in the AB and 
	
codes are as good as the overall distribution of the non-group code. Or in other words, in the AB
and 
	 codes, pairs of matrices that have very small difference determinant is scarce. The
expected difference determinant,
¿
Rälæåo°äè¶
¦
É
Ê

¡ð
°
Ê
, of the AB and 
 codes may be as
large as that of the non-group code. When the rate is high, the probability that matrices that are
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close to others are transmitted is small. It is the expected “distance”4 instead of the worse-case
“distance” that dominants the BLER.
This plot shows that both the AB codes and the 
 codes have much better performance
than the group-based code. They even have the same good performance as the elaborately designed
non-group codes. Another advantage is that the AB codes have a fast decoding algorithm while
the decoding of both the group-based and non-group codes needs exhaustive search.
6.6.4 AB Code vs. Group-Based Code at Higher Rates
20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
SNR (dB)
BL
ER
(11,13,14,15) AB code R=4.96
G10815,46 code R=5
Figure 6.4: Comparison of the rate "?02G1oP	fi?$t-	-	$-Z4$-"%$-Z1	 type II AB code with the rate 1I R n R
z
S
j
y
code
4Here, the distance of two matrices, ) and fi , is âHãäÒåÃ ) [ fi ÄÒâ . It is quoted since it is not a metric by definition.
For definition of metric, see [Yos78].
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In this subsection, the  -	-$-Z?$-"%$-t1	 type II AB code is compared with the  R n R
z
S
j y group-
based code. The rate of the AB code is 4.9580 and the rate of the group-based code is 5. The
performance is shown in Figure 6.4. The line with circles indicates BLER of the OR n R
z
S
j y code
and the solid line shows BLER of the AB code. The plot shows that the AB code has a much better
performance. For example, at the BLER of -fi V
p
, the AB code is 6dB better and the performance
gap is even higher for lower BLERs or higher SNRs. As mentioned before, the AB code has a fast
decoding algorithm while decoding the group-based codes needs exhaustive search. Therefore, at
high rates, AB codes have great advantages over group-based codes in both the performance and
decoding complexity.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the research on the idea of differential unitary space-time code designs based on
Lie groups with rank 2, which is first discussed in Chapter 4, is continued. The special unitary Lie
group 
	 is analyzed, which has dimension 8 and rank 2. The group is not fixed-point-free, but
a method to design fully-diverse codes, which are subsets of the group, is described. Furthermore,
motivated by the structure of the 
 codes proposed, a simpler code, called the AB code, is
proposed. Both codes are suitable for systems with three transmit antennas. Necessary conditions
for the full diversity of both codes are given and our conjecture is that they are also sufficient
conditions. The codes have simple formulas from which their diversity products can be calculated
in a fast way. A fast maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm for AB codes based on complex
sphere decoding is given by which the codes can be decoded in a complexity that is polynomial
in the rate and dimension. Simulation results show that both 
 codes and AB codes perform
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as well as the finite group-based codes at low rates. But they do not need the exhaustive search
(of exponentially growing size) required of group-based codes and therefore are far superior in
terms of decoding complexity. Both 
 and AB codes have great advantages over the finite
group-based codes at high rates and perform as well as the carefully designed non-group code at
rate 4.
6.8 Appendices
6.8.1 Proof of Theorem 6.1
Proof: It is easy to check that any matrix 
 that satisfies (6.1) is in 
	 by checking that




ff
·
p
and
¦

Bff - . Now what is left to prove is that any matrix 
Ýc
	 can be written
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Comparing the -	$-t entries, 
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Ê
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Comparing the 4$+	 entries and using the above equality, we have

wR+


wR
s
wTw


wTw
ff
·
w

¡
¯
VWR

wR+
ôRw


wTw
s 
wTw


wTw
ff
·
w

¯
VWR

 wR+
ôRwIffX
wTw¡N

V

wTw
0
Now let’s look at the unit determinant-constraint, which gives us
-ff
¦

flff
¯
½
¦
Étq
wTw¡L
wR
¯
VWR

ôRwôff
¯
½
¦


V

wTw
ff
¯

¦
É
wTw
VWR
0
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Therefore,
¦

 wTw ff

¯ . From 
wR+
F
wR
sfl
wTw
F
wTw
ff
·
w , it is obvious that
·
w}¡3
wTw
D
wTw
has rank - .
So, - is an eigenvalue of 
äwTw
F
wTw
. The other eigenvalue must be
Ê
¯
Ê
w since
¦
É
wTw
D
wTw
ff
Ê
¯
Ê
w . Thus,
the Hermitian and positive matrix 
äwTw
F
wTw
can be decomposed as 
 wTw
D
wTw
ff É
éê
ê
ë
- fi
fi
Ê

Ê
w
ì í
í
ï
ÉI ,
for some unitary matrix É with determinant - . Therefore, there exists a unitary matrix ¡ with
determinant - such that 
 wTw}ffÉ
éê
ê
ë
- fi
fi 
ì í
í
ï
¡ .
Again, from 
 wR+
F
wR
s
wTw
F
wTw
ff
·
w ,

wR6


wR
ff
·
w¡L
wTw


wTw
ff É
é
ê
ê
ë
fi fi
fi -r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ì
í
í
ï
É

ff É
é
ê
ê
ë
fi
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
° æ
ì
í
í
ï
¸
fi
!
-¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
Vo°Òæ
¹nÉ

0
A general solution for 
äwR is

wRôffÉ
éê
ê
ë
fi
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
°Òæ
ìîí
í
ï
$
where
¾
is an arbitrary angle. By similar argument, a general solution for 
IRw is,

ôRw}ff
¸
fi
!
-r¡
Ê

Ê
w
ü
°Òç
¹
¡
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where è is an arbitrary angle. Also,
¯



wR
s 
ôRw


wTw
ff
¹
Rw

¯
¸
fi
!
-¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
Vo°Òæ
¹ É

s
¸
fi
!
-¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
°¦ç
¹ ¡C¡

éê
ê
ë
- fi
fi
¯
ìîí
í
ï
É

ffflfi

ü
°¦ç
ff!¡
ü
Vo° æ
0
Therefore, we have proved that matrices in 
 can be written as
éê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
¯
¸
fi ¡
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
Vo°Òæ
¹¡
É
é
ê
ê
ë
fi
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
° æ
ì
í
í
ï
É
é
ê
ê
ë
- fi
fi

¯
ì
í
í
ï
¡
ìîí
í
í
í
í
í
ï
ff
é
ê
ê
ë
-
¹
Rw
¹
wR É
ì
í
í
ï
éê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë

 fi ¡
!
-¡
Ê

Ê
w
ü
Vo° æ
fi - fi
!
-r¡
Ê

Ê
w
ü
°Òæ
fi 
ìîí
í
í
í
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ë
-
¹
Rw
¹
wR ¡
ì
í
í
ï
0
Since
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
- fi fi
fi
ü
Vo°
Æ
fi
fi fi
ü
°
Æ
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
¯
fi ¡
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
Vo°Òæ
fi - fi
!
-r¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
° æ
fi

¯
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
- fi fi
fi
ü
°
Æ
fi
fi fi
ü
Vo°
Æ
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
ff
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
¯
fi ¡
!
-¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
Vo°
°
æ
Î
Æ
±
fi - fi
!
-}¡
Ê
¯
Ê
w
ü
°
°
æ
Î
Æ
±
fi

¯
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
for any real angle Ã , the angle
¾
is a redundant degree of freedom. Therefore, we can set
¾
ff(fi .
Thus, (6.1) is obtained.
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6.8.2 Proof of Theorem 6.2
Proof: Define b}ff{xò °
¯
û
¡
<
¯
!
 and
â
Iff=xò 
ù
¯
«
s
T
¯
1

for ²Dff@-	$+ . Furthermore, define ÂR[ff
°
é
V
°
û
w
û
s
<
é
V
<
û
w÷!
and Â)wff
ù
é
V
ù
û
w
û
¡ T
é
V
T
û
w÷!
. For any 
RÉ ¥R$4dxR'$óoR'$ ß R and 
wtîWwZ$4dw$6ów$ ß w' in
Ö
°
RC± , we
can write 
RËffð
°
RC±
°
°
é
S
<
é
±
ffi
°
RC±
°
ù
é
S
T
é
±
and 
w}ff3
°
RC±
°
°
û
S
<
û
±
ffi
°
RC±
°
ù
û
S
T
û
±
where 
°
RC± and ffi
°
RC± are as defined in (6.4)
and (6.5). Therefore,
 
°
RC±
°
°
û
S
<
û
±

VWR

°
RC±
°
°
é
S
<
é
±
ff
éê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
ü
Vo°
û
fi fi
fi
R
ü
w
ü
V)w
h
«
û
ø
¡
R
ü
w
ü
w
h
E
û
=
fi
R
ü
w
ü
V)w
h
E
û
=
ü
°X
û
R
ü
w
ü
w
h
«
û
ø
ü
°X
û
ì í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
éê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
ü
°
é
fi fi
fi
R
ü
w
ü
w
h
«
é
ø
R
ü
w
ü
w
h
E
é
=
ü
Vo°
é
fi ¡
R
ü
w
ü
V)w
h
E
é
=
R
ü
w
ü
V)w
h
«
é
ø
ü
Vo°
é
ì í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
ff
éê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
ü
°
°

é
V
û
±
fi
R
w

ü
w
h
°
«
é
ù
«
û
ø
s
ü
V)w
h
°
E
é
ù
E
û
=

R
w

ü
w
h
°
°
V
«
û
øÎ
E
é
=
±
¡
ü
w
h
°
°
V
«
é
øÎ
E
û
=
±

ü
Vo°X
é
fi
R
w

ü
w
h
°
°
«
é
ø
V
E
û
=
±
¡
ü
w
h
°
°
«
û
ø
V
E
é
=
±

ü
°X
û
R
w

ü
V)w
h
°
«
é
ù
«
û
ø
s
ü
w
h
°
E
é
ù
E
û
=

ü
Vo°
°

é
V
û
±
ìîí
í
í
í
í
í
ï
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é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
ü
°
°

é
V
û
±
fi fi
fi
ü
w
h
°

«
é
ù
«
û
û
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V
E
é
ù
E
û
û
=

ÈÉµ
Á
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ü
Vo°X
é
³
ü
w
h
°

V
«
é

«
û
û
øEÎ
E
é

E
û
û
=

Á
»
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fi
ü
°
û
³
ü
w
h
°

«
é

«
û
û
ø
V
E
é

E
û
û
=

Á
»
§ÂR
ü
Vo°
°

é
V
û
±
ü
w
h
°

V
«
é
ù
«
û
û
ø#Î
E
é
ù
E
û
û
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
ÈÉµ
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ÂWR
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
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ê
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ê
ê
ê
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ü
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°
°
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û
û
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E
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±
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°
«
û
û
ø
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E
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û
=
±
ìîí
í
í
í
í
í
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ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
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- fi fi
fi
Èµ
Á
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Á
»
§ÂR
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Á
»
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ÈÉµ
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ê
ê
ê
ê
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fi fi
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°
«
é
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V
E
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û
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±
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fi fi
ü
Vo°
é
ü
w
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°
°
V
«
é
û
ø
Î
E
é
û
=
±
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
ï
$
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and
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°
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ù
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S
T
û
±
 ffi
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ù
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S
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±

VWR
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ê
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ê
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R
ü
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w
h
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R
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§
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R
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í
í
í
ï
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ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
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w

ü
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h
°
ý
é
ù
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°
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°
°
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°
°
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R
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°
°
V
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§
V
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®
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¡
ü
w
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°
°
V
ý
é
§
V
¬
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®
±

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»
é
R
w

ü
w
h
°
ý
é
ù
ý
û
§
s
ü
w
h
°
¬
é
ù
¬
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
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ü
°
°
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»
û
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ï
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Á
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§
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Á
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°
°
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ù
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Î
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ù
¬
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®
±
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Á
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V
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±
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í
ï
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é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
ü
°
»
û
ü
w
h
°

ý
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§
Î
¬
û
û
®

fi fi
fi
ü
w
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°
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¬
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
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ü
Vo°
»
û
ì
í
í
í
í
í
í
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ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
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ÈÉµ
Á
Â4w ³
Á
»
§Â)w fi
³
Á
»
§Â4w
Èµ
Á
Â)w
fi fi -
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í
í
í
í
í
ï
é
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ë
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Vo°
»
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ü
w
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°

V
ý
é
û
§
V
¬
é
û
®

fi fi
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w
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°

ý
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¬
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®

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fi fi
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°
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í
í
í
í
í
ï
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Thus,
¸n¹ º

a
R
êé
R
À¦ë
R
À¤ì
R
ÀÒí
R

y
a
w
êé
w
À¦ë
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ÀÒí
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
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
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
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û ð
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ð
T
é
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ï

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 
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Chapter 7
Using Space-Time Codes in Wireless
Networks
7.1 Abstract
In this chapter, the idea of space-time coding devised for multiple-antenna systems is applied
to communications over wireless relay networks. A two-stage protocol is used in the network
communications, where in one stage the transmitter transmits information and in the other, the
relay nodes encode their received signals into a “distributed” linear dispersion space-time code,
and then transmit the coded signals to the receive node. It is shown that at high SNR, the PEP
behaves as r3¶¸·_¹
l
l
xOº¼»¸½E¾
¿
ð
t1À
, with Á the coherence interval, + the number of relay nodes, and fl the
total transmitted power. Thus, apart from the Â
]Ã
fl factor and assuming ÁvÄ + , the network has
the same diversity as a multiple-antenna system with + transmit antennas, which is the same as
assuming that the + relay nodes can fully cooperate and have full knowledge of the transmitted
signal. It is further shown that for a fixed total transmit power across the entire network, the optimal
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power allocation is for the transmitter to expend half the power and for the relays to collectively
expend the other half. It is also proved that at low and high SNR, the coding gain is the same as
that of a multiple-antenna system with + transmit antennas. However, at intermediate SNR, it can
be quite different.
7.2 Introduction
The communication systems that have been discussed or worked with in previous chapters are
point-to-point communication systems, which only have two users: one is the transmitter and the
other is the receiver. Recently, communications in wireless networks are of great interest because
of their diverse applications. Wireless networks consist of a number of nodes or users communi-
cating over wireless channels. Roughly, there are two types of wireless networks according to the
structure. One type is networks that have a master node or base station. All nodes communicate
with the base station directly and the base station is in control of all transmissions and forwarding
data to the intended users. A cellular phone system is the most popular example of this kind of
wireless networks. Another example is satellite communication systems. The other kind of wire-
less networks is ad hoc or sensory networks, which is the type of networks that are going to be
dealt with in this chapter.
An ad hoc wireless network is a collection of wireless mobile nodes that self-configure to
form a network without the aid of any established infrastructure [GW02]. Figure 7.1 is a simple
diagram of wireless ad hoc networks. A wireless links exists between each pair of nodes. In the
figure, only some of the links are represented. In ad hoc wireless networks, there is no master
node or base station. All communications are peer to peer. As every node may not be in the
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Figure 7.1: Ad hoc network
direct communication range1 of every other node, nodes can cooperate in routing each other’s data.
Therefore, transmissions may be completed by one-hop routing or even multiple-hop routing. In
addition, nodes in an ad-hoc network may be mobile. The difference between an ad-hoc network
and sensory network is that in the former, nodes may be mobile and there can be more than one
pair of nodes communicating at the same time, while, for sensory networks, the nodes are normally
static and there is only one pair of nodes communicating at a time.
According to the features mentioned above, ad-hoc and sensory networks can be rapidly de-
ployed and reconfigured, can be easily tailored to specific applications, and are robust due to the
distributed nature and redundancy of the nodes. Because of these advantages of ad-hoc and sen-
1There are many ways to define communication range of a wireless network according to the transmit power,
interference, distance, and other factors in the network. For example, in the protocol model in [GK00], it is defined
that one node located at ÕÖ can transmit to another node located at ÕØ× successfully if Ù ÕÚÛÜÕb×OÙdÝßÞ
àâá¬ãØä°Ù ÕåÖdÛÜÕb×OÙ
for every other node located at Õ Ú simultaneously transmitting over the same sub-channel. ã is a positive number that
models situations where a guard zone is specified by the protocol to prevent a neighboring node from transmitting on
the same sub-channel at the same time.
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sory networks, they have many applications, for example, the data network, the home network,
the wireless network of mobile laptops, PDAs and smart phones, the automated transportation sys-
tems, sensor dust, Bluetooth [Har00], etc.2 However, because of exactly the same unique features,
the analysis on wireless ad hoc networks is very difficult in networking, signal processing, and
especially information theoretical aspects.
There are many preliminary results in ad hoc wireless networks. In 2000, the capacity of
wireless ad-hoc networks was first analyzed in the landmark paper [GK00]. It is proved that the
optimal bit-distance product can be transported by a network placed in a disk of unit area scales
as æ4ø_ç è
ú bit-meters per second, where è is the number of nodes in the network. In [GT02], it is
proved that the mobility of nodes can increase the per-session throughput greatly. Results on the
network layer designing, interference, and energy management can be found in [PGH00, BMJ þ 98,
RkT99, RM99, DBT03]. Although these work illuminate issues in ad hoc networks with specific
network models and under specific conditions, most of the questions about ad hoc networks are
still open. For example, what is the Shannon capacity region, how to do scheduling and coding
to achieve capacity, and how to allocate power among the nodes? In this chapter, we use the
space-time coding idea, which is widely used in multiple-antenna systems, in wireless networks to
improve the performance of network communications.
As has been mentioned in Chapter 1, multiple antennas can greatly increase the capacity
and reliability of a wireless communication link in a fading environment using space-time codes
[Tel99, MH99, Fos96, TSC98]. Recently, with the increasing interests in ad hoc networks, re-
searchers have been looking for methods to exploit spatial diversity using the antennas of different
users in the network [SEA03a, SEA03b, TV01, LW03, NBK04]. In [LW03], the authors exploit
2For more applications and introduction, refer to [GW02] and [Per01].
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spatial diversity using the repetition and space-time algorithms. The mutual information and out-
age probability of the network are analyzed. However, in their model, the relay nodes need to
decode their received signals, which causes extra consumption in both time and energy and also
may cause error propagation. In [NBK04], a network with a single relay under different protocols
is analyzed and second order spatial diversity is achieved. In [HMC03], the authors use space-time
codes based on Hurwitz-Radon matrices and conjecture a diversity factor around +êéffi from their
simulations. Also, their simulations in [CH03] show that the use of Khatri-Rao codes lowers the
average bit error rate. In this chapter, relay networks with fading are considered and linear disper-
sion space-time codes [HH02b] are applied among the relays. The problem we are interested in is:
can we increase the reliability of a wireless network by using space-time codes among the relay
nodes?
A key feature of this work is that no decoding is required at the relay nodes. This has two
main benefits: first, the computation at the relay nodes is considerably simplified, and second, we
can avoid imposing bottlenecks on the rate by requiring some relay nodes to decode (See e.g.,
[DSG þ 03]).
The wireless relay network model used here is similar to those in [GV02, DH03]. In [GV02],
the authors show that the capacity of the wireless relay network with è nodes behaves like Â
ffiÃ
è .
In [DH03], a power efficiency that behaves like ç è is obtained. Both results are based on the
assumption that each relay knows its local channels so that they can work coherently. Therefore,
the system should be synchronized at the carrier level. Here, it is assumed that the relay nodes do
not know the channel information. All we need is the much more reasonable assumption that the
system is synchronized at the symbol level.
The work in this chapter shows that the use of space-time codes among the relay nodes, with
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linear dispersion structure, can achieve a diversity, ë ì Á
$
+îí
h
<
ff
¶¸·_¹"¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l o . When ÁïÄ + , the
transmit diversity is linear in the number of relays (size of the network) and is a function of the
total transmit power. When fl is very large, the diversity is approximately + . The coding gain
for large + and very large fl is
/1062
òñð
øÎõf
ff
õ
û
úòøÎõf
ff
õ
û
ú , where õf is the distributed space-time
code. Therefore, with very large transmit power and a big network, the same transmit diversity and
coding gain are obtained as in the multiple-antenna case, which means that the systems works as
if the relays can fully cooperate and have full knowledge of the transmitted signal.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, the network model and the
two-step protocol is introduced. The distributed space-time coding scheme is explained in Sec-
tion 7.4 and the pairwise error probability (PEP) is calculated in Section 7.5. In Section 7.6, the
optimum power allocation based on the PEP is derived. Sections 7.7 and 7.8 contain the main re-
sults. The transmit diversity and the coding gain are derived. To motivate the main results, simple
approximate derivations are given first in Section 7.7, and then in Section 7.8 the more involved
rigorous derivation is shown. In Section 7.9, the transmit diversity obtained in Sections 7.7 and 7.8
is improved slightly, and the optimality of the new diversity is proved. A more general distributed
linear dispersion space-time coding is discussed in Section 7.10, and in Section 7.11 the transmit
diversity and coding gain for a special case are obtained, which coincide with those in Sections 7.7
and 7.8. The performance of relay networks with randomly chosen distributed linear dispersion
space-time codes is simulated and compared with the performance of the same space-time codes
used in multiple-antenna systems with + transmit antennas and one receive antenna. The details
of the simulations and the BER and BLER figures are given in Section 7.12. Section 7.13 provides
the conclusion and future work. Section 7.14 contains some of the technical proofs.
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The work in this chapter has been published in the Proceeding of the Third Sensory Array
and Multi-Channel Signal Processing Workshop (SAM’04) [JH04f] and is accepted in the Forty-
Second Annual Allerton Conference on Communication, Control, and Computing (Allerton’04)
[JH04a]. The journal papers, [JH04b] and [JH04c], are submitted to IEEE Transactions on Wireless
Communications.
7.3 System Model
Consider a wireless network with +

 nodes which are placed randomly and independently
according to some distribution. There is one transmit node and one receive node. All the other +
nodes work as relays. Every node has one antenna. Antennas at the relay nodes can be used for
both transmission and reception. Denote the channel from the transmitter to the y -th relay as ó]f ,
and the channel from the y -th relay to the receiver as ô]f . Assume that óf and ô"f are independent
complex Gaussian with zero-mean and unit-variance. If the fading coefficients óf and ôf are known
to relay y , it is proved in [GV02] and [DH03] that the capacity behaves like Â
]Ã
+ and a power
efficiency that behaves like ç + can be obtained. However, these results rely on the assumption
that the relay nodes know their local connections, which requires the system to be synchronized at
the carrier level. However, for ad hoc networks with a lot of nodes which can also be mobile, this is
not a realistic assumption. In our work, a much more practical assumption, that the relay nodes are
only coherent at the symbol level, is made. In the relay network, it is assumed that the relay nodes,
know only the statistical distribution of the channels. However, we make the assumption that the
receiver knows all the fading coefficients óf and ô"f , which needs the network to be synchronized at
the symbol level. Its knowledge of the channels can be obtained by sending training signals from
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the relays and the transmitter. The main question is what gains can be obtained? There are two
types of gains: improvement in the outage capacity and improvement in the PEP. In this chapter,
the focus is on the latter.
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Figure 7.2: Wireless relay network
Assume that the transmitter wants to send the signal ß*
[
,
ð
$   $
,
¿
^

in the codebook ì ß
ð
$   $
ß
í
to the receiver, where

is the cardinality of the codebook. ß is normalized as

ß
ò
ß*
<
.
(7.1)
The transmission is accomplished by the following two-step strategy, which is also shown in Figure
7.2.3 From time
<
to Á , the transmitter sends signals ç fl
ð
Á
,
ð
$   $
ç
fl
ð
Á
,
¿
to each relay. Based
on the normalization of ß in (7.1), the average total transmit power of the Á transmissions is fl
ð
Á .
The received signal at the y -th relay at time  is denoted as ódf
	  , which is corrupted by the noise
3Although in the figure, all the relay nodes sit on a line in the middle of the transmitter and the receiver, this does
not means that they must be in the middle of the two communicating nodes to relay the information. The positions of
the relay nodes are arbitrary. For simplicity and clearness of the figure, we draw it this way.
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f
	  . From time Á

<
to  Á , the y -th relay node transmits 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to the receiver based on its
received signals. Denote the received signal at the receiver at time 
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>
 , and the noise at
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Á by L  . Assume that the noises are complex Gaussian with zero-mean
and unit-variance, that is, the distribution of 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f ,
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f ,
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are all Á -dimensional vectors. Clearly
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7.4 Distributed Space-Time Coding
The key question is what the relay nodes should do. There are two widely used cooperative strate-
gies for the relay nodes. The first one is called amplify-and-forward, in which the relays just
amplify their received signals according to power constraints and forward to the receiver. The
other is called decode-and-forward, in which the relay nodes do fully decoding and then send their
decoded information to the receiver. If the relay nodes know their local connections, beamforming
can be done by amplify-and-forward. However, it is obvious that if the relay nodes do not know the
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channels, amplify-and-forward is not optimal. For decode-and-forward, if the relays can decode
the signal correctly, which happens when the transmit power is very high or the transmission rate is
very low, the system is equivalent to a multiple-antenna system with + transmit antennas and one
receive antenna, and the best diversity + can be obtained. However if some relay nodes decode
incorrectly, whether because of bad channel, low transmit power, or high transmission rate, they
will forward incorrect signals to the receiver, which will harm the decoding at the receiver greatly.
Therefore, for ad hoc networks whose nodes have limited power, decode-and-forward puts a heavy
restriction on the transmission rate. Another disadvantage of decode-and-forward is that because
of the decoding complexity, it causes both extra power consumption and time delay.
We will instead focus on the diversity achievable without requiring the relay nodes to decode.
The strategy we use is called distributed space-time coding, in which simple signal processing is
done at relay nodes. No decoding is need at relay nodes, which saves both time and energy, and
more importantly, there is no rate constraint on transmissions. As will be seen later, this strategy
leads to the optimal diversity, + , with asymptotically high transmit power.4
In our approach, we use the idea of the linear dispersion space-time codes [HH02b] for multi-
antenna systems by designing the transmitted signal at every relay as a linear function of its re-
ceived signal:5
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(7.4)
4A combination of requiring some relay nodes to decode and others to not, may also considered. However, in the
interest of space, we shall not do so here.
5Note that the conjugate of ! Ö does not appear in (7.4). The case with ! Ö is discussed in Section 7.10.
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While within the framework of linear dispersion codes, the Áffi"%Á matrices }²f can be quite
arbitrary (apart from a Frobenius norm constraint). In the network, since the relay nodes have no
knowledge of the channels, there is no reason to put more weight on anyone of the relay nodes or
any time instant. To have a protocol that is equitable among different users and among different
time instants, we shall henceforth assume that } f are unitary matrices. As we shall presently see,
this also simplifies the analysis considerably since it keeps the noises forwarded by the relay nodes
to the receiver white.
Now let’s discuss the transmit power at each relay node. Because
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Therefore the average transmit power at relay node y is
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which explains our normalization in (7.4). The expected transmit power for one transmission at
each relay is fl
ü
.
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Let us now focus on the received signal. Clearly from (7.2) and (7.3),
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The received signal can therefore be written as
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(7.5)
Remark: From equation (7.5), it can be seen that the Á)" + matrix õ works like the space-time
code in the multiple-antenna case. We call it the distributed space-time code to emphasize that it
has been generated in a distributed way by the relay nodes, without having access to ß .
'
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, is the equivalent channel matrix and ( , which is Á*"
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, is the equivalent noise, ( is
clearly influenced by the choice of the space-time code. Using the unitarity of the }êf , it is easy to
get the normalization of õ :
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7.5 Pairwise Error Probability
Since }*f s are unitary and L
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are independent Gaussian, ( is also Gaussian when ô]f s are
known. It is easy to see that
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Thus, ( is both spatially and temporally white. This implies that, when both ó]f and ô"f are known,
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ß3f is also Gaussian with the following mean and variance.
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The ML decoder of the system can be easily calculated to be
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(7.7)
Since (7.7) is equivalent to the decoding of a real linear system, sphere decoding can be used
whose complexity is polynomial in the transmission rate and dimension at almost any practical
SNR [DAML00, HV02].
Theorem 7.1 (Chernoff bound on PEP). With the ML decoding in (7.6), the PEP, averaged over
the channel coefcients, of mistaking ß f by ß
û
has the following Chernoff bound.
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By integrating over óf s in the above formula, we can get the following inequality on PEP.
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Proof: The PEP of mistaking õ
ð
by õqf has the following Chernoff upper bound [SOSL85].
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This is the first upper bound in Theorem 7.1. To get the second upper bound, the expectation
over óf s must be calculated. Notice that
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as desired.
Let’s compare (7.8) with the Chernoff bound on the PEP of a multiple-antenna system with +
transmit antennas and
<
receive antenna (the receiver knows the channel) [TSC98, HM00]:¢^£
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The difference is that now the expectations over the ô]f must be calculated. Similar to the multiple-
antenna case, the “full diversity” condition can be obtained from (7.8). It is easy to see that if  fZÇ
drops rank, the upper bound in (7.8) increases. Therefore, the Chernoff bound is minimized when
f 8 is full-rank, or equivalently,
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7.6 Optimum Power Allocation
In this section, the optimum power allocation between the transmit node and relay nodes, that
minimize the PEP, is discussed. Because of the expectations over ôf , this is easier said than done.
Therefore, a heuristic argument is used. Note that ô 
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for large + . Therefore, (7.8) becomes
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It can be seen that the upper bound in (7.10) is minimized when
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Therefore, the optimum power allocation is such that the transmitter uses half the total power and
the relay nodes share the other half fairly. So, for large + , the relay nodes spend only a very small
amount of power to help the transmitter.
With this optimum power allocation, for high total transmit power (
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7.7 Approximate Derivations of the Diversity
As mentioned earlier, to obtain the diversity, the expectation in (7.8) must be calculated. This
will be done rigorously in Section 7.8. However, since the calculations are detailed and give little
insight, a simple approximate derivation, which leads to the same diversity result, is given here.
As discussed in the previous section, when + is large,
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+ with high probability. In
this section, this approximation is used to simplify the derivation.
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To highlight the transmit diversity result, we first upper bound the PEP using the minimum nonzero
singular values of
×
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is the exponential integral function [GR00]. For
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where ð is the Euler constant.6 For Â
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When
×
is full rank, the transmit diversity is ë
»

ì
Á
$
+îí
h
<
 ¶¸·_¹ffi¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l
o . Therefore, similar to the
multiple-antenna case, there is no point in having more relays than the coherence interval according
to the diversity. Thus, we will henceforth always assume Á Ä + . The transmit diversity is therefore
+
h
<

¶¸·_¹ffi¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l
o . (7.15) also shows that the PEP is smaller for bigger coherence interval Á . A
tighter upper bound is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Design the transmit signal at the y -th relay node as in (7.4) and use the power
allocation in (7.11). For full diversity of the space-time code, assume ÁªÄ + . If
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<
, for any
positive > , the PEP has the following upper bound¢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where
[
×
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	 f
ü denotes the
ó
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ó
matrix composed by choosing the y
ð
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6The Euler-Mascheroni constant is defined by ý)þ ß
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.
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Proof: From (7.10),
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Without loss of generality, Á
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In general,
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The upper bound in (7.16) is obtained.
It is easy to see that for any
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	 fffü is a positive definite matrix
since
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is positive definite. Therefore, all terms in (7.16) are positive.
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Therefore, (7.17) is obtained from (7.16) by omitting the higher order terms of
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l .
The same as the PEP Chernoff upper bound of multiple-antenna systems with + transmit an-
tennas and one receive antenna at high SNR, which is
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( is also obtained in the network case. However, instead of a constant that is indepen-
dent of
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, the coefficient of the factor in (7.17) is a polynomial in Â
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, which actually changes
the diversity result.
To get the diversity, we should look at the the term with the highest order of
¢
in (7.17), which
is the
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+ term:
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(7.18)
Therefore, as in (7.15), transmit diversity of the distributed space-time code is, again, +
h
<
 ¶¸·_¹"¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l
o ,
which is linear in the number of relays. When
¢
is very large (
¢ Ó
Â
]Ã
¢
), ¶¸·_¹ffi¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l <
<
, and
7Actually, this is not the optimum choice based on the transmit diversity. The transmit diversity can be improved
slightly by choosing a optimum = . However, the coding gain of that case is smaller than the coding gain in (7.17). The
details will be discussed in Section 7.9.
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a transmit diversity about + is obtained which is the same as the transmit diversity of a multiple-
antenna system with + transmit antennas and one receive antenna. That is, the system works as
if the + relay nodes can fully cooperate and have full knowledge of the transmitted signal as in
the multiple-antenna case. However, for any general average total transmit power, the transmit
diversity depends on the average total transmit power
¢
.
7.8 Rigorous Derivation of the Diversity
In the previous section, we use the approximation
<
t
fff
ð
V
ôf
V
¡Ï
+ . In this section, a rigorous
derivation of the Chernoff upper bound on the PEP is given. The same transmit diversity is obtained
but the coding gain becomes more complicated. Here is the main result.
Theorem 7.3. Design the transmit signal at the y -th relay node as in (7.4) and use the power
allocation in (7.11). For full diversity of the space-time code, assume Á¨Ä + . If Â ]Ã
¢ Ó
<
, the
PEP has the following Chernoff bound.
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Proof: Before proving the theorem, we first give a lemma that is needed.
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Lemma 7.1. If } is a constant,
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is the incomplete Gamma function [GR00].
Proof: See Section 7.14.1.
Now we prove Theorem 7.3. From (7.12), we need to upper bound
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We use the same method as in the previous section: breaking every integral into two parts. There-
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Without loss of generality, Á
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Using Lemma 7.1,
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Therefore,
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In general,
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Thus, (7.19) is obtained.
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in (7.19) has the highest order of
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. By simple rewriting, it is equivalent to
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which is the same as (7.18) except for a coefficient of
±
t
. Therefore, the same transmit
diversity, + h
<
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o , is obtained.
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2. In a multiple-antenna system with + transmit antennas and one receive antenna, at high
transmit power (or SNR), the PEP has the following upper bound, (which is given in (2.4) in
Section 2.3,)
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Comparing this with the highest order term given in (7.23), we can see the relay network has
a performance that is
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worse. This analysis is also verified by simulations in Section 7.12.
3. Corollary 7.2 also gives the coding gain for networks with large number of relay nodes.
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-th relay nodes are working. To have a good performance for not very large trans-
mit power, Corollary 7.2 indicates that the distributed space-time code should have the prop-
erty that it is “scale-free” in the sense that it is still a good distributed space-time code when
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some of the relays are not working. In general, for networks with any number of relay nodes,
the same conclusion can be obtained from (7.19).
4. Now we look at the low average total transmit power case, that is the
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where a fBf is the

y
$
yF entry of
×
. Therefore, the same as in the multiple-antenna case, the
coding gain at low total transmit power is
2&#
×
. The design criterion is to maximize
2$#
×
.
5. Corollary 7.2 also shows that the results obtained by the rigorous derivation in this section
is consistent with the approximate derivation in the previous section except for a coefficient
±
ò
. Actually the upper bound in (7.22) is tighter than the one in (7.17). This is reasonable
since in (7.22) all the terms except the one with the highest order of + are omitted, however
in the derivation of (7.17), we approximate
<
t
fff
ð
V
ô"f
V
¡ by its expected value + .
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7.9 Improvement in the Diversity
In Corollary 7.1 and Theorem 7.3,
>

ð
l is used, which actually is not the optimal choice accord-
ing to transmit diversity. The transmit diversity can be improved slightly by choosing the positive
number
>
optimally.
Theorem 7.4. The best transmit diversity can be obtained using the distributed space-time codes
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Proof: According to the proof of Theorem 7.3,
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From (7.14),
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When K  K ã , (7.27) is obtained. As in the proof of Corollary 7.2, for +
Ó
<
, we only keep
the terms with the highest order of + , that is, the ? 
ó
terms. (7.28) is then obtained from (7.27).
What left to prove is the optimality of the choice
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From the definition of K ã , we have
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There is no closed form for the solution of equation (7.26). The following theorem gives a
region of K ã and also gives some ideas about how much improvement in transmit diversity is
obatined.
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Theorem 7.5 indicates that the PEP Chernoff bound of the distributed space-time codes de-
creases faster than
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When
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is large ( Â
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),
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l is a very accurate approximation of K ã . The improvement
in transmit diversity is small.
Now let’s comapre the new upper bound in (7.28) with the one in (7.22). As discussed above,
a slightly better transmit diversity is obtained. However, the coding gain in (7.28) smaller. The
coding gain of (7.28) is
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and the coding gain of (7.22) for very high SNR Â
]Ã
¢ Ó
<
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/1062
×
. To compare the two, we
assume that the singular values of
×
take their maximum value, ç
±
, and +  Á . Therefore the
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upper bound in (7.22) is
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dB better according to coding gain.
Therefore, when
¢
is extremely large, the new upper bound is tighter than the previous one
since it has a lager diversity. Otherwise, the previous bound is tighter since it has a larger coding
gain.
7.10 A More General Case
In this section, a more general type of distributed linear dispersion space-time codes [HH02b] is
discussed. The transmitted signal at the y -th relay node is designed as
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By separating the real and imaginary parts, (7.31) can be written equivalently as
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The expected total transmit power at the y -th relay can therefore be calculated to be
¢
¡
Á .
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Now let’s look at the received signal. Similar to the rewriting of (7.31), (7.2) can be equivalently
written as
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The following equivalent system equation is obtained.
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is the equivalent channel matrix and

is the equivalent noise.
Theorem 7.6 (ML decoding and PEP). Design the transmit signal at the y -th relay node as in
(7.31). Then
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and the ML decoding is
.
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Using the optimum power allocation given in (7.11), the PEP of mistaking ßf with ß& has the
following Chernoff upper bound for large
¢
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Proof: To get the distribution of

V
ß f , let’s first discuss the noise part. Since  f and

are
independent circularly symmetric Gaussian with mean
=
and variance
7
¿
,

is Gaussian with
mean zero and its variance can be calculated to be
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. Therefore, when óf
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Thus,
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ß6f| is as given in (7.33). It is straightforward to get the ML decoding from
the distribution.
Now let’s look at the PEP of mistaking ß f by ß& . By the same argument as in the proof of
Theorem 7.1, the PEP has the following Chernoff upper bound.
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+ real matrix. Now we can calculate the expectation over
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The same as before, using the approximation
<
t
fff
ð
V
ôf
V
¡ Ï
+ , the optimum power allocation is as
given in (7.11). Using this power allocation, (7.34) is obtained.
7.11 Either 
y 
or 
y 
We have not yet been able to explicitly evaluate the expectation in (7.34). Our conjecture is that
when Á Ä + , the same transmit diversity +
h
<
 ¶¸·_¹ffi¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l o will be obtained. Here we give an
analysis of a much simpler, but far from trivial, case: for any y , either }êf 
=
or
~
f

=
. That is,
each relay node sends a signal that is either linear in its received signal or linear in the conjugate
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of its received signal. It is clear to see that Alamouti’s scheme is included in this case with + 
±
$
}
ð

7
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$
~
ð

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$
}
¡

=
, and
~
¡

8:
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= <
< =
H I
I
K
. The conditions that }Üf

~
f and }fª
~
f are
orthogonal become that }Üf is orthogonal if
~
f

=
and
~
f is orthogonal if }*f 
=
.
Theorem 7.7. Design the transmitted signal at the y -th relay node as in (7.31). Use the optimum
power allocation given in (7.11). Further assume that for any y  <
$   $
+
, either }êf  = or
~
f

=
. The PEP of mistaking ßOf with ß& has the following Chernoff upper bound.
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is a Á " + matrix which is the distributed space-time code.
Proof: See Section 7.14.2.
(7.35) is exactly the same as (7.12) except that now the distributed space-time code is  instead
of  . Therefore, by the same argument, the following theorem can be obtained.
Theorem 7.8. Design the transmit signal at the y -th relay as in (7.31). Use the optimum power
allocation as given in (7.11). For the full diversity of the space-time code, assume ÁcÄ + . Dene
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<
, the PEP has the following Chernoff bound.
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The best transmit diversity that can be obtained is K ã + . When
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Proof: The same as the proof of Theorem 7.3 and 7.4.
Therefore, exactly the same transmit diversity is obtained as in Section 7.7 and 7.8. The coding
gain for very large
¢
(
¢Ó
Â
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¢
 is
/1032

×
. When
¢
is not very large, we not only want
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to be large but also want
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That is, to have good performance for not very large transmit power, the distributed space-time
code should have the property that it is “scale-free” in the sense that it is still a good distributed
space-time code when some of the relays are not working.
7.12 Simulation Results
In this section, we give the simulated performance of the distributed space-time codes for different
values of the coherence interval Á , number of relay nodes + , and total transmit power
¢
. The fad-
ing coefficients between the transmitter and the relays, ó"f , and between the receiver and the relays,
ôf , are modeled as independent complex Gaussian variables with zero-mean and unit-variance. The
fading coefficients keep constant for Á channel uses. The noises at the relays and the receiver are
also modeled as independent zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian additive noise. The block error
rate (BLER), which corresponds to errors in decoding the vector of transmitted signals ß , and the
bit error rate (BER), which corresponds to errors in decoding
,
ð
$   ¼$
,
¿
, is demonstrated as the
error events of interest. Note that one block error rate may correspond to only a few bit errors.
The transmit signals at each relay are designed as in (7.4). We should remark that our goal here
is to compare the performance of linear dispersion (LD) codes implemented distributively over
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wireless networks with the performance of the same codes in multiple-antenna systems. Therefore
the actual design of the LD codes and their optimality is not an issue here: all that matters is that
the codes used for simulations in both systems be the same.8 Therefore, the matrices, }Üf , are
generated randomly based on the isotropic distribution on the space of ÁT" Á unitary matrices. It
is certainly conceivable that the performance obtained in the following figures can be improved by
several dB if }Üf s are chosen optimally.
The transmitted signals
,
ð
$   $
,
¿
are designed as independent  ¡ -QAM signals. Both the
real and imaginary parts of
,
f are equal probably chosen from the  -PAM signal set:
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$
where  is a positive integer. The coefficient

;
¿
?D


ð
C
is used for the normalization of ß given
in (7.1). The number of possible transmitted signal is therefore

¡
¿
. Since the channel is used in
blocks of Á transmissions, the rate of the code is, therefore,
<
Á
Â
]Ã

¡
¿

±
Â
]Ã

.
In the simulations of the multiple-antenna systems, the number of transmit antennas is + and
the number of receive antennas is
<
. We also model the fading coefficients between the trans-
mit antennas and the receive antenna as independent zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaus-
sian. The noises at the receive antenna are also modeled as independent zero-mean unit-variance
complex Gaussian. As discussed in the chapter, the space-time code used is the Á" + matrix


[
}
ð
ß
$   $
}
t
ß3^ . The rate of the space-time code is again
±
Â
ffiÃ
 . In both systems, sphere
decoding [DAML00, HV02] is used to obtain the ML results.
8The question of how to design optimal codes is an interesting one, but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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7.12.1 Performance of Wireless Networks with Different  and 
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Figure 7.3: BER comparison of wireless networks with different Á and +
In Figure 7.3, the BER curves of relay networks with different coherence interval Á and number
of relay nodes + are shown. The solid line indicates the BER of a network with Á  +  r , the
line with circles indicates the BER of a network with Á 
<d=
and +  r , the dash-dotted line
indicates the BER of a network with Á  + 
<d=
, and the line with stars indicates the BER of a
network with Á  + 
±
=
. It can be seen from the plot that the bigger + , the faster the BER curve
decreases, which verifies our analysis that the diversity is linear in + when Á Ä + . However,
the slopes of the BER curves of networks with Á  + ¡r and Á 
<d=
$
+
¢r is the same.
This verifies our result that the transmit diversity only depends on ë
»

ì
Á
$
+îí , which is always +
in our examples. Increasing the coherence interval does not improve the diversity. According to
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the analysis in Section 6 and 7, increasing Á can improvement the coding gain. However, when
having a larger coherence interval, not much performance improvement can be seen from the plot
by comparing the solid line (the BER curve of network with Á  + £r ) and the line with circles
(the BER curve of network with Á 
<d=
$
+
¤r ). The reason may be that our code is randomly
chosen without any optimization.
7.12.2 Perfromance Comparisions of Distributed Space-Time Codes with
Space-Time Codes
In this subsection, the performance of relay networks using distributed space-time codes is com-
pared with that of multiple-antenna systems using the same space-time codes. The performance
is compared in two ways. In one, we assume that the total transmit power for both the systems is
the same. This is done since the noise and channel variances are everywhere normalized to unity.
In other words, the total transmit power in the networks (summed over the transmitter and + relay
nodes) is the same as the transmit power of the multiple-antenna systems. In the other, we assume
that the SNR at the receiver is the same for the two systems. Assuming that the total transmit power
is
¢
, in the distributed scheme the SNR can be calculated to be
l

º
?ð

l
C
, and in the multiple-antenna
setting it is
¢
. Thus, roughly a
Ò
dB increase in power is needed to make the SNR of the relay
networks identical to that of the multiple-antenna systems. In the examples below, plots of both
comparisons are provided.
In the first example, Á  + ¥r and  
±
. Therefore, the rate of both the distributed space-
time code and the space-time code is
±
bits per transmission. The BER and BLER curves are
shown in Figure 7.4 and 7.5. Figure 7.4 shows the BER and BLER of the two systems with respect
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to the total transmit power. Figure 7.5 shows the BER and BLER of the two systems with respect
to the receive SNR. In both figures, the solid and dashed curves indicate the BER and BLER of the
relay network. The curve with plus signs and curve with circles indicate the BER and BLER of
the multiple-antenna system. It can be seen from the figures that the performance of the multiple-
antenna system is always better than the relay network at any total transmit power or SNR. This is
what we expected because in the multiple-antenna system, the transmit antennas of the transmitter
can fully cooperate and have perfect information of the transmit signal. Also, Figure 7.4 shows
that the BER and BLER curves of the multiple-antenna system goes done faster than those of the
relay network. However, the differences of the slopes of the BER and BLER curves of the two
systems are diminishing as the total transmit power goes higher. This can be seen more clearly in
Figure 7.5. At low SNR (
=
-
<d=
dB), the BER and BLER curves of the multiple-antenna system go
down faster than those of the relay network. As SNR goes higher, the differences of slopes of the
BER curves and BLER curves vanishes, which indicates that the two system have about the same
diversity at high SNR. This verifies our analysis of the transmit diversity.
Also, in Figure 7.4, at the BER of
<d=

º
, the total transmit power of the relay network is
about
I
uâ.
r dB. Our analysis of (7.25) indicates that the performance of the relay network should be
<
±
.
IŁÒ
dB worse. Reading from the plot, we get a
<]<
.
r dB difference. This verifies the correctness
and tightness of our upper bound.
In the next example, Á  + 
<d=
and  
±
. Therefore, the rate is again
±
. The simulated
performances are as shown in Figure 7.6 and 7.7. Figure 7.6 shows the BER and BLER of the two
systems with respect to the total transmit power. Figure 7.7 shows the BER and BLER of the two
systems with respect to the receive SNR. The indicators of the curves are the same as before. The
BER and BLER of both the relay network and the multiple-antenna system are lower than those
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in the previous example. This is because there are more relay nodes or transmit antennas present.
From Figure 7.6, it can be seen that the multiple-antenna system has a higher diversity at low
transmit power. However, as the total transmit power or SNR goes higher, the slope differences
of the BER and BLER curves between the two systems diminish. Figure 7.7 shows the same
phenomenon. When the receive SNR is low (
=
-
< =
dB), the performance of the two systems are
about the same. However, the BER and BLER curves of the multiple-antenna system goes done
faster than those of the relay network. When SNR is high (above
±
=
dB), the BER and BLER curves
have about the same slope.
Also, in Figure 7.6, at the BER of
<d=
¦ , the total transmit power of the relay network is about
±
Ò
dB. Our analysis of (7.25) indicates that the performance of the relay network should be
<d=
.uvu
dB
worse than that of the multiple-antenna system. Reading from the plot, we get a
t
dB difference.
At a BER of
<d=

º
, the total transmit power of the relay network is about
Iffi=
dB. Our analysis of
(7.25) indicates that the performance of the relay network should be
<]<
.
I
t
dB worse. Reading from
the plot, we get a
< =
dB difference.
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9 show the performance of systems with Á  + 
±
=
and  
±
.
The rate is again
±
. Figure 7.8 shows the BER and BLER of the two systems with respect to the
total transmit power. Figure 7.9 shows the BER and BLER of the two systems with respect to the
receive SNR. The indicators of the curves are the same as before. It can be seen from the figures
that for total transmit power or SNR higher than
±
=
, the slopes of the BER and BLER curves of the
two systems are about the same. Also, from Figure 7.9 we can see that for SNR less than
<
Ã
dB,
the performance of the two systems are about the same. However, the BER and BLER curves of
the multiple-antenna system goes down faster than those of the relay network. When SNR is high
(above
±
=
dB), the performance difference converges.
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Figure 7.8: BER/BLER comparison of the relay network with the multiple-antenna system at
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Again, in Figure 7.8, at a BER of
< =

º
, the total transmit power of the relay network is about
±
Ò
dB. Our analysis of (7.25) indicates that the performance of the relay network should be
<d=
.uvu
dB
worse. Reading from the plot, we get a
t
dB difference.
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Figure 7.10: BER/BLER comparison of the relay network with the multiple-antenna system at
Á

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£r
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±
and the same total transmit power
Finally, we give an example with ÁÈ + . In this example, Á 
<d=
, + §r and  
±
. The rate
of the system is again
±
. The BER and BLER curves of both the relay network and the multiple
antenna system with respect to the average total transmit power are shown in Figure 7.10. The
indicators of the curves are the same as before. The same phenomenon can be observed.
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7.13 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, the use of linear dispersion space-time codes in wireless relay networks is proposed.
We assume that the transmitter and relay nodes do not know the channel realizations but only their
statistical distribution. The ML decoding and pairwise error probability at the receiver is analyzed.
The main result is that the diversity of the system behaves as ë
»

ì
Á
$
+îí
h
<
c¶¸·_¹"¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l o , which
shows that when Á-Ä + and the average total transmit power is very high (
¢ Ó
Â
ffiÃ
¢
), the relay
network has almost the same diversity as a multiple-antenna system with + transmit antennas and
one receive antenna. This result is also supported by simulations. It is further shown that, assuming
+

Á , the leading order term in the PEP behaves as
ð
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?
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l
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, which compared to
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]¨ª©)« ?
w
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w$d
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º
l
x
t
, the PEP of a space-time code, shows the loss of performance due to the fact that
the code is implemented distributively and the relay nodes have no knowledge of the transmitted
symbols. We also observe that the high SNR coding gain, V
/1032

¼f  
V

¡ , is the same as that
arises in space-time coding. The same is true at low SNR where a trace condition comes up.
We then improve the achieved diversity gain slightly (by the order no larger than æ
h
¶¸·_¹ffi¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹

l
o ).
Furthermore, a more general type of distributed space-time linear codes is discussed, in which the
transmission signal from each relay node to the receive node is designed as a linear combination
of both its received signal and the conjugate of its received signal. For a special case, which
includes the Alamouti’s scheme, exactly the same diversity gain can be obtained. Simulation
results on some randomly generated distributed space-time codes are demonstrated, which verify
our theoretical analysis on both the diversity and coding gain.
There are several directions for future work that can be envisioned. One is to study the outage
capacity of our scheme. Another is to determine whether the diversity order ë
»

ì
Á
$
+îí
h
<
 ¶¸·_¹"¶¸·_¹
l
¶¸·_¹
l
o
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can be improved by other coding methods that are more complicated and general than linear code
used here. We conjecture that it cannot. Another interesting question is to study the design and
optimization of distributed space-time codes. For this the PEP expression (7.19) in Theorem 7.3
should be useful. In fact, relay networks provide an opportunity for the design of space-time codes
with a large number of transmit antennas, since + can be quite large. Also, in our network model,
only single antenna is used at every node. What if there are multiple antennas at the transmit
node, the receive node, and/or the relay nodes? For multiple-antenna systems, it has been shown
in Chapter 2 that the diversity increases linearly in the number of transmit and receive antennas.
Here, in relay networks, can we obtain the same linear increase in the number of antennas nodes
in the network?
As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, decode-and-forward can achieve higher diver-
sity however with a strict rate constraint. With the scheme of distributed space-time coding, in
which no decoding is need at any relay node, there is no rate constraint. If, in the relay network,
we allow some of the relay nodes to decode and then all the relay nodes, those who decode and
those who do not, generate a distributed space-time code, it is conceivable that the diversity can
be improved with some sacrifice of rate (needed for the decoding relay nodes to decode correctly).
Therefore there is a diversity-and-rate trade-off to be analyzed.
Finally, in our network model, it is assumed that the receive node knows all the channel infor-
mation, which needs the system to be synchronized at the symbol level and needs training symbols
to be sent from both the transmit node and the relay nodes. It is interesting to see whether dif-
ferential space-time coding techniques can be generalized to the distributed setting that there is
no channel information at the receiver as well. The Cayley codes [HH02a] might be a suitable
candidate for this.
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7.14 Appendices
7.14.1 Proof of Lemma 7.1
Proof: We want to explicitly evaluate
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Thus ends the proof.
7.14.2 Proof of Theorem 7.7
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Chapter 8
Summary and Discussion
Reaching the end of this thesis, to conclude, a brief summary of contributions of this thesis and
discussions on possible future research directions are given in the following. As this thesis can be
roughly divided into two big parts: the MIMO/multiple-antenna systems part and the wireless ad
hoc network part, a separate summary and discussion are provided for each.
8.1 Summary and Discussion on Multiple-Antenna Systems
From Chapter 1 to Chapter 6, multiple-antenna systems are discussed. In the first two chap-
ters, an introduction of multiple-antenna systems is given including the fading model, the systems
model, the Shannon capacity, the training-based scheme, the differential and non-differential uni-
tary space-time modulations, and the diversity and coding gain according to the PEP of multiple-
antenna systems. An example, which is the well-known Alamouti’s scheme, is presented. A brief
review of the real and complex sphere decoding algorithms, which are widely used as fast ML
decoding algorithms in multiple-antenna communications, is also given. In Chapter 3, non-square
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unitary space-time codes is designed via Cayley transform. The code can be used to systems with
any number of transmit and receive antennas with a fast nearly optimal decoding algorithm. Pre-
liminary simulations show that the code is far better than the uncoded training-based space-time
schemes and only slightly underperforms optimized training-based schemes using orthogonal de-
signs and linear dispersion codes. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are on differential unitary space-time codes
based on groups. In Chapter 4, the idea of group-based differential unitary space-time codes is in-
troduced and its advantages are explained. The research on rank 2 Lie groups is also motivated in
Chapter 4. Following this, differential unitary space-time codes based on rank 2 Lie groups, 
Ê

±

and âá

I
 , are described, which can be used in systems with four and three transmit antennas
and any number of receive antennas, respectively. The codes are fully diverse with high diversity
products. Simulations show that they are superior to existing differential Cayley codes, orthogo-
nal designs, finite-group-based codes, and are comparable to the elaborately-designed non-group
codes which have a structure of products of groups.
There are still many open questions and unsolved problems in this area. The most prominent
one is the capacity. The capacity of multiple-antenna systems is still unknown when neither the
transmitter and the receiver has the channel information, which is the most practical case. Although
some results are obtained for very high [MH99, HM00, ZT02, LM03] and very low SNR cases
[LTV03, PV02, HS02b, RH04], we just scratched the surface of the research on the capacity of
multiple-antenna systems. The capacity when partial channel information is available and the
capacity for systems with frequency-selective channels are also open. This area of research will
remain timely and important for many years.
As most research on multiple-antenna systems focused on exploiting the diversity gain pro-
vided by multiple antennas, there is another gain, called the spatial multiplexing or the degrees of
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freedom, corresponding to the increase in the data rate provided by multiple antennas. In [ZT03],
it is proved that these two types of gains can be obtained simultaneously, however, there is a fun-
damental trade-off between how much each of the two gains can be extracted. Then comes the
question of finding practical codes which can actually achieve the optimal trade-off between diver-
sity and spatial multiplexing with good performance. In [GCD04], a coding scheme called LAST
coding is proposed and is proved to achieve the optimal trade-off. Other related work can be found
in [LK04, GT04, TV04].
Another open problem is the error rate of multiple-antenna systems. The analysis on the exact
block or bit error rate is very difficult. In all the analysis given in this thesis, the Chernoff upper
bound on the pairwise error probability is used. There are also works on the exact pairwise error
probability [TB02]. Any improvement in the analysis of exact block/bit error rate or any results of
non-trivial lower bound on the PEP will be very interesting.
8.2 Summary and Discussion on Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
Chapter 7 is about wireless ad hoc networks. In this chapter, the idea of space-time coding pro-
posed for multiple-antenna systems is applied to wireless relay networks, by which diversity Ú is
achieved when the transmit power is asymptotically high, where Ú is the number of relay nodes
in the network. This result indicates that wireless networks with
Ú
relay nodes can achieve the
same diversity as multiple-antenna systems with
Ú
transmit antennas and one receive antenna at
asymptotically high transmit power although space-time codes are used distributively among the
Ú
relay nodes.
As discussed in Chapter 7, the straightforward future research are the analysis on the outage
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capacity with this coding scheme and coding scheme designs when no channel information is
known at the receiver. Another possibility is the optimization of the distributed space-time codes.
It is mentioned in Chapter 7 that the design criterion is the same as space-time codes for multiple-
antenna systems for very high and low transmit power. However, it is different for intermediate
transmit power. Also, the design of space-time codes for large
Ú
is rare.
In research on wireless relay networks, as mentioned in the introduction of Chapter 7, there
are two mainly used cooperative diversity algorithms for transmissions between a pair of nodes
through a bunch of relay nodes: amplify-and-forward [DH03] and decoding-and-forward [LW03,
NBK04]. Intuitively, when the receive SNR of a relay node is low (for example, if the relay is far
from the transmitter), it is not beneficial for the relay to do decoding since with high probability, it
will make an error. As discussed in [DH03], wireless networks are most power efficient in the low
power regime, in which case, the receive SNR at the relay nodes is low. In this situation, decoding-
and-forward is not advantageous. However, if some relay nodes are very near the transmitter,
it might be advantageous for them to decode since they have high receive SNRs according to
diversity gain, capacity, outage capacity, etc. In our approach, simple signal processing, which
is called the distributed space-time coding, is used at the relay nodes. No decoding needs to
be done at the relay nodes, which both saves the computational complexity and improves the
reliability when the SNR is not very high. This algorithm is superior to amplify-and-forward since
the latter is actually a special case of the former. Other work based on this algorithm can be find
in [CH03, HMC03, LW03]. A mixed algorithm of decode-and-forward and distributed space-
time coding according to the instantaneous SNR and transmission rate at the relay nodes will be
interesting. A trade-off between diversity and rate is expected.
In our network model, all the relay nodes have the same power allocation. This might not be
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applicable for real ad hoc or sensory networks. What is more important is that this might be not
optimal if some relay nodes have full or partial knowledge of their local channels. Relay nodes can
estimate their instantaneous receive SNR from the transmit node at every time. Therefore, it might
be advantageous for those relay nodes who have high SNR to use higher transmit power to relay
the signals. Therefore, the optimal power allocation among the relay nodes is another interesting
problem.
In the network model in Chapter 7, there is only one transmit-and-receive pair, which is ap-
plicable to most sensory networks but not to general ad hoc wireless networks. When there are
multiple pairs of transmit and receive nodes, not only does noise exist but also interference. One
most straightforward method to solve this is to use time division or frequency division by assigning
a different time instant or frequency interval to every pair. However, it will be interesting to see if
there are better and more efficient strategies.
As discussed before, because of their features and related issues (distributivity, interference,
routing, power constraint, mobility, etc.), analysis on wireless ad hoc networks is very difficult.
Most questions on wireless ad hoc networks are still open. For example, what is the capacity, what
is the optimal diversity gain, is multi-hop routing better than single-hop routing, and what is the
optimal power allocation? Related work can be found in [GK00, GK01, GT02, TG03]. To get
some results in this area, most of the work nowadays focus on one of the two special networks:
networks with a small amount of nodes so that theoretical analysis are possible (for example,
[TG03, CH04]) and networks with very large number of nodes in which asymptotic results may
be obtained [GK00, GK01, GT02]. Understanding wireless ad hoc network is the key to our
ultimate goal of wireless communication: to communicate with anybody anywhere at anytime for
anything. For a considerable period of time, research on wireless ad hoc networks will keep timely,
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interesting and significant.
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